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Zerstörungsfreier Nachweis und Widerstandskühlung von Ensembles hochgeladener
Ionen für präzisionsspektroskopische Messungen in der ARTEMIS-Penningfalle
Zusammenfassung: Ein wichtiger Aspekt bei Präzisionsmessungen in einer Penningfalle ist
die Fähigkeit, die eingeschlossenen Partikel auf kryogene Temperaturen abkühlen zu können,
um Messunsicherheiten zu reduzieren. Die ARTEMIS-Penningfalle, die sich in der HiTrapEinrichtung an der GSI beﬁndet, wurde entwickelt, um den g−Faktor von hochgeladenen
Ionen wie etwa 40 Ar13+ und 209 Bi82+ zu messen. Das vorgesehene Messschema beinhaltet die Spektroskopie einer großen Anzahl von gespeicherten Teilchen in Form eines Ensembles, typischerweise in der Größenordnung von 105 Ionen. Diese Arbeit stellt die Entwicklung und das Upgrade des zerstörungsfreien RLC-Detektionssystems von ARTEMIS
vor, das auch für die resistive Ionenkühlung verwendet wird. Die Funktionsweise beruht auf
einer dissipativen Wechselwirkung der gespeicherten Ionen mit dem eﬀektiven Widerstand
des Detektionssystems. Eine theoretische Behandlung der resistiven Kühlung von einem in
der Erzeugungsfalle produzierten Ion-Ensemble wurde durchgeführt und mit verschiedenen
Ionen-Ensembles getestet.

Non-Destructive Detection and Resistive Cooling of Highly-Charged-Ion Ensembles for
Precision Spectroscopy in the ARTEMIS Penning Trap
Abstract: An important aspect of precision measurements in a Penning trap is the ability to
cool the conﬁned particles to cryogenic temperatures, which reduces the measurement uncertainty. The ARTEMIS Penning trap, located at the HiTrap facility at GSI, is designed to
measure the g−factor of heavy to medium highly charged ions, such as 40 Ar13+ and 209 Bi82+ ,
using microwave-laser double resonance spectroscopy on a ppb level of accuracy. The foreseen measurement scheme involves spectroscopy of a large number of conﬁned particles in
the form of an ensemble, typically of the order of 105 ions. This thesis presents the development and upgrades of the non-destructive detection system of ARTEMIS, which is also
used for resistive ion cooling through dissipative interaction with the eﬀective resistance of
the detection system. A theoretical treatment of resistive cooling of an ion ensemble created
in the creation trap of ARTEMIS was performed and test with diﬀerent ion ensembles.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

Highly charged ions oﬀer one of the most versatile frameworks for a test of quantum electrodynamics (QED). A prime example is the measurement of magnetic moment (g−factor) of a
bound electron. The extreme electromagnetic ﬁeld in the close vicinity of the nucleus —of
the order of 1016 V cm−1 at the position of the electron in a heavy hydrogen-like ion—leads
to two eﬀects making the bound electron of a highly charged ion an interesting case for such a
study. Firstly, the g−factors of the free electron [1] and bound electron [2, 3] are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent, which is the result of diﬀerent categories of phenomena, among them the QED effects that roughly scale with the square of the nuclear charge number Z. Secondly, in heavy
few-electron systems, such as 207 Pb81+ and 209 Bi82+ , the energy of the ground-state hyperﬁne structure transitions are optically accessible via laser spectroscopy [4, 5]. The same is
true for the ﬁne structure transitions in medium to heavy highly charged ions such as 40 Ar13+
or 84 Kr17+ [6]. The present experiment aims at precision measurements of the bound electrons’ magnetic moments via a technique which exploits the optical transitions available in
such highly charged ions by use of optical and microwave spectroscopy of ions conﬁned in a
Penning trap.
A superposition of a harmonic electrostatic and a homogeneous magnetic potential for stable charged-particle conﬁnement—later known as a Penning trap—was ﬁrst proposed by J.R.
Pierce in 1949 [7]. Shortly after, H.G. Dehmelt (1959) utilized this conﬁguration for electron
conﬁnement and precision spectroscopy measurements [8, 9]. Later in 1986, using a Penning
trap, Dehmelt’s group succeeded in measuring the g-factor of the unbound electron with a
relative precision of 4 × 10−12 [10]. This experimental conﬁnement technique rapidly became adapted to a broad range of high-precision measurements making use of conﬁnement
and cooling of particles in Penning traps. A typical g-factor measurement of this kind is
commonly performed using the so-called continuous Stern-Gerlach scheme, which involves
probing the spin orientation of the conﬁned particle with microwave signal and continuous
1
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measurements of the relevant radio-frequency of ion oscillations[11]. As the particles in
a Penning trap can be prepared in well-deﬁned states for extended periods, and all observables are frequencies, potentially high precisions are to be expected. The measurement of the
bound-electron g−factor of hydrogen-like carbon 12 C5+ [2] and oxygen 16 O7+ [3] with an uncertainty of 10−9 , lithium-like calcium Ca17+ isotopes with an uncertainty of 10−11 [12], and
lithium-like calcium 28 Si11+ with a relative uncertainty of 10−9 [13] are outstanding examples
of applying such an approach to highly charged ions.
The Stern-Gerlach scheme is the method of choice when measuring ions with zero-spin
nuclei, while the microwave-laser double resonance spectroscopy can serve as a complementary g−factor measurement method in the case of non-zero spin nuclei [14]. In addition,
the double-resonance method is capable of measuring the bound-electron g-factor and the
nuclear g−factor simultaneously. The ARTEMIS setup is optimized for the measurement
of the g−factor utilizing the double resonance spectroscopy for highly charged ions. In the
double-resonance spectroscopy technique, the microwave probing of the Larmor frequency is
measured through the laser-spectroscopy of the ﬁne or hyperﬁne structure of the ion [15]. To
be able to perform this scheme of measurement, a modiﬁcation in the conventional open-end
Penning trap design is required, in order to maximize the optical access to the ion ensemble.
As a result, the concept of the half-open trap has been developed and utilized [16]. Currently,
for commissioning reasons, ARTEMIS at HiTrap is set to measure the g−factor of an electron bound to 40 Ar13+ with parts-per-billion accuracy [17] and similar measurements with
heavy highly charged ions, such as 209 Bi82+ , have been foreseen.
An important feature of Penning traps, especially the ones that operate at cryogenic temperatures, is the ability to cool the conﬁned particles. In doing so, the uncertainties arising
from the Doppler eﬀect are reduced signiﬁcantly. Among many cooling techniques available for trapped particles, resistive cooling is a primary choice in many experiments, such
as ARTEMIS. Resistive cooling is based on the interaction of the image current induced on
the trap electrodes by the charged trapped particles and the eﬀective parallel resistance of the
RLC detection circuit that connects these electrodes and form a dissipative element. The resistive cooling eﬀect is proportional to the square of the ion charge q, hence a good choice for
highly-charged-ion cooling. Using this cooling technique, temperatures as low as the electronic noise temperature of the detection system, typically 4 K, can be achieved [15]. A more
eﬃcient cooling technique commonly used is laser cooling, however due to a lack of proper
optical transitions, this cooling approach is not applicable for highly charged ions. Instead,
sympathetic cooling of the highly charged ions using calcium or beryllium laser-cooled ions
is a good option to be considered in the future [18].
A number of theoretical and experimental studies have been dedicated to characterization
of resistive cooling behavior of a single ion or an ion cloud with a limited number of particles

3
(ﬁgure 5.5); however, in the case of ARTEMIS the number of desired particles for the double
resonance spectroscopy is considerably higher (of the order of 105 ). This circumstance raised
the need to perform an in-depth study of the cooling behavior of an ion ensemble with considerable number density. The theoretical ground for this experiment was laid by J. Steinmann
[19], who generalized the concept of the eﬀective electrode distance D in his PhD thesis.
Adapting his calculation for D and implementing the geometrical parameters involved in the
creation trap of ARTEMIS, ﬁrst a theoretical estimation of the resistive cooling of a typical
ion ensemble was performed. Afterwards, the refreshed understanding of the resistive cooling behavior was put to the test in three diﬀerent cases: (1) an extremely hot and populated
ion cloud of mixed argon charge states directly after creation, (2) a puriﬁed Ar13+ ion ensemble and (3) a mixed-charge-state ion cloud with a majority of Ar13+ , which had been initially
cooled and excited afterwards.
This thesis is structured into seven chapters. After this brief introduction, a look into the
theoretical motivation leading to the ARTEMIS setup and the adaptation of the Penning trap
concept for double-resonance spectroscopy is presented in chapter 2. Afterwards in chapter
3, the concept of an RLC-detection system, development and upgrade of the detection system
are discussed. The experimental setup has been discussed in detail in some of the previous
reports, e.g. [20, 21], therefore a brief review alongside minor updates of ARTEMIS are
stated in chapter 4. The theoretical concept of ion temperature and cooling, with focus on
resistive ion cooling, is discussed in chapter 5. Furthermore this chapter includes the result
of calculation of the eﬀective electrode distance D (section 5.2.3.4). Finally, the studies of ion
ensemble preparation and three case studies of resistive ion cooling are presented in chapter
6. This thesis ﬁnishes with brief take-home messages and future outlook.
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1. Introduction

CHAPTER

TWO

THEORETICAL MOTIVATION, FUNDAMENTALS OF
PENNING TRAPS AND ARTEMIS

Studying the magnetic moment (or, equivalently, the g-factor) of elementary particles, such
as electrons and protons, independently or in a physical system has proven to yield remarkable
results; for instance high-precision measurements leading to considerable improvements of
the fundamental constants [1, 22] and studies of anti-particles and anti-matter [23, 24]. These
studies are used in a variety of physics contexts; ranging from fundamental physics such as
charge-parity-time (CPT) invariance [25, 26] and test of quantum electrodynamics (QED)
[27, 28] to practical applications e.g. solid state physics electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements [29, 30].
Ever since the early stages of QED theory [31], this theory has been challenged by anomalies observed in measurements [32, 33]. Nevertheless, the strong framework oﬀered by this
theory has resolved these discrepancies and evolved to one of the most advanced and precise
theories available [34, 35]. Contemporary computation has enabled tackling far more complex problems in the framework of QED with a high level of precision [36, 37]. To match
this precision experimentally, measurement schemes such as the Harvard University gfactor setup [38], the Mainz-Heidelberg g-factor measurement [12] and ARTEMIS in the
framework of the HiTrap collaboration are required [39].

2.1

Theoretical Motivation of ARTEMIS

The matter at hand at ARTEMIS is the magnetic moment of the bound electron in highly
charged ions (HCI) [13, 36, 11]. The signiﬁcant diﬀerence of the g-factor of free electron
[38] and of a bound electron in highly charged ions is not surprising, since the high electromagnetic ﬁelds (up to 1016 V cm−1 ) of the nucleus aﬀect the bound electron considerably[11].
5
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The largest source of difference between free and bound electron g−factor is the so-called
relativistic correction, the Breit term [40]. The next-biggest contribution in this difference is
from the bound-state QED which scales with the square of the nuclear charge number Z. In
case of a bound system, in contrast to a free electron, the level scheme is like in any atom or
ion, but the high charge state (high field strengths) change the transitions. The ground-state
energy of the hyperfine structure (HFS) splitting is proportional to Z 3 (the nuclear charge
number) and the fine structure splitting depends on Z 4 [41], which makes these transitions
for certain medium-heavy ions in the optical regime, for instance 209 Bi82+ [5]. The magnetic
moment is commonly expressed by a dimensionless value known as the g-factor
J
µ = −gµB .


(2.1)

Here µB is the Bohr magneton µB = e/(2me ) = 9.27400912(23) × 10−24 J/T and the
 In case
minus sign indicates the opposite orientations of µ and the angular momentum J.
 + s , where L
 and s are the orbital angular momentum and the
of a bound electron J = L
spin of the bound electron, respectively. Due to the spin-orbit coupling the effect of direct
determination of either s or L is not possible when dealing with a bound electron, therefore
hereafter the magnetic moment under discussion is referred to as gJ -factor. The determination
of the gJ -factor values are ensured through the measurement of the Larmor frequency ωL , the
precession frequency of the electron spin in an external magnetic field B0 , where ωL reads
(2.2)

ωL = µB0 = gJ µB B0 ,

such that for a precise determination of the gJ -factor an accurate knowledge of B0 is required.
Generally the value of B0 is obtained through the cyclotron frequency of a single ion in the
trap, ωc = qB0 /mi (section 2.2.1), with q being the ion’s electric charge and mi its atomic
mass. Figure 2.1 is a schematic of the parameters used to perform a g-factor measurement in
a hydrogen-like highly charged ion.
��
���
ω �����

Figure 2.1:

Schematic overview of the parameters involved
in measurement of the magnetic moment. The precession of the
electron spin about the magnetic field B0 is denoted by the ωL
and the cyclotron frequency is denoted by ωc . Please keep in mind
that ωc  ωL . The extreme electric field of the nucleus E =
1016 V/cm modifies the gJ -factor noticeably.

ω�
μ
��������������

�������
����������
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Stern-Gerlach-Type g-factor Measurement Scheme
Conventionally, for precision measurements of the magnetic moment of bound electrons, a
Stern-Gerlach-type g-factor scheme is utilized. This technique is based on the measurement
of ωL using the probability of spin state transitions (’spin ﬂips’) during a frequency scan of the
driving microwave radiation. In order to determine the spin state, a continuous Stern-Gerlach
eﬀect in a magnetic bottle is applied [42, 43]. The presence of the magnetic bottle makes the
oscillation frequencies dependent on the spin state, such that it can be determined from a
radio-frequency measurement. The magnetic bottle introduces a new degree of inhomogeneity in the magnetic ﬁeld, thus limiting the ﬁnal precision of the measured magnetic moment
[11]. By applying a double trap technique the eﬀect of the residual ﬁeld of a magnetic bottle
can be minimised [2], resulting in outstanding precision measurements [44, 26]. Generally,
one conﬁned particle is enough to perform this measurement, thus reducing the systematic
errors and increasing the precision of the measurement [11].
This technique is suitable for HCI with zero nuclear spin [15], thus to measure the bound
electrons and nuclear magnetic moment in an atomic system with non-zero moment nuclei
a diﬀerent measurement scheme is required, namely the laser-microwave double-resonance
spectroscopy technique.

Laser-Microwave Double-Resonance g-factor Measurement Scheme
The so-called laser-microwave double-resonance technique complements to the Stern-Gerlachtype measurements. This approach has been successfully applied for measuring the gJ -factor
of atoms and singly charged ions [45]. ARTEMIS is the ﬁrst adaptation of this concept for
measurement of magnetic moments and Zeeman transitions for HCI [14, 17]. Application
to the optical hyperﬁne structure splitting in a highly charged ion with non-zero nuclear spin
and the microwave Zeeman splitting of the levels yields precise information of the involved
magnetic moments. As a beneﬁt of the double-resonance technique the magnetic moment
of nuclei and the bound electron can be obtained simultaneously in one Penning trap. Furthermore this technique enables one to measure nuclear magnetic moments in absence of
diamagnetic shielding. The Larmor frequency is probed by a scanned microwave signal and
detected via laser spectroscopy of the corresponding ﬁne or hyperﬁne structure [14, 17].
The ﬁrst HCI chosen for studies is 40 Ar13+ , a boron-like ion with a spin-less nucleus. At
this instance the 1S and 2S shells are fully occupied. Nevertheless the 2p valence electron is
suﬃcient for the double-resonance scheme. This electron exhibits a ﬁne-structure doublet due
to spin-orbit coupling, 22 P1/2 and 22 P3/2 . This degeneracy is lifted by an external magnetic
ﬁeld (in this case the B = 7 T of the Penning trap), which gives access to six ﬁne-structure
transitions. In addition, the Zeeman splittings are present, with their corresponding transi-
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tions in the microwave regime and equivalent to the Larmor frequency. Due to the mentioned
effect of the nucleus of the HCI on the bound electrons, the fine-structure splitting between
22 P1/2 and 22 P3/2 of 40 Ar13+ is optically accessible with a 441.256 nm laser [46] (See section
3.6); which translates to an energy of approximately 2.8 eV for this level splitting. These
transitions are summarized in figure 2.2.
�������

ν�
�

�������

����

ν�
�������

ν�

Figure 2.2:

Level diagram of possible transition of
22 P1/2 − 22 P3/2 for Ar13+ at 7 T. Here the six optical transition between fine-structure levels are shown in
blue (ν1 to ν6 ) and the microwave transitions between
the Zeeman splittings levels are demonstrated in green
(νa , νb , νc and νd ). Except νd which has transition
frequency of 65 GHz, the other three are equal to the
Larmor frequency (≈130 GHz)

ν�
ν�

�������

ν�

ν�

ν�
�

����

ν�

ν�

��������

��������

The double-resonance scheme utilized at ARTEMIS on 40 Ar13+ is depicted in figure 2.3.
As the first step the closed optical cycle between |1/2, +1/2 and |3/2, +3/2 is probed using a laser with frequency ν6 , which populates the |3/2, +3/2 state with roughly half of
the electrons. The excited electrons spontaneously start to decay via a magnetic dipole (M1)
transition back to |1/2, +1/2, creating a fluorescence signal with lifetime of 9.573(6) ms
[47]. Thereafter, while monitoring the fluorescence signal with a high-quantum-efficiency
detector (Section 3.6); a tunable microwave signal around νa is transmitted inside the spectroscopy trap. In the instance that this frequency matches the ωL resonantly the excited electrons populate the |3/2, +1/2 state resulting in a dark state through a secondary transition to
|1/2, −1/2. Obtaining the ωL in this fashion and measuring the ωc through a RLC detection
system (section 3.1), from equation 2.1 one obtains
gJ =

ωL
ωL q
ωL qme
=
=2
µB B 0
µB ωc mi
ωc mi e

(2.3)

where me and e are the mass and the charge of the electron, respectively.
Higher-order Nonlinear Zeeman Effect
As a by-product of the double-resonance measurement scheme, the higher-order nonlinear
Zeeman splittings can be measured at ARTEMIS. These energy levels reveal themselves typically in high magnetic fields, for example at the 7 T magnetic field of ARTEMIS. Since a
good theoretical knowledge foundation for boron-like argon is already available, it seems to
be a good candidate for studying this effect in HCI. Figure 2.4 shows the level scheme of

2.1. Theoretical Motivation of ARTEMIS
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Figure 2.3:

The level structure foreseen for the
laser-microwave double resonance spectroscopy technique in P-doublet boron-like ion (Ar13+ ). The ν6 is
the optical probed transition and the νa is the microwave
sub-level transition. The red arrows depict the possible
decays. The dark red arrow shows the decay leading to
dark state and the dark blue arrow is the required repump
laser to bring the electron back to the fluorescing state.

the Zeeman splitting for Ar13+ . The Zeeman splitting beyond its equidistant first order loses
symmetry and a perturbative correction to account for this field-driven phenomenon reads as
(1)

(2)

(3)

(2.4)

∆EA = ∆EA + ∆EA + ∆EA + ...,

where |A = |J, m is the 22 PJ state with angular moment J and its projection mJ . The first
order shift (regular Zeeman splitting) can be related to gJ as follows
(1)

(2.5)

∆EA (B0 ) = gJ µB B0 .

Higher order shifts and their relation with gJ are presented in full detail in references
[48, 20]. Figure 2.4 shows the frequency shift caused by these higher-order Zeeman effects
and their relative frequency shifts in the case of Ar13+ . In the final stage of the precision
measurement of the gJ -factor of the bound electron in Ar13+ these contributions should be
considered [48]. As depicted in figure 2.4 some of these contributions are within the expected resolution of the measurement (kHz and above), and in [20] schemes to disentangle
them from the desired frequencies are presented.
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Higher-order Zeeman effect energy level lay-out with their relative transition frequencies for Ar13+ . Beside the optical
transition of the Fine-structure the oder transition lay in the microwave regime.
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2. Theoretical Motivation, Fundamentals of Penning Traps and ARTEMIS

Fundamentals of Penning Traps

Over the past half-century H.G. Dehmelt’s vision of using Penning traps as devices for highaccuracy spectroscopy measurements of conﬁned particles [49] has achieved many milestones. The advancement of trapping and cooling techniques [11] has turned them into important tools for a variety of modern measurements including fundamental physics experiments,
mass spectroscopy of exotic ions and quantum computing, just to name a few [50].
ARTEMIS stands for ”AsymmetRic Trap for the measurement of Electron Magnetic moments in IonS”, which is a combination of two Penning traps tailored for the double-resonance
measurement scheme and connectivity to the Hitrap facility [51]. These two traps are the
spectroscopy trap (ST) and the creation trap (CT). The former has the purpose of carrying out
the spectroscopy measurement and the latter for commissioning reasons, is based on a builtin ion source. In this chapter an introduction of Penning trap principles and ion motions will
be given (section 2.2.1). A further detailed look into open-end-cap Penning traps with cylindrical electrodes follows the discussion (section 2.2.2), which is the basic concept applied in
the ARTEMIS design introduced in section 2.3. This section is summed up by introducing
frequency shifts in a Penning trap and an example about ARTEMIS (Section 2.4).

2.2.1

Charged Particles in an Ideal Penning Trap

To conﬁne a particle with charge q and mass m in three dimensions of space, a superposition
~ = (0, 0, B) and an electrostatic quadrupole ﬁeld of
of a homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld B
~ = −∇Φ is required, where Φ reads
E
U0
(2z 2 − x2 − y 2 ).
(2.6)
2d2
p
This conﬁguration is known as a Penning trap. Here d = 12 ρ20 + 2z02 is the characteristic
~ ﬁeld is responsible for radial conﬁnement and the electrostatic
dimension of the trap. The B
quadrupole ﬁeld traps particles axially (parallel to the z-axis). Establishing such a potential
in the center of the trap requires at least three hyperbolically shaped electrodes—a ring electrode and two end-cap electrodes. The end-caps are connected and a DC potential is applied
between them and the ring, which in equation 2.6 is denoted as U0 . Figure 2.5a shows such
a trap conﬁguration, where the distance from the trap center to the ring and the end-caps are
depicted as ρ0 and z0 , respectively.
Assuming the charged particle has a velocity of ~v it will experience a Lorentz force
Φ(x, y, z) =

~
F~ = q(−∇Φ + ~v × B),

(2.7)
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Figure 2.5: (a) An ideal Penning trap with hyperbolic shaped electrodes, demonstrating ρ0 and z0 the distance from the trap center
to the ring and the end-caps, respectively. (b) Three fundamental motions and the superposition of them for a charged particle in a perfect
harmonic Penning trap.

which translates to a simple harmonic motion in the axial direction with the following axial
angular frequency [52]:

q |U0 |
.
(2.8)
ωz =
md2
Although the radial motion appears to be more complex (z = 0 plane), a cyclotron motion
 field with a cyclotron frequency follows
caused by the B
ωc =

|qB|
m

(2.9)

and can be formalized by introducing a complex variable ρ = x + iy. Hence, the radial
equation of motion of the trapped particle is
ρ̈ = −iωc ρ̇ +

ωz
ρ,
2

(2.10)

which can easily be shown that its solution is a superposition of two circular motions with
the following frequencies:
1
ω+ = (ωc + ω1 ),
2
1
ω− = (ωc − ω1 ),
2

(2.11)
(2.12)

with
ω1 =



ωc2 − 2ωz2 .

The ω+ is known as the modified cyclotron frequency and ω− is known as the magnetron
frequency. Figure 2.5.b demonstrates the trapped charged particle motions discussed in this
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section.
The cyclotron frequency is one of the most important parameters measured in Penning
trap experiments (e.g. ARTEMIS). For an ideal trap, with no imperfections, ωc is given by
ωc = ω− + ω+ . Due to the difficulties in producing perfect trap electrodes, violating the
ideal trapping potential is inevitable in reality. Nevertheless, it has been shown by Brown and
Gabrielse [42] that
2
2
+ ω+
+ ωz2 ,
ωc2 = ω−

(2.13)

holds true regardless of first order trapping field tilts and ellipticities and misalignments. This
equation is known as the invariance theorem and introduces a practical scheme for accurate
ωc measurements.

2.2.2

Open-Endcap Penning Traps with Cylindrical Electrodes

To avoid the difficulties of machining hyperbolic
electrodes, creating optical access and openings for
charged particle loading, different compositions of
electrodes have been already used for quite a long time
[53]. One suitable geometry for precision measure-

��

��

������

��

�����������

��

����

�����������
ment is a trap with cylindrical electrodes, including
������
anharmonicity compensation electrodes. Although
closed end-caps can provide the highest harmonicity
in such a Penning trap, long open-ended electrodes
Figure 2.6: An electrically compensated
which are about four times longer than z0 can also open-end Penning trap.
simulate closed-end-caps. The benefit of long open
end-caps is optical and charged particle loading access (See Figure 2.6).
The electrostatic quadrupole potential in equation 2.6 can be rewritten in terms of Legendre
polynomials, Pk (cos θ), as

Φ = U0

∞


ρ
Ck ( )Pk (cos θ).
d
k=0

(2.14)


ρ2 + z 2 with ρ and z as the radial and axial distances from the trap
center, respectively. This equation holds best near the center of the trap and due to azimuthal
symmetry in a cylindrical trap in the xy-plane of z = 0, all the odd coefficients will be zero.
C0 has no effect on the ion motion since it is a constant potential offset, whereas C2 is the
dominant term in an ideal quadrupole trap and is the only non-zero term. In such a trap the
Here cos θ = z/
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axial frequency reads as
ωz2 =

qU0
C2 .
md2

(2.15)

The C4 and C6 are mainly responsible for the anharmonicity, and can be reduced to negligible values by applying a potential (UC ) to the compensation electrodes. For any given Ck
coeﬃcient of 2.14 one can show
(0)

Ck = Ck + Dk

Uc
,
U0

(2.16)

(0)

where Ck and Dk are determined by the geometrical properties of the trap. By tuning UC /U0
ratio the C4 term can be set to zero, which is the leading term in the anharmonicity of the
potential. Tuning this ratio can simultaneously change the C2 term, unless the ρ0 /z0 ratio is
set in manner that D2 = 0; Thus making the C2 term independent of UC . Such a trap is called
an orthogonalized trap and it can be easily shown that in such a trap the ωz does not vary with
UC [42].

2.3

ARTEMIS and its Two Traps

The ARTEMIS trap system is made out of two connected Penning traps, a Creation trap (CT)
and a Spectroscopy trap (ST). Figure 2.7.a depicts a CAD drawing of the two traps. The CT
includes the electrodes between H19 to H8, whereas the ST starts from S6 and goes on to S1.
The two traps are connected to each other by a transport electrode T7. The electrodes are made
out of OFHC copper (oxygen-free high thermal conductivity copper), with an inner diameter
of 17.51 mm (for the CT and the ST electrodes). They have a gold-plated protection layer of
less than a micrometer with a 20 µm-thick diﬀusion barrier of silver (with the exception of
S1).
For electrical insulation, in between the CT electrodes 3 mm-thick Macor spacer rings and
between the ST electrode 3 mm thick sapphire spacer rings have been implemented. The
electrodes and the spacers are put in order on top of each other and kept together using six
copper rods as shown in ﬁgure 2.7.b. Using the S6 electrode the entire assembly is mounted
on the UMF1 with four other copper rods. It is of utmost importance to keep the axis of the
trap perpendicular to the plane of the UMF, while the axis of the UMF is also set to be parallel
to the B-ﬁeld (section 4.2.1).
1

Unterer Montageﬂansch: A German expression which translates into lower construction ﬂange
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) A section view of the two traps of ARTEMIS, including the conventional names used on daily a basis. Please notice
some of the important functions assigned to the electrodes. (b) A photo of ARTEMIS mounted on the UMF and including the trap wiring.

2.3.1

Spectroscopy Trap (ST), the Half-open Trap

While designing the ST, four main goals were required to be attained. First, for an efficient
laser-microwave double resonance spectroscopy it is required to maximize the fluorescence
detection. Second, since the aim is to perform a precision measurement, a high electrostatic
harmonicity is essential. Third, loading the ST with HCI should be possible. Fourth, the
trap size should be chosen in a manner that the electronic detection would be still efficient.
A conventional cylindrical Penning trap with long end-caps limits the optical solid angle to
∼ 0.2 sr, hence to optimize the solid angle an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass window
is used as a closed-end-cap (figure 2.8). The ITO window is optically transparent and at the
same time electrically conductive, which makes the end-cap optically open but electrically
closed [54]. As illustrated in figure 2.9, this modification has resulted in optimization of the
solid angle to ∼ 2 sr.
On the other end of the ST, the end-cap is required to be physically open and connected to
the CT. Utilizing a long end-cap was not desirable, because it makes adiabatic transport challenging. Instead, two cylindrical electrodes identical to the ring electrode and compensator
electrode were used to mimic the potential for a closed end-cap. Biasing these two electrodes,

2.3. ARTEMIS and its Two Traps
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Figure 2.8:

Total transmission and reﬂectivity of the ITOcoated window as a function of wavelength, according to the datasheet provided by the manufacturer [54].

the anti-ring and the anti-compensator, with opposite voltages of their counterparts creates a
so-called ‘antitrap’. The antitrap is a mirror image of the closed trap, and due to symmetry
at the position, where there should be a closed-end-cap, the eﬀective potential behaves as
if there was one. This setup of the end-caps creates the structure known as half-open trap
and further technical details and calculations can be found in [16, 20]. Figure 2.9 shows the
diﬀerent types of traps discussed.

~ 0.2 sr

Endcap

ze

~ 2 sr

0 sr
Endcap
Comp

zc

Comp

Ring

zr

Ring

Comp
Endcap

z0

Comp

Comp

ITO Endcap

Ring
Comp
Anti-comp
Anti-ring

Endcap

Closed Endcap

Open Endcap

Half-open Endcap

Figure 2.9:

A comparison of closed-, open-end-cap and half-open Penning traps. The solid angle improvement and the antitrap
concept are demonstrated here.

The ST trap is built around S3 as the ring electrode, with z0 = 9.008 mm and ρ0 =
8.704 mm. Hence the C2 and C4 coeﬃcients read 0.5299 and < 0.001, respectively. Table
2.1 shows the values of associated ion motion frequencies, calculated by applying these parameters for a given ring voltage. Beside the fact that the S3 electrode is four-fold segmented,
the other electrodes of the ST have the same physical dimensions. The ring electrode is segmented, so that in the future it can be used to drive a rotating-wall technique [55]. To isolate
diﬀerent segments from each other, sapphire balls were placed in special grooves considered
in the design (Fig. 2.10.a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: CAD drawing (a) and a photo of the ST (b). Indicating the different parts of the trap with their sizes included and the
ITO-coated windows utilized as the end-cap. (a) The large optical solid angle of the ST is apparent in this figure. (b) The structure used to
mount the ITO-coated window using an indium ring is shown.

The biasing voltages of the ST electrodes will be supplied in the future by the UM1-1428 Stahl Electronics power supply. This device has 10 ppm accuracy and 0.004 ppm per
minute fluctuations in the output voltage [20]. Currently, to increase the speed of changing the
applied voltage the less accurate but faster HV 200-8 Stahl Electronics (output ± 200 V)
is in use. Please note that, due to the limitation of the filter boards it is not recommended to
bias the electrodes with more than ±65 V.
An important modification that has been done on the ST, is replacing the metallic mesh
end-cap of the ST reported in [20] with an ITO-coated conducting window. The details of
this change is reported in [21, 56]. As a result of this change, the fluorescence transmission
is predicted to improve significantly. Also measurements have shown the ability to use the
ITO window as a Faraday cup detection system (Section 3.7).

Table 2.1: Different ion motion frequencies (ωz , ωc , ω+ and ω− ) of various charge states of argon ions in ST for B = 7.003 T,
C2 = 0.5299 and d = 7.714 mm at a trapping potential of 39.3 V.
q
16+
15+
14+
13+
12+
11+
10+
9+
8+
7+

ωz /2π [kHz]
581.041
562.590
543.514
523.743
503.196
481.774
459.353
435.781
410.858
384.322

ωc /2π [MHz]
42.9971
40.3098
37.6225
34.9352
32.2478
29.5605
26.8732
24.1859
21.4986
18.8112

ω+ /2π [MHz]
42.9932
40.3059
37.6186
34.9312
32.2439
29.5566
26.8693
24.1820
21.4946
18.8073

ω− /2π [kHz]
3.92630
3.92633
3.92635
3.92638
3.92642
3.92646
3.92652
3.92658
3.92666
3.92676
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Creation Trap (CT)

The Creation trap at ARTEMIS has been designed to fulﬁll three purposes:
• An integrated ion source is beneﬁcial as it can be used to create medium to highly
charged ions such as Ar13+ . The creation procedure will be explained in section 6.2.
This function is chosen to be also used as the name of this trap.
• The CT can be used for in-ﬂight ion capture of externally created highly charged ions
up to H-like uranium.
• The beneﬁts of a reservoir trap have been demonstrated [57]. It would be a big advantage to be able to store exotic, externally produced HCI in the CT and extract them as
single charged particles or small clouds and transport them to the ST. Preparing a well
deﬁned ion cloud of HCI in the CT typically takes over a day, therefore it will be beneﬁcial to extract only the required amount of ions from the ions that are stored in the
CT. Alternatively, using the CT will allow to work oﬀ-line and extend the measurement
periods on exotic HCI.
Table 2.2: Diﬀerent ion motion frequencies (ωz , ωc , ω+ and ω− ) of various charge states of argon ions in the CT for B = 6.9995
T (which is approximately 0.05% lower then the magnetic ﬁeld in the ST), C2 = 0.5631 and d = 6.7275 mm at a trapping potential of
55 V.
q
16+
15+
14+
13+
12+
11+
10+
9+
8+
7+

ωz /2π [kHz]
817.865
791.895
765.043
737.214
708.292
678.138
646.579
613.399
578.318
540.967

ωc /2π [MHz]
42.9953
40.3081
37.6209
34.9337
32.2465
29.5593
26.8721
24.1848
21.4976
18.8104

ω+ /2π [MHz]
42.9893
40.302
37.6147
34.9274
32.2401
29.5527
26.8654
24.1781
21.4908
18.8035

ω− /2π [kHz]
7.77988
7.77997
7.78008
7.78021
7.78035
7.78052
7.78073
7.78098
7.78129
7.78169

At the CT three high-voltage electrodes H8, H9 and H19 can be used for in-ﬂight capture
of HCI in the future. Currently, in combination with the electron source they are biased to
around −1.5 kV to perform the creation procedure, where their role would be to conﬁne the
hot electrons emitted from the FEP (section 6.2). Besides the top three high voltage electrodes
mentioned above, there are nine similar electrodes from C10 to C18 at the CT. They are used
to form three, side-by-side mechanically compensated cylindrical traps[58]. Such a trap is
made of a ring and two open end-cap electrodes. Also it should be mentioned that there
are no compensation electrodes included in the design of the CT. Hence, it is required to
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choose the ρ0 ≈ 1.203z0 for the ring, which results in D4 = 0 for equation 2.16. To achieve
this approximation, all the trap electrodes of the CT have ρ0 = 8.704mm, z0 = 7.459mm,
resulting in d = 6.838mm, C2 = 0.5631 and C4 = 0.001. Ion oscillation frequencies of
ten diﬀerent charge states of argon ions in the CT based on these geometrical parameters are
presented in table 2.2.
Furthermore, the anti-trap principle can be used at the CT to reach maximum possible harmonicity (e.g. biasing the even numbered electrodes at −250 V and the odd ones at 250 V).
Currently most of the routines done are based on using the central trap with C14 as ring,
while the axial resonator is connected to C13 and through the electrodes listed in table 4.2
excitations are possible. These electrode functions are also demonstrated in Figure 2.7. Finally the voltage of the C10 to C18 electrodes are biased using a Stahl Electronics HV
250-8, a device capable of providing ± 250 V.

2.4

Frequency Shifts in a Penning Trap

There are multiple causes for possible shifts of motion frequencies in a Penning trap, some
related to the trap intrinsic properties and others to the trapped particle. Field misalignment
and ellipticity are the main two reasons of shifts related to trap conﬁguration; whereas image
charge, image current and space charge eﬀects can be considered as sources of shift related to
the presence of charged particles. There are also other eﬀects due to motions of the particles
that lead to shifts, such as radiation damping, power shift of the Larmor frequency [11].
Nevertheless, they can be neglected at this stage of ARTEMIS measurements due to their
magnitudes.
Except the space charge eﬀect that by nature is related to a trapped ion cloud, the other
eﬀects are relevant also for an individual trapped particle. Hence, when studying an ion
ensemble with an energy distribution across the conﬁned particles, a frequency distribution
from the energy-dependent eﬀects are also expected. As a result, it is important to perform
cooling procedures in advance to thermalise the ion ensemble to avoid such energy dependent
shifts (chapter 5). Based on [11] and [59] the ﬁeld induced and space charge shifts (which
are considered to have a stronger eﬀects) will be discussed in this section.

2.4.1

Field Misalignment and Ellipticity

Although many eﬀorts are made to align the z-axis of a trap with the magnetic ﬁeld in the
ARTEMIS setup, it is estimated that tilt angles of the order of 0.1◦ are inevitable. If a nonvanishing ellipticity ε is present it adds a −ε(x2 − y 2 )/2 term to the electrostatic ﬁeld of the
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trap Φ, then equation 2.6 reads as [60]
Φ′ (x, y, z) =

U0
1 2
2
2
2
(2z
−
x
−
y
−
ε(x − y 2 )).
2d2
2

(2.17)

In the case of ARTEMIS the production of the trap electrodes are done with an accuracy
of ± 0.01 mm resulting in maximum ε = 0.0239. As a result, the value of Φ′ (x, y, z) in
comparison to an ideal case on a disk geometry (x 6= 0, y 6= 0) on the trap center (z = 0) is
maximum about 1%. Electrostatic ﬁeld changes of these orders can be neglected, specially
due to the fact that the modiﬁcations are smaller towards the center of the trap2 .
For any given angle θ between the z-axis and the magnetic ﬁeld axis of the trap and a
non-vanishing ellipticity ǫ of electric ﬁeld, the shift can be calculated as [61]

1
2
ωz ≈ ωz 1 − (3 + ε)sin θ
4
1
ω± ′ ≈ ω± + 1 − ω− (3 + ε)sin2 θ.
2
′



(2.18)

These tilts introduce modiﬁcations in the conﬁguration of the electric ﬁeld with respect to
the magnetic ﬁeld, hence resulting in a shift in the frequency. An important observation from
the equations 2.18 is their energy-independence from the energy of the conﬁned particles.
Hence, while studying a frequency width for a thermal ensemble these shifts have no contribution. As presented already, the invariance theorem (equation 2.13) can be used practically
to deal with shifts initiated from the trapping ﬁelds alignment issues.

2.4.2

Radially Symmetric Field Imperfections

The eﬀects of ﬁeld distortions have to be considered more carefully, including an improperly
optimized magnet for precision measurements, an unstable power-supply or bad machining of
the electrodes, just to name a few. An electric ﬁeld imperfection in cylindrical traps appears
as a non-zero C4 coeﬃcient of equation 2.14. The inhomogeneity of the magnetic ﬁeld can
be formulated by an expansion of the magnetic ﬁeld similar to the expansion of the electric
ﬁeld in equation 2.14 with a quadratic component B2 (the so-called magnetic bottle). Based
on [11] the shift observed due to ﬁeld distortion for ω+ , ω− , ωz and ωL reads as

2



 
∆ω+ /ω+


E+
 ∆ωz /ωz 


 = (ME + MB ) 
 Ez  ,
∆ω /ω 
 − −
E−
∆ωL /ωL
calculations performed using Wolfram Mathematica program.

(2.19)
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where ME and MB are 3 × 4 matrices deﬁning the oscillation frequencies related to the
motional energies of the trapped particles, E− , E+ and Ez ,



η 4 /4 −η 2 /2 −η 2
 2


1/4
1
−η
/2
6C4 


ME =

qC2 U0  −η 2
1
1 

0
0
0

and




−η 2 1
2



1
0
−1
B2 
1


MB =

2mω− ω+ B  2 −1 −2

2
1
2
−η

(2.20)

Where η = ωz /ω+ . Nonetheless, with the aid of the correction electrodes the eﬀect of
electric anharmonicities can be reduced signiﬁcantly. Furthermore, the invariance theorem
can also be applied for shifts due to electric ﬁeld anharmonicities, but not for the shifts caused
by the magnetic ﬁeld.

2.4.3

Space Charge Effect

In case of a trapped ion ensemble, the charge of the cloud changes the trapping potential
locally and shifts the oscillation frequency in comparison to the case of single conﬁned ions.
Also, since the charge of the particles decreases the depth of the trapping potential, the amount
of the charge that can be trapped is limited. According to [62] for an ion cloud the shifted
axial and radial frequencies are
ωz ′ = ωz
ω± ′

s

ωc
=
2

1−
1±

ωp2
3ωz2
s

(2.21)

2ωp2 2ω 2
1 − (1 + 2 ) 2z
3ωz ωc

!

(2.22)

respectively. It should be considered that the ion cloud has to be assumed to possess a roughly
spherical space distribution. ωp = (q 2 n)/ǫ0 M is the plasma frequency with n being the
number density, M the ion mass and ǫ0 the vacuum permittivity. For an unmagnetized and
cold plasma, this frequency is the natural frequency of collective oscillation of the plasma
[63]. The change of plasma frequency in the CT at ARTEMIS versus the ion number are
depicted in ﬁgure 2.11.a for ﬁve diﬀerent charge states of argon as ion clouds of single species.
Through a few simple steps from the two square-roots, the maximum ion density can be
extract [11]
n(max) =

ǫ0 B 2
.
2M

(2.23)
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This value is known as the Brillouin limit. If the assumption that the cloud is spherical is
not considered, for any trapping potential that fulfills the stability criterion 2ωz2 < ωc2 , the
Brillouin limit is accessible and typically of the order of 109 charge per cm3 . For trapping
potentials that violate this condition the confinement is lost.
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(c)
Figure 2.11:

Space charge effect frequency shift calculation for 5 different charge states of argon ions in the CT stored at 55 V (a)
ωp evolution based on the ion number density (b) ωz  shift due to space charge build-up by ion number density. (c) Radial frequency
components, ω+  and ω−  change versus the ion number density. The solid lines illustrate the ω+  and the dashed ones the ω−  . Also in
(a) the position of the Brillouin limit (or the possible fraction of it) is marked.

Figures 2.11 demonstrates the space charge effects on the eigenfrequency of five different
charge states of argon ions in the CT of ARTEMIS stored at 55 V. These simulations have
been carried out using Wolfram Mathematica. Initially the plasma frequency (ωp ) evolution based on the ion number density was calculated (2.11.a). Using the evolution curve of
ωp , the ωz  due to space charge build up by ion number density was studied (2.11.b). Finally,
as shown in the radial frequency components, the change of ω+  and ω−  versus the ion number density were simulated (2.11.c). As expected due to the electrostatic nature of these shifts
by increasing the number of the particles the shifts becomes stronger for all three ion motion
degrees of freedom. Furthermore, based on the same origin the shifts have higher slope for
higher charge states. This difference in the slope for ωz results in the convergence of this
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frequency for diﬀerent charge states around an ion number density of 1.1 × 105 charge/cm3 .
From the changes observed in the reduced cyclotron ω+ and magnetron ω− frequencies,
the independence of the free cyclotron frequency ωc = ω+ + ω− from the number of ions is
clear. In addition, ﬁgure 2.11.c suggests that the Brillouin limit is about 1.2×108 Charge/cm3 ,
which is more than an order of magnitude smaller than what is estimated using equation 2.23.
However, in reality this discrepancy is due to the trapping potential C2 U0 = 55 V applied in
the calculation of the plot 2.11.c and by setting the trap potential to its maximum value, 250 V,
the discrepancy will be negligible.

CHAPTER

THREE

DEVELOPMENT AND UPGRADES OF THE
DETECTION SYSTEM

High signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) detection systems have an inseparable role in Penning trap
precision measurements such as ARTEMIS at HiTrap. The experiment has been designed
to beneﬁt from various detection schemes, destructive and non-destructive test methods. The
two main non-destructive methods incorporated in ARTEMIS include the electronic detection
system based on resonance RLC-circuit and the laser-optical detection system. Also the idea
of using the ITO window as a Faraday cup has been realized at the spectroscopy trap (ST). The
main focus of this chapter will be on the development and upgrades done on the electronic
detection system. The laser-optical detection system has been described in detail in [64] and
the ITO Faraday cup in [21]. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness a short review of this
system will be also presented.

3.1

Non-destructive Electronic Ion Detection

The oscillation of a conﬁned particle in a Penning trap creates an oscillating image current
Ip on the electrodes, which is typically of the order of fA to pA. To obtain detectable voltage
signals a RLC-circuit is connected to the electrodes as resistances. To quantify the interaction
between ions and RLC-circuit, one may regard the ion as an rlc-circuit itself and look at the
properties of the combined circuit [65]. In an ideal Penning trap in the absence of dissipative elements like detection circuits, the ion motion is basically equivalent to an intrinsically
undamped oscillator [65, 66]. It can be described in terms of a series LC circuit as follows
dIp
1
lp
+
dt
cp

Z
23

Ip dt = Up ,

(3.1)
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where cp and lp are respectively the capacitance and the inductance of the equivalent LC
circuit, if it were connected to a voltage of Up . For a single-species ion cloud with a defined
number of particles and total ensemble charge N q, for any given radial coordinate ρi this
image current reads as
Ip = N q

ρ̇i
Nq
= ωi
ρi ,
Di
Di

(3.2)

with ωi being the oscillation frequency of a specific ion motion (ωz or ω± ) and Di the effective
electrode distance of that specific particle motion, which is determined by the geometry of the
electrodes involved in detection of a motion (section 5.2.3.4)[67]. To detect this ion motion
an inductor L is connected to the trap electrodes. Alongside its self-capacitance CP and the
capacitance of the trap CT 1 it forms a parallel RLC (or resonator) circuit. Figure 3.1 shows
this configuration and the electrical equivalent representation of the ion cloud and the RLCcircuit together.
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Figure 3.1:

(a) Schematic representation of a parallel resonator circuit connected to cylindrical trap with ions loaded, where L, CP
and RP are the circuits inductance, parasitic capacitance and effective resistance, respectively. (b) Equivalent circuit of trap ions and the
RLC-circuit, which the ions are demonstrated as a series LC circuit and the trap as its capacitance.

For any given resonator circuit, the parameter known as the quality factor Q is the ratio
between the stored and dissipated energy per angular cycle. In practice it can be demonstrated
that the quality factor reads as
Q=

ν0
,
δν

(3.3)

√
where ν0 = LC/(2π) is the resonance frequency and δν the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the resonance spectrum, which typically is in the form of a Lorentzian function
(Fig. 3.2). Practically, δν can be measured at the position of −3 dBm from the resonance
frequency amplitude [68].
The impedance of the resonator circuit at its resonance frequency is considered as an effective parallel resistor that reads
RP = ω0 LQ.
1

Since a Penning trap is made of stacks of electrodes a capacitance can be easily calculated for it.

(3.4)
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Figure 3.2:
����

Typical Lorentz spectrum response of
RLC-circuit, and the and the definition of the width δω
at -3 dBm from the resonance signal at ω/ω0 = 1.

When the resonance frequency of the RLC-circuit matches the eigenfrequency of the single
ion (or ion cloud) νi a voltage drop of
(3.5)

UP = RP Ip = ω0 LQIp

is observed, here Ip given by equation 3.2. Therefore a higher quality factor Q-factor and
inductance L of the connected inductor is favorable and should be maximized (section 3.2.1).
Eventually after amplification stages this voltage can be Fourier-transformed to the motional
frequency spectrum of the ion(s).

ν�ν�

ν�ν�

Figure 3.3: (Left) Signal of a resonant ion cloud with a motional temperature lower than the electronic noise temperature, known as
an ion dip. (Right) A peak created by a resonant ion cloud with higher temperature in comparison to the electronic noise temperature.
Figure 3.3 demonstrates two important cases of the Fourier-transformed RLC signals including a single ion (or few ions with an in-phase oscillation) in resonance with the RLC
detection system as a function of the frequency. If the motional temperature of the ions is
lower than the electronic noise of the detection system, a dip is observed at the resonance
frequency as in the left part of the figure; whereas a hot ion (cloud) with a temperature higher
than the electronic noise will create a peak on the resonance spectrum (right). Considering
the rlc model used to describe the ion motion, the dip observed is equivalent to a short circuit
for the RLC detection system at the oscillation frequency ω0 . The FWHM of the axial motion
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dip can be used to calculate the number of particles conﬁned in the trap as follows
∆νz =

N 1
N RP q 2
=
,
π τz
2π m D2

(3.6)

with τz being the axial cooling time constant (section 5.2.3) and m the ion’s mass.
For ion clouds with large number of particles the dip is too broad and shallow compared to
the RLC-circuit noise of a high Q-factor circuit, hence this kind of ion signals are not observable at ARTEMIS. Instead the ion signal is obtained using mass-spectra readout technique
(section 6.1).

3.2

Design Principles of the Non-destructive Detection System

A typical non-destructive detection system of Penning trap experiments , such as ARTEMIS,
is composed of the following components which are connected to a spectrum analyzer capable
of fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) analysis:
• Trap’s pick-up electrodes
• Resonator
• Varactor-diode circuit board (if a tunable resonance frequency is required, e.g. at
ARTEMIS)
• Cryogenic and room-temperature ampliﬁers
• Feedthroughs and connection cables.
The importance of the trap’s pick-up electrodes and its eﬀective electrode distance D in the
non-destructive detection scheme will be discussed in section 5.2.3.4, hence the other parts
of the detection system will be discussed in further detail here. Nevertheless they are an
important parts of the detection system which in the future should be tested for the insertion
loss. Due to the fact that all components contribute in the overall quality factor of the detection
system, which one can write [69]
1
1
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
+
+
+ .... .
QDec
QTrap QRes QVar QAmp QCon

(3.7)

Here QDec is the overall quality factor of the detection system and QTrap , QRes , QVar , QAmp ,
QCon are the quality factors of trap electrodes, resonator, varactor diode board, ampliﬁer
board, connectors, respectively. To this end, it is preferable to have the resonators as close as
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of a typical non-destructive detection setup for a measurement of ion motion in a Penning trap including the
equivalent RLC-circuit.
possible to the trap electrodes, to eliminate introduction of any further components with low
quality factor. Figure 3.4 shows the schematic overview of a typical non-destructive detection
system.

3.2.1

Design Principles of the Resonator

As demonstrated already in equation 3.5, the ion voltage signal strength scales with the resonance resistance of the RLC circuit RP = ω0 LQ. In order to achieve an high-sensitivity RLC
detection circuit it is required to maximize the Q-factor and the inductance L of the inductor coil, while minimizing the parasitic capacitance, resulting in a high resonance resistance
RP . Space limitation, magnetic field and cryogenic environment are the main physical criteria that should be considered while designing the resonator. Two main designs of inductors
are conventionally used in trap experiments such as ARTEMIS, namely helical and toroidal
coil designs. An approach to making these coils is to wind a cable (normal-conducting or
superconducting) around an insulator core, often made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), as
depicted in figures 3.5 and 3.6. They are placed in a grounded housing made of OFHC copper
to shield them from external noise as much as possible.
Although there have been efforts to accurately formulate the design of the resonator and its
housing, designing and fabricating a resonator is mostly based on trial and error. Nevertheless
there are some semi-empirical formulas extracted from [70, 71] for the helical resonator and
from [72] for toroidal inductors, that can make this procedure easier.

3.2.2

Helical Resonator

The resonance frequency of a helical inductor reads as
ν0 =

1
√
,
2π LC

(3.8)
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where for a single-layer coil with air core the inductance follows from
L≈

D12 × N 2
,
18D1 + 40l1

(3.9)

here D1 and l1 are the diameter and length of the coil in inches, respectively (figure 3.5)
and the resulting inductance is given in µH. The number of turns N for such a coil to achieve
the calculated inductance is immediately apparent. If a housing as depicted in figure 3.5 is
used, the inductance will be modified to


LH ≈ L × 1 −



D1
D2

3 



× 1−



l1
2l2

2 

,

(3.10)

where D2 and l2 are geometrical parameters of the housing (Fig. 3.5). There are two
empirical golden ratios for equation 3.10, l1 = 0.55D2 and l1 /2l2 = 0.377, resulting in the
minimal decrease of the coil’s inductance L. Limitation of space demands a multi-layer coil
and in such instances the inductance is calculated as
L≈

0.2 (D12 × N 2 )
.
3D1 + 9l1 + 10Dw

(3.11)

As before, the same unit considerations are valid and Dw is the thickness of the windings
on top of each other (number of layers times thickness of the wire). One can estimate the
√
Q-factor of such a resonator as Q ≈ 50D2 ν0 , but as mentioned before this estimation is
practically difficult to be realized in the experiment’s environment.
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Figure 3.5: The CAD-drawing cross-section of a helical resonator typically used in experiments such as ARTEMIS. The orange color
indicates the housing.

The capacitance of a single-layer air-core resonator can be estimated for the turn-to-turn
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CT T and coil-housing CT H contributions as
CTT ≈

π 2 D1  0
,

ln p/2r + (p/2r)2 − 1


CTH ≈

2π 2 D1 0
.

ln h/r + (h/r)2 − 1


(3.12)

where 0 is the vacuum dielectric constant, r the wire thickness, p the distance of two adjacent
wires and h the distance of the wire from the housing (fortunately all lengths are in m). The
result of capacitance calculations in such a system is typically orders of pF, describing how
sensitive a resonator is regarding its capacitance changes imposed by the environment or
additional components (such as wires or feed-throughs).

3.2.3

Toroidal Resonator

A toroidal structure has the advantage of containing the magnetic field flux within itself in
comparison to a helical coil. This translates to minimizing the eddy-current losses in the
housing and results in an increase of the Q-factor. Hence, it reduces the effect of the housing
on the final performance of the resonator. The resonance frequency obeys the same formula
as in the helical case (equation 3.8).
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Figure 3.6:
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The schematic drawing of a toroidal resonator typically used in experiments such as ARTEMIS. The orange color indicates

the housing.

The inductance of a single-layer toroidal inductor can be estimated as
L≈µ

N 2A
,
2πR

(3.13)

with N being the number of winding turns, A the cross-sectional area of the PTFE core, µ the
permittivity of the core of the coil and R the major radius of the toroid (Fig. 3.6). Based on
[71] the inductance LT of a toroidal coil with rectangular cross section can be approximated
by
LT ≈ κN 2 aln

d2
,
d1

(3.14)
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where κ =0.46 × 10−6 H m−1 is the geometry-speciﬁc factor, d1 , d2 and a are the inner and
outer diameters and the thickness of the toroid, respectively. In many cases the coils include a
multilayer winding, which should modify the obtained values considerably. A further consideration for resonators with higher resonance frequency is the dielectric constant of the core,
therefore the best cost-eﬀective low-loss dielectric, PTFE, has been used as the core of the
winding [71].
Calculation of the self-capacitance of a toroidal coil is a non-trivial procedure that includes
many estimations and steps, as described for example in [73]. Even after this much consideration the resulting value is not matching accurately enough to be applicable. Anyhow using
reference [73] one can estimate the value as
CT ≈ χǫ0 l

!
θ
ǫr θ
+ cot − 1 .
2
ln ddw2

(3.15)

Here l ≈ (d2 − d1 ) + 2a is the average single-turn conductor length and
θ = arccos(1 − ǫ−1
r ln(dw /d2)),

(3.16)

accounts for the eﬀective diameter of the core including the winding, ǫr is the relative permittivity of the insulator and χ is again a geometry factor [73].

3.2.4

Inductor Tapping

While coupling the pick-up signal from the resonator to the cryogenic ampliﬁer, it is essential
to decouple any external noises from the stored ions in the trap; thus a capacitive, an inductive
pick-up scheme, or a combination of both is commonly used for this purpose. In the current
setup, inductive coupling has been used to input the signal from the resonator into the cryoampliﬁer, which at its input has a capacitive coupling built in (Section 3.5).
The inductive coupling is normally established via a separate secondary coil or by a wire
which is soldered to the inductor coil at a point based on the calculations. The latter technique
is the method of choice at ARTEMIS, which is known as tapping and basically creates an
NP

Hot End

Figure 3.7:
in blue.

NS

Tapping

Cold End

Tapping signal coupling of a resonator, Creating a typical auto-transformer. Primary coil illustrated in red and secondary
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auto-transformer [72]. The coil with higher number of windings NP —the primary coil—is
connected to the trap’s electrode from the side referred to as hot end, whereas the fraction
with lower number of winding NS —the secondary coil—is grounded from one side named
the ’cold end’. The tapping wire is connected to the ampliﬁer (Figure 3.7).
Similar to any other transformer conﬁguration, the transformer-turn ratio, relates to the
voltages across each of the two coils as
NP
VP
=
;
VS
NS

(3.17)

here VP and VS are the voltages across the primary and secondary coil, respectively. An
important consideration is that by tapping the coil, the self-capacitance and the inductance of
the coil will change. Nonetheless, applying the tapping coupling is a common technique and
a winding ratio of 70% primary to 30% secondary has been widely used [67, 66, 20].

3.2.5

Resonators at ARTEMIS

At ARTEMIS the initial (and current) setup design includes three RLC detection systems.
One axial resonator at the creation trap (CT), known as the ARES CT. Two detection circuits at the spectroscopy trap (ST), ﬁrst the axial detection system —ARES ST—and second
the cyclotron detection system, CRES. The resonators are typically studied in two diﬀerent
scenarios:
• Unloaded: In the absence of the trap and other parts of the detections system. The
measured quality factor is a characteristic of the inductor itself.
• Loaded: Including the trap and the rest of the RLC detection system. The trap normally
adds an external resistor load to the inductor’s resistance, resulting in change of quality
factor. In addition, the capacitance of the trap CT leads to a shift in the resonance
frequency.
Normally, a resonator with high quality factor is desirable when dealing with single conﬁned particles or ion clouds with small number of particles and a highly tuned trap. However,
since ARTEMIS is designed to operate with ion clouds with high number of ions and considerable frequency widths of the ion signal, the application of really high Q-values (e.g.
Q = 100000) is not as straightforward as in the case of single charged particle. For detection,
a very high Q-value can generally be beneﬁcial, whereas for cooling, it is only helpful under
certain conditions (really fast equilibration of an ion ensemble).
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3.2.6

Superconducting Helical Axial Resonator

Since the beginning of the ARTEMIS setup development, the ARES CT has not changed —a
helical structure with 300 windings of NbTi superconducting wire in a gold-plated copper
cylindrical housing (designed and made by M.Shaaban, reference [20]). Figure 3.8 shows
the loaded spectral response of the ARES CT after excitation with tracking generator of the
Keysight spectrum analyzer with −120 dBm (including −70 dBm attenuators in the excitation line) at liquid helium temperature and a magnetic ﬁeld strength of 7 T. From this
spectrum a resonance frequency of ν0 ≈ 741 kHz and a quality factor of Q ≈ 1000 can be
derived.

Figure 3.8:

The spectral response of the ARES CT after excitation with tracking generator of the Keysight spectrum analyzer, loaded
and at a temperature approximately equal to 4 K.

The resonators at the ST, on the contrary, have been changed several times in comparison
to the 2015 measurement campaign. Figure 3.9 shows the arrangement of these resonators in
two consecutive years, 2016 and 2017.

3.2.7

Superconducting Toroidal Axial Resonator

The axial resonator used in the 2016 measurement campaign has been developed by the author
of this thesis according to the design of the Base collaboration [75], during his visit to Cern
in the beginning of 2016. Also this resonator has been later used to study the eﬀect of a
variable magnetic ﬁeld on a superconducting resonator [76]. This resonator is made out of
a niobium-titanium (NbTi) wire with a diameter of 0.075 mm and a perﬂuoroalkoxy (PFA)
insulation. The coil has toroidal geometry. It is wound on a PTFE core with a rectangular
cross-section, that has an inner diameter of 23 mm and an outer one of 38 mm and a toroid
thickness of 22 mm (ﬁgure 3.6). The toroid is divided into 16 sections, where in each section
three layers of 15 to 20 windings are positioned tightly, resulting in roughly 800 rounds of
winding (including the connections between sections), this results in a NbTi wire length of
about 48 m. For optimal thermalisation and ﬁxation of the NbTi wire in the sections, it is
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Conducting Helical
ST Resonator

Superconducting Toroidal
ST Resonator (Under
Super -insulation Cover)

Superconducting Helical
CT Resonaotr

Superconducting Helical
CT Resonaotr

Conducting Cyclotron
Resonator (ST)

Modified Cyclotron
Resonator (CT)

2017

2016

Figure 3.9: The RLC detection system at ARTEMIS comparing the arrangement of resonators in two consecutive years. On the left
hand side the superconducting toroidal resonator is highlighted while it is wrapped in super insulation foil [74].
required to have each layer of the wire wrapped with layers of PTFE tape tightly. According
to equation 3.14 the inductance of this coil is LT ≈ 3 mH. Due to the consideration made
regarding the housing, this value is estimated 2 to be reduced to LT ≈ 2.4 mH. The selfcapacitance CT of this coil can be approximated by equation 3.15, considering dW ≈ 42 mm,
ǫ0 ≈ 8.85 F m−1 ,ǫr ≈ 2.1 and χ ≈ 1.366 which results in a value of CT ≈ 8 pF. Also
considering that the parasitic capacitance of the housing this value is modiﬁed to CT ≈ 10 pF
and using equation 3.8 the resonance frequency is approximately equal to 2π × 1MHz.
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Figure 3.10:

The spectrum of the superconducting toroidal axial ST resonator at 4 K and 7 T with tracking generator excitation.

The unloaded quality factor of this resonator has been measured to be approximately Q ≈
21000 at 4 K using a Keysight E5061B ENA Vector Network Analyzer (matching the value
obtained from the Rigol DSA-815TG spectrum analyzer with tracking generator [76]). Figure 3.10 shows a loaded excited spectrum of this resonator paired with its ampliﬁer at a tem2

this value is estimated using equation 3.10 and it is named LT to indicate that the resonator under discussion
is in fact a toroidal one.
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perature of approximately 4 K and at 7 T. From this spectrum a quality factor Q ≈ 950 at a
resonance frequency of ν0 =694.520 kHz is calculated.
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Figure 3.11:

Four different stages of a superconducting resonator production. From winding the toroidal coil (a), to the final assembly(d). Sub-figure (b) shows a polished housing and sub-figure (c) depicts the internal assembly of the resonator.

Figure 3.11 shows four different stages of a toroidal resonator production. In each subfigure there are some points that have been considered while constructing this resonator,
which they are as follows:
(a) To ensure the that all superconducting wires are kept in place firmly, each layer of the
winding is tightly wrapped with a PTFE tap. Superconducting wires must be uniformly
thermalised, otherwise the different sections with unequal temperatures will have different impedances resulting in a decrease of the quality factor and shift in resonance
frequency. Also, it should be pointed out that this resonator has approximately a 3:1
ratio between the primary and secondary coil.
(b) The resonator housing has been designed for optimal heat conduction to keep the coil at
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liquid helium temperature and also it has been carefully cleaned and polished to remove
any contamination.
(c) The PTFE holders are designed to keep the toroidal resonator fastened in its position
to make it robust against physical changes plus good thermal contact.
(d) A high number of brass screws (with higher thermal contraction in comparison to
OFHC copper) are used for ﬁxing the cap and housing together to ensure good thermal
connection and stability.
(e) Special care was taken while connecting a NbTi wire to the copper wires, since the
soldering joint between the superconducting and normal-conducting wires aﬀects the
total amount of eﬀective resistance of the coil [77]. If the joint is not well-made, a
shift of the resonance frequency, a severe decrease of quality factor and total loss of
signal can happen [21]. There are several publications concerning proper soldering of
the superconducting joints [78, 79].
As a practical point, the superconducting resonator should be covered with superinsulation
(e.g. ’Coolcat 2’ foil from RUAG), to isolate the resonator form radiative heat transfer of
components with higher temperature. In this manner the chances of not reaching temperatures
below the superconducting transition temperature TC are minimized. The results regarding
behavioral studies of this resonator in an unloaded case in a magnetic ﬁeld up to 6 T can be
seen in section 3.3.

3.2.8

Normal-conducting Axial Resonator

Although the high quality factor of a superconducting resonator is a convincing reason to prefer them to the normal-conducting resonators, the lack of required infrastructure to produce,
test and maintain a superconducting resonator has motivated its replacement with a normalconducting resonator at the 2017 measurement campaign. Since a normal conducting resonator can be manufactured, characterized and tested without any cryo-cooling requirement.
To this end, based on the helical design of section 3.2.2 (with D1 = 35 mm and l1 = 20 mm)
and using a normal conducting copper wire with a diameter of 0.13 mm, a new axial resonator
with 270 windings as the ARES ST was constructed and mounted in ARTEMIS. Using this
resonator, a faulty soldering junction (that had formerly caused a decrease and eventually
loss of the signal with the superconducting resonator) at the feed-through of the trap chamber
was detected and ﬁxed. Figure 3.12 shows the winding, ﬁnal internal structure and mounting
location of this resonator from left to right, respectively.
Figure 3.13 depicts a comparison between the spectral responses of the newly-made nonsuperconducting ARES CT at room temperature without any extra capacitive load from the
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Figure 3.12:
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The construction of the new helical non-superconducting axial ST resonator.

trap and the rest of the detection system (left side), and the loaded resonator at 4.2 K mounted
at the electronic section of ARTEMIS (section 4.2.3). This measurement is performed using
the tracking generator of the Keysight with an excitation power of −120 dBm (including
attenuators in the excitation circuit). When unloaded this resonator has a quality factor of
approximately 100 and an unloaded resonance frequency ν0 ≈ 1.23 MHz, while in the loaded
case demonstrated a ν0 ≈ 940.7 kHz and Q ≈ 87.

Figure 3.13:

The spectral response of the new non-superconducting resonator, unloaded at room temperature verses the loaded at

4 K.

3.2.9

Modification of the Cyclotron Resonator

The current cyclotron resonator at ARTEMIS is a modified version of the one designed and
built by M. Hüllen [80]. This resonator has a helical design and is built on a PTFE core using
1.5 mm thick copper cable. Originally, the resonance frequency of about 2π×35 MHz and
quality factor of around 140 has been reported for the resonator in [20].
Nevertheless, it has been shown previously (section 3.2.1), that the resonator’s capacitance
is sensitive to any parasitic capacitance load from the setup, which consequently changes
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the resonance frequency. Hence, applying a varactor diode board (section 3.4) is presently
required for the cyclotron resonator. It enables one to match the resonators frequency of the
CRES to the value of the reduced cyclotron frequency of the trapped charged particles.
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Figure 3.14:

The structure of the
new cyclotron resonator with 7.5 rounds of
winding on a PTFE core. The modification
was performed to match the frequency of
the CRES to utilize a varactor diode board.
Showing the primary and secondary ratio
and the connection.

Using the same OFHC gold-plated housing and PTFE core, reducing the number of winding rounds from ten windings to seven-and-a-half rounds and 1/3 secondary-to-primary ratio
the required modification was done. As a result, its unloaded resonance frequency when
coupled to a circular shape amplifier (section 3.5) at room temperature was measured to be
ν0 ≈110.422 MHz with Q ≈ 85 (figure 3.15). Later on when coupled to the rest of the detection system and at 4 K, the resonance frequency was modified to approximately 33 MHz,
in a manner that the final resonance frequency with the help of a varactor diode board could
be adjusted to 35 MHz. The full results of these efforts are presented in section 3.4, but for
comprehension of this section, figure 3.15.b shows the loaded CRES at 4 K and located at
ARTEMIS. The quality factor of Q ≈ 135 at ν0 ≈ 34.940 MHz can be calculated from the
spectrum.

(a)
Figure 3.15:

(b)

Spectral response of the CRES unloaded(a) and loaded(b), at room temperature and 4 K, respectively. These spectra
were acquired with a spectrum analyzer and using its tracking generator excitation.
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In conclusion, currently there are three detection systems at ARTEMIS available, with the
following speciﬁcation:
• Axial CT (ARES CT): ν0 ≈ 741 kHz, Q ≈ 1000
• Axial ST (ARES ST): ν0 ≈ 940 kHz, Q ≈ 90
• Cyclotron ST (CRES): ν0 ≈ 33 to 36.5 MHz, Q ≈ 135.
Due to the high level of back ground noise present at the actual experimental environment of
ARTEMIS, the two non-superconducting resonators have not been producing ion signal data,
drawing the conclusion that further developments are required for successful measurements.
Considering the typical mass spectra obtained at the CT of ARTEMIS (Section 6.1), for
typical ion numbers Ar13+ at ARTEMIS spectral-width of approximately 10 kHz is expected
—after subsequent suﬃcient cooling. Thus, for the desired resonance frequency of the Ar13+
at the CT —about 737 kHz —a quality factor of better than 70, results in ion signal-width
broader than the spectrum width of the resonator. Nevertheless, such quality factors are
not suitable considering the attempts made with the normal-conducting resonator in 2017
measurement campaign. In addition, this value might have undesired eﬀect on the resistive
cooling of the ion ensemble (5.2.3)

3.3

Superconducting Resonators

An established method of accomplishing a high-quality-factor resonator is using type-II superconducting wires for winding the inductor, since operating these resonators below the
superconducting critical temperature TC suppresses the ohmic losses. However, the superconducting resonators are only superior up to a certain frequency of about 100 MHz and
after this limit due to the strong current-vortex interaction the losses become dominant [81].
Due to the typically high magnetic ﬁelds in Penning trap experiment environments (Section
4.2.1), it is preferable to use a type-II superconducting material, such as pure niobium (Nb),
niobium-titanium (NbTi) or niobium-tin (Nb3 Sn). In type-I superconducting materials (e.g.
vanadium, tantalum or lead) below the critical magnetic ﬁeld strength BC , the material is
in so-called Meissner phase; totally excluding an external magnetic ﬁeld and maintaining
superconductivity. In contrast to the sharp transition of type-I superconductors, a type-II superconductor in magnetic ﬁeld undergoes a gradual ﬂux penetration. The phase diagram of
type-II superconductor is schematically demonstrated in ﬁgure 3.16; for ﬁeld strengths below
the ﬁrst critical magnetic ﬁeld strength BC1 the Meissner phase is maintained. For values of B
between the BC1 and the second critical magnetic ﬁeld strength BC2 the so-called Shubnikov
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Phase is established, which is the gradual magnetic ﬁeld ﬂux penetration in the superconductor. Subsequently, the phase transition from superconducting to normal state happens at the
BC2 .

H
Normal
Phase

HC2
Shubnikov
Phase
HC1
Meissner
Phase

TC

T

Figure 3.16: Schematic depiction of three diﬀerent phases of a type-II superconductor.

In the Shubnikov phase the magnetic ﬁeld penetrates the superconducting material as quanta
of the magnetic ﬂux Φ0 = hc/(2e) ≈ 2.067 × 10−15 T m2 across the bulk of the superconducting material, resulting in vortices in the superconductor. A vortex can be described as
a circular super-current around a normal-conducting core parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld lines
[81]. The Shubnikov phase, is typically where the resonator wires are stated at typical magnetic ﬁeld strengths of Penning trap experiments. The values of the TC , BC1 and BC2 have an
important role in choosing the material of the wire used to build a superconducting resonator.
Based on [81, 82, 83, 84] these values for some of the popular superconductors are listed in
table 3.1. The type-II NbTi superconductor is normally used as a prominent choice in many
experiments, such as ARTEMIS and the Base collaboration [23] . It should be considered
Table 3.1:

Some common type-I (the ﬁrst three listed rows) and type-II superconductors (the second listed rows) and their BC1 (T =
0), BC2 (T = 0), TC (B = 0) values.

Superconductor
Pb
V
Ta
NbTi
Nb3 Sn
Nb

BC1 (T = 0)

BC2 (T = 0)

81 mT
102 mT
83 mT
22 mT
19 mT
180 mT

14.5 T
24.5 T
410 mT

TC (B = 0)
7.2 K
5.3 K
4.5 K
9.3 K
18 K
9.25 K

that the values presented in table 3.1 for the BC1 and BC2 are at absolute zero temperature,
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which in reality these ﬁeld strengths scale with temperature as [81]
BC1 (T ) ≈ BC1 (0) 1 −



T
TC

2 !

BC2 (T ) ≈ BC2 (0) 1 −



T
TC

2 !

(3.18)

1+



T
TC

2 !−1

,

(3.19)

and the TC for superconductors within a magnetic ﬁeld reads as
TC (B0 ) ≈ TC (0)

s

1−




B0
.
BC

(3.20)

The interaction of the vortices and an AC-current in a type-II superconductor, e.g. radiofrequency signal, gives rise to considerable loss channel. In the simplest picture3 , this loss
can be formulated as an eﬀective resistance, leading to a non-zero energy loss per oscillation
[81]. However, since the rf signal of the trapped ions are at maximum in the order of a few
tens of MHz, this losses which scale with the third power of the frequency are not an obstacle
to utilize type-II superconductor resonators. In addition, the local inhomogeneities in the
lattice structure create an energetic favorable site for localization of the vortices reducing the
eﬀect of the losses. This phenomenon is know as pinning [87].

Figure 3.17: The setup used for studies on the behavior of a superconductor resonator in magnetic ﬁeld. On the left side the magnet
of Hilite and the mounting system is depicted and on the right hand the rf circuit for such a measurement is shown.
Inspired by studies performed by [88], in order to have better understanding of the behavior
of the superconducting resonators, studies on an superconducting toroidal resonator described
in 3.2.5 have been performed. The result of these studies have already be reported in [76] and
with minor considerations can be applied to a vast range of type-II superconducting detection
3

For more detailed explanation please see [85], [86] and [87].
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systems.
The resonator has been placed in the center of the homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld of the
superconducting magnet of the Hilite experiment [89](ﬁgure 3.17.left). This magnet has
continues variable ﬁeld strength in the range of 0 to 6 T. The axis of of the toroidal coil was
aligned with the axis of the magnetic ﬁeld. Using a pulse-tube cryo-cooler system (similar to
the system in section 4.2.3), the resonator is cooled down to 4 K, well below the TC of NbTi.
Figure 3.17.right depicts the rf signal setup used in this measurement; the resonator is
excited capacitively by placing the excitation line in vicinity of the ’hot end’ and using the
tracking generator of Rigol DSA-815TG spectrum analyzer. The response spectrum is measured capacitively via a feed-through from the tap of the resonator.

3.3.1

Superconducting Resonator Behavior in Magnetic Fields

In these measurements the resonator was ﬁrst cooled down below the TC . Afterwards, the
magnetic ﬁeld strength was swept between 0 to 6 T with step size of 10 mT. This sequence
of cooling and magnetic ﬁeld application is known as zero-ﬁeld cooling, which might have
slightly diﬀerent results in comparison to a when the opposite order—ﬁeld cooling—is performed. The vortices enter and distribute diﬀerently in the superconductor for this two different processes [81, 82], nevertheless further studies are required to clarify this diﬀerences.

M

Figure 3.18:

A selected set of sixteen spectral responses of the resonator at diﬀerent magnetic ﬁelds strengths. The red arrow marks
the direction of magnetic ﬁeld increase.

A selection of sixteen spectra acquired at diﬀerent magniﬁcent ﬁeld strengths of the obtained spectral responses of the resonator circuit is plotted versus the their corresponding
resonance frequency in ﬁgure 3.18. Here the red arrow indicates the direction of increase of
the magnetic ﬁeld B towards 6 T. A considerable shift in the resonance frequency to lower
values, an increase of the signal width, and a decrease magnitude is apparent. Those changes
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in the spectra also clearly indicate a decrease in quality factor.
For further investigation, the evolution of the resonance frequency and the Q-factor of the
spectra were extracted and plot as a function of magnetic ﬁeld strength (Figures 3.19 and
3.20). As illustrated in the ﬁgures 3.19, a monotonic decrease of the resonance frequency
is obvious with the increase of the magnetic ﬁeld strength, specially for lower values of the
magnetic ﬁled strength. Most noticeably, an initial sharp decrease happens from the ﬁeldfree case to a ﬁeld strength of 10 mT and the rate of the changes became relatively smaller
at around 120 mT (inset of ﬁg. 3.19). An overall frequency decrease of 161 Hz from the
initial resonance frequency (1 019 290 Hz) at ﬁeld-free environment happens by increasing
the magnetic ﬁeld strength to 6 T.

Figure 3.19:

The resonance frequency response of the superconducting resonator as a function of magnetic ﬁeld strength
increase from zero up to 6 T.
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The broadening of the resonance while increasing the magnetic ﬁeld translates into a decrease of the quality factor Q(B). Although the ﬁnite bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer
might have aﬀected the real quality factor of higher values of Q(B), due to this decrease this
issue becomes irrelevant rapidly. Figure 3.20 shows this modiﬁcation as a function of the
magnetic ﬁeld strength. Up to 120 mT the value of Q(B) decreases by a factor of about 3.5,
thereafter the decrease slow down. These changes are much stronger than the ones reported
in reference [88] for helical resonator, where a decrease of -15% is reported for the quality
factor between zero and 1 T. Therefore, it can be concluded that the overall structure of the
resonator used in [88] is more resilient against magnetic ﬁeld and temperature changes.
The observed frequency shift could be attributed to resistive losses in the superconductor
from the interaction of the vortices of the magnetic ﬁeld with the AC-current at the frequency
ω [81]. This energy loss is ﬁrst observable at the phase transition from the Meissner to the
Shubnikov phase. Based on the BC1 of NbTi at zero temperature and equation 3.19 the value
of the BC1 at the temperature of 4.2 K is estimated to be 18 mT, which seems to be in acceptable range of the acquired data considering this measurements approach.
A convolution of the spatial distribution of vortices σ(r) as a function of the magnetic ﬁeld
strength with the spatial current density distribution j(r) is proposed to be the reason behind
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Figure 3.20:

The behavior of the quality factor of the superconducting resonator versus the ramping up of the magnetic ﬁeld
strength from zero up to 6 T.
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this loss [90, 91]. In other words the resistive loss ǫ(r) is proportional to j 2 (r)σ(r). However
these two distributions are complicated enough to make the calculation of the loss without
further input data of the involved quantities, out of the scope of this measurements.
If we assume that the resonance frequency shift is only generated by the variation of the
magnetic ﬁeld strength, a dampening factor η can be introduced that reads
η 2 (B) = ω02 (B = 0) − ω 2 (B).

(3.21)

η 2 (B) = Rs (B)/2L,

(3.22)

This factor can be rewritten as

where Rs (B) represents a series ohmic resistance causing the loss. The observation made
in the course of this measurement leads to a RS value of the order of hundreds of ohms.
Considering that Q = ω0 L/Rs , the quality factor has to be about two orders of magnitude
lower to match the observed ones. Thus, other mechanisms rather then resistive loss must be
responsible for the shift. The inset of 3.20 also conﬁrms this conclusion, since the equivalent
Rs from the measured Q(B) is only a few ohms.
A possible explanation for the changes observed in the resonance frequency and quality
factor could be a ﬁeld-dependent increase of the resonator’s capacitance and inductance. The
value of the capacitance and inductance of resonator are highly dependent on the geometrical
parameters (Section 3.2.1), and therefore are viable to changes of temperature due to thermal
contractions and expansions. As proposed in [73] a change of the eﬀective coil diameter dw
results in a response of the resonators capacity as follows
1
∂CC
= χǫ0 ǫr l ln−2
∂dw
dw



dw
d2





1
arccos 1 − ln
ǫr



dw
d2



.

(3.23)

For the present resonator conﬁguration it results in spatial derivative of the capacity of about
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11.5pF/mm. A relative change of 10−4 is equivalent to an eﬀective coil diameter variation in
the micrometer scale. Such a small change may well be created by the eﬀect magnetic forces
temporal and/or spatial ﬁeld gradients. As explained earlier in section 3.2.7 eﬀorts to restrict
the sensitivity of the winding against external magnetic ﬁeld inﬂuences (specially for high
ﬁeld strengths) have been applied during the construction of this resonator, but apparently
they were not suﬃcient. Hence, for future superconducting resonator developments other
methods of minimizing such an eﬀect should be foreseen.

3.3.2

Hysteresis
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The magnetic ﬁeld hysteresis in the quality factor and resonance frequency has been observed
for superconducting microwave resonators for smaller values of magnetic ﬁeld strengths before [90, 92]. A hysteresis is normally created while ramping up the magnetic ﬁeld from
zero to certain values and subsequently ramps down to zero again. Similar studies with an
extended range of magnetic ﬁeld, 0 to 6 T, has been performed on the rf toroidal superconducting ARES. In total ﬁve cycles of magnetic ﬁeld scans have been performed and the results
of the ﬁrst cycle is depicted in ﬁgure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Hysteresis studies of rf superconducting ARES for a cycle of ramping up the magnetic ﬁeld from zero to 6 T and back
down to zero. (a) Shows the pronounced frequency hysteresis observed, with insert showing the behavior of the starting and turning point
of magnetic ﬁeld strength scan. (b) Hysteresis in quality factor.
For the resonance frequency, a clear hysteresis is observed throughout the entire range of
the magnetic ﬁeld scan. As a general trend, the resonance frequency of the upward scan
stay clearly above the downwards scan with a relative diﬀerence of approximately 10−4 . As
depicted in ﬁgure 3.21.a, the cycle begins in the so-called virgin state at zero magnetic ﬁeld
indicated by (1), the ﬁeld is scanned up to 6 T (2), where the down-scan begins (3), and ends
at zero ﬁeld (4). The hysterias eﬀect while changing external ﬁeld is assumed to be caused by
vortex dynamics of the superconductor [71, 93]. With each cycle of the magnetic ﬁeld scan,
the hysteresis eﬀect becomes less clear and as shown in the inset of 3.21.a the frequency of
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the four turning points shifts further down as the general trend proposes. The diﬀerence of
frequency between point (1) and (4) is about -25 Hz, which can be translated to the fact that
the superconductor never recovers to its initial vortex-free status without warming up above
the superconductivity transition temperature [94].
As ﬁgure 3.21.b depicts, the quality factor does not demonstrate a pronounced hysteresis
behavior except for the zero-ﬁeld value, which can be a further evidence for the non-reversible
remanent vortices in type-II superconductors. Similar studies on another identical toroidal
resonator were carried on later conﬁrming the results presented here, with some exceptions
such as the initial resonance frequency of about (1.14 MHz) and quality factor of approximately 22110.

3.4

Varactor-Diode Board

As already introduced in section 3.2, an important part of the non-destructive detection system of ARTEMIS is the varactor diode board. Its fundamental role is to shift the resonance
frequency of the detection system by introducing a tunable capacitance in the RLC-circuit
as shown in ﬁgure 3.4. The centerpiece of this tuning board is a P-N diode with a voltagedependent capacitance CV , known as a varactor diode [95]. This diode is commonly used
for tuning a LC-circuit’s frequency. The capacitance of the detection system can be rewritten
as
C(UV ) = CR + CV (UV ),

(3.24)

where CR is the capacitance of the entire detection system without the capacitance of the varactor diode board CV (UV ). Also it should be considered that due to fact that every varactor
diode board has an internal series resistor its quality factor should be considered in calculations (equation 5.20). So the constraints of the varactor diode boards on the overall quality
factor should be considered and can be formulated as
1
1
1
+
=
,
Q(UV )
QR QV (UV )

(3.25)

with QR the quality factor of the rest of the detection system except the quality factor of the
varactor diode board QV (UV ).
There are two main applications that have been foreseen for the varactor board diode in
experiments such as ARTEMIS. Firstly, matching the resonance frequency of the cyclotron
resonator with the reduced cyclotron frequency ω+ of the stored ions. Since according to
equation 2.9 the resonance ωc is dominated by the magnetic ﬁled B, which for most Penning trap experiments is a non-variable parameter. Furthermore, achieving a speciﬁc self-
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capacitance for the cyclotron resonator is a big challenge as explained in 3.2.5. Secondly, in
an experimental environment , e.g. the ESR hall at GSI, isolating the external noise imposed
on the resonance circuit is challenging and the resonance circuit does not diﬀerentiate between the ion signal and the noise. As a result both of those signals are ampliﬁed and sent to
the next stages of the detection system. An easy solution would be to tune the resonator to a
diﬀerent frequency and using equation 2.15 by applying a diﬀerent trapping potential C2 U0
to bring the stored ion into resonance with the detection system.

Figure 3.22:

A series of excited cyclotron resonance spectra with diﬀerent biases of the varactor
diodes at 4 K and few tesla magnetic ﬁeld. It is apparent that the varactor diode is not capable of proper
functioning, therefore it doesn’t shift the frequency
more than a 1 MHz.
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An attempt to utilize a varactor diode board for tuning the resonance frequency of cyclotron
resonator in ARTEMIS was done in the measurement campaign of 2016. A board was built
around a MA46H202 varactor diode from Macom, which has a tunable capacitance from
2.2 to 3.3 pF. Although at room temperature and a non-magnetic environment the foreseen
resonance frequency of about ≈ 2π×35 MHz was reached, a combination of high magnetic
ﬁeld and cryogenic temperature resulted in malfunction of the diode, limiting the tuning frequency range to a value less than approximately 1 MHz. Figure 3.22 is taken from PhD thesis
of M.Wiesel [21] and demonstrates the limitation in tuning range imposed by the experiments
environment. In this ﬁgure the cyclotron detection system was excited with the tracking generator of the Rigol DSA-815TG spectrum analyzer through TS-LC channel (section 4.3) and
the resonance of the resonators spectral response for eight diﬀerent diode-biases was read out.
As a result of this observation, in a collaboration with Stahl-Electronics a study to create
a functional varactor diode board using the MA46H202 varactor diode suitable for ARTEMIS
experiment was conducted. The results of this study can be found in [21], and it indicates the
fact that for a varactor diode board to operate properly it is required to either place the varactor
diode in regions of the experimental insert where the magnetic ﬁeld is low or to heat it above
20 K. The ﬁrst approach is not practical since it means the board has to be placed far from the
trap center and it will result in a huge undesired parasitic capacitance load on the detection
system. Therefore a heated varactor diode board was produced by Stahl-Electronics and
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Figure 3.23:

The heated varactor diode tuning board at ARTEMIS manufactured in collaboration with Stahl-Electronics (a) The
electronic board layout of the board. (b) Necessary connection required for the board, the screws work as mounting point and ground
connections of the board.

installed in ARTEMIS. Figure 3.23.a shows the schematic overview of this tuning board. This
board has a nominal tuning range of 1.3 to 6 pF at a bias voltage of 1 to 10 V with an expected
heating power of 491 µW to rise the diode temperature from 4.2 to 20 K. Figure 3.23.b shows
the connection of the tuning board at ARTEMIS. The screw mounts are also working as the
ground connections of the board. It is recommended to connect the ground of this board to
the rf ground of the inductor coil of the detection system. Further information regarding the
technical details of the board are intellectual property of Stahl-Electronics and can not be
reported.
It is required to match the frequency of the cyclotron detection system (3.2.5) to the range
that it could be tuned into 35 MHz with the aid of the varactor diode board. The excited
spectral response of the cyclotron detection system was recorded as before. Figure 3.24.a
shows the responses of the CRES in a case that the diode is not biased; the blue curve with
the heating system of the board oﬀ and the red curve after heating it to above 20 K. Afterwards, the diode was biased up to 10 V in one volt steps and as a result a frequency shift of
approximately 3.5 MHz was measured (ensuring the required frequency ﬂexibility). Figure
3.24.b depicts the Lorentz ﬁts of the spectra corresponding to diﬀerent voltage biases.
It is also clear that by increasing the bias voltage the quality factor of the resonance spectrum increases. It is a known fact that by increasing the bias voltage of the varactor diodes
the quality factor increases as well. Since the quality factor of the diode can be written as
QV = 1/(2πf RV CV ) [96]. The variation of the resonance frequency (left) and quality factor
(right) versus the applied biasing voltage of the varactor diode board (at 7 T, 4 K and with
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the heater set to 2 V) is depicted in ﬁgure 3.25.

(a) The eﬀect of heating the varactor diode board

(b) Spectra acquired with diﬀerent diode bias

with 2 V, blue at 4.2 K and read heated above
20 K.

voltages.

Figure 3.24:

The Lorentz ﬁt of the Spectral response of acquired from the cyclotron detection system after implementation of the
varactor diode board.

Figure 3.25:

3.5

The variation of ν0 (left) and Q (right) of the CRES using a varactor diode at 7 T, 4 K and with the heater set to 2 V).

Cryogenic Amplifiers

Currently two designs of ampliﬁers based on the same principle are being commonly used at
ARTEMIS. Both of these ampliﬁers use a variation of metal semiconductor ﬁeld eﬀect transistor (MES-FET), which is a GaAs semiconductor transistor functional in cryogenic temperatures down to 1 K [97]. One of the ampliﬁers is designed by M. Hüllen on a circular
shaped printed circuit board (PCB) [80], whereas the other ampliﬁer is designed by the Base
collaboration and made by the author during his visit at Cern. After a brief introduction of
the MES-FET this two designs will be discussed in this section.
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Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MES-FET)
MES-FET are GaAs monopolar 4 active devices commonly used as low noise power amplifiers in the microwave and millimeter wave spectrum [69]. It turns out that these devices can
also be used for the same purpose in kHz and MHz regime after successfully passing functionality tests in these ranges. Figure 3.26 shows the cross section of a typical n-channel GaAs
MES-FET. As depicted, the MES-FET is fabricated on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The
channel or the conducting layer is a lightly doped thin n-type conducting semiconductor material. On top of the channel a highly doped (n+ ) layer is grown so that the ohmic contacts for
external circuitry to the transistor is facilitated. Finally, a Schottky barrier (rectifying contact)
is fabricated as the gate [98].
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Figure 3.26:

Schematic drawing of a basic MES-FET de-

vice.

Providing a positive voltage VDS to the drain with respect to the source, creates a flow of
electrons from source to drain. The gate acts as rectifying junction by creating a depletion
region, which through the width of the region the net opening of the channel is controlled.
MES-FET can be considered as a voltage-controlled resistor, where variation of the resistance
is achieved by the changes in the depletion layer extension into the channel region. The depth
of the depletion region is proportional to the negative voltage applied to the Schottky junction.
The source is the reference of the VDS and gate voltage VGS measurements. If VDS = VS = 0
there is no current conduction and the transistor is in so-called equilibrium status. In case the
voltage of the gate is above a threshold value VT the channel current increases with the VDS
and eventually saturates to IDS [98]. By applying a positive VDS an electron flow between the
source and drain is created. After a signal voltage is applied to the gate, a modulation of the
of electron flow with the rf signal happens. This modulation translates to the amplification
of the rf signal applied to the gate [69].
Currently, four different types of MES-FET are used to make the amplifiers of ARTEMIS,
which there specification according to their data sheets are listed in table 3.2. Please keep in
mind that these transistors are vintage and should be treated with high sensitivity. Furthermore, as also indicated in the table, these MES-FETs are specified for applications with higher
4

With only one carrier type either holes or electrons, n-channel FETs employ electrons and p-channel devices
use holes.
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Table 3.2:

An overview of the four diﬀerent types of MES-FET transistors used at cryo-ampliﬁers at ARTEMIS based on their
data-sheets. These transistors are currently discontinued, therefore for further information please just search their names in the Internet.

Manufacturer
Description
Max. VDS
Max. VGS
Max. IDS
TStorage
Max. Pin
Speciﬁed Range

3SK164
SONY
N-channel
Dual-Gate
12
VG1S = −5
VG1S = −5
55
-65 ... +150
N.A.
0.3 ... 3

3SK166
SONY
N-channel
Dual-Gate
8
VG1S = −6
VG1S = −6
80
-65 ... +150
21.7
0.3 ... 3

CF739
Siemens
N-channel
Dual-Gate
10
VG1S = −6
VG1S = −6
80
-55 ... +150
21.7
0.03 ... 2

NE3508
NEC

unit

HJ-FET
4

V

-3.0

V

30
-55 ... +150
0
0.5 ... 4

mA
◦
C
dBm
GHz

frequency ranges, non-cryogenic and non-magnetic environments (leaving our operation prerequisite condition unspeciﬁed 4.2). Hence they can only be used after their compliance with
the required condition has been tested on the ampliﬁer board, making the functional transistors even more valuable. These values should be handle cautiously while they are measured
and reported for room temperature and the electrical and rf speciﬁcations reported are out of
consideration for the application in ARTEMIS.

The Amplifiers at ARTEMIS
Both ampliﬁer designs at ARTEMIS follow the same principle and are made of two stages;
ﬁrst stage common-source FET circuit and a second stage source-follower FET circuit. The
ﬁrst stage has a high voltage gain but works at high input impedance. As a result the second
stage is built in a way to match the high output impedance of the ﬁrst stage to the impedance
of the rf system (typically 50 Ω). Parasitic reactive loads, resistive loss mechanisms and dielectric losses are three critical loss channels in an ampliﬁer, thus should be avoid to reach a
high-quality-factor RLC detection system. The ﬁrst two can be prevented mostly by circuitboard design and keeping the input resistance of the ampliﬁer high. The dielectric losses at
ampliﬁer boards are dominated by the material of the board substrate. The rf quality of a
material is deﬁned using the dielectric loss tangent, tan(δ) . A good option to build a circuit
board on are PTFE (tan(δ) = 10−4 ) or sapphire (tan(δ) = 10−5 ) [69], this level of loss should
be considered when dealing with a high Q-factor resonator.
The schematic design (left) and a photo of the ARES CT and CRES cryo-ampliﬁer (from
[20]) is demonstrated in 3.27, which as can be seen in the photograph has a circular shape.
As it is clear that, it has the same two stage designed structure. The ﬁrst stage, commonsource is built around a SONY 3SK166 and the source-follower stage center piece is the NEC
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Figure 3.27:

Cryo-ampliﬁer used at the CT RLC detection system. Left: Schematic circuit board design Right: photograph of the
ampliﬁer board. These ﬁgures are taken from the PhD thesis of D. Von Lindenfels [20].

NE350. Further information regarding components, production steps and biasing voltages are
available in [20, 21, 80].
The double-stage ST cryo-ampliﬁer is made on a double-sided PTFE laminate board, using
again the same architecture. With two diﬀerent MES-FET, SONY 3SK164 for the commonsource stage and the Siemens CF739 for the source follower stage. In comparison to the
CT ampliﬁer that requires three biasing voltages, this ampliﬁer requires ﬁve. Figure 3.28 is
a schematic demonstration of the ampliﬁer board including the values of the resistors and
capacitors used in this ampliﬁer circuit. The resistors and capacitors used to make this ampliﬁers are SMD type (surface-mount device) components with a majority of them having 0805
package, except the 1 µF capacitors that are 1206 packages. It is recommended to use components from AVX (NPO type dielectric) or Johanson (S-series), since their characteristics
in cryogenic environment and high magnetic ﬁeld are not altered severely.

Gate1
Gate2
Gate1

Drain

Gate2

Source

Drain
Source

R1 = 10 KΩ
R2 = 100 MΩ
R3 = 10 KΩ
R4 = 1 KΩ
R5 = 100 KΩ
R6 = 250 KΩ
R7 = 1 MΩ
R8 = 10 KΩ
R9 = 100 KΩ
R10 = 680 KΩ

C1 = 2.2 nF
C2 = 1 μF
C3 = 1 μF
C4 = 1 μF
C5 = 2.2 nF
C6 = 1 μF
C7 = 1 μF
C8 = 2.2 nF
Q1 : 3SK164
Q2 : CF739

Figure 3.28:

Cryo-ampliﬁer used at ST RLC detection system, made at the Base collaboration. On the right hand side the values of
the components used to make this ampliﬁer board are noted. All the resistor values are denoted by R# and capacitors by C#.

Also as demonstrated on the right side of ﬁgure 3.29 the ampliﬁer board is soldered on top
of a OFHC copper plate to have a well established ground connection. Finally, a similar plate
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in size and shape is mounted on top of the resonator using proper spacers for preventing damages by static electric discharge to the MES-FETs (or mounted in a OFHC copper housing).

Figure 3.29:

Cryo-amplifier used at the CT RLC detection system. left: Schematic circuit board design

Before an amplifier can be paired with a resonator to shape a complete RLC-detection
system it is essential to test the performance of the amplifier in cryogenic and magnetic environment. Nevertheless, due to the lack of equipment this test is not put into practice regularly
at ARTEMIS currently. The amplifier made for ARES ST made at Cern has been tested in
a cryogenic environment as follows. The amplifier is mounted on a 4 K stage of a pulse-tube
cooler. After cool-down the optimum working bias of the amplifier is found via variation of
the dual-gate bias voltages of the input stage using a R&S FSU spectrum analyzer (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3: Best working point biasing voltages for the cryo-amplifer made at Base collaboration. Please keep in mind this values have
varied in time and have to be readjusted every once in a while. Therefore the first row shows what biasing voltages were measured at Base
and the second row shows the biasing voltages at ARTEMIS when paired to the rest of RLC-detection system.
Abbreviation
Initial (BASE)
Later at ARTEMIS

Gate 1
G1
-1.123
-1.606

Gate 2
G2
-0.154
-0.177

Gate
GSF
1.402
1.155

Drain 1
D1
3
3

Drain 2
D2
3
3

The equivalent input noise en of the amplifier in a range of 400 kHz to 1 MHz is measured
for two instances afterwards. First when the amplifier is biased but not tuned to its best gain
rather to the lowest noise figure achievable (Fig. 3.30.(a)). Then the bias of the amplifier
is set to its best gain and the en is measured again (Fig. 3.30.(b)). Finally using a E5061B
ENA vector network analyzer the gain of the amplifier from 250 kHz to 1 MHz is measured
(Fig. 3.30.(c)). All the output signal of this cryo-amplifier is further amplified using a coaxial
ZFL500LN amplifier before readout. Therefore, it is required to do corrections on the values
reported, but at the moment due the fact that the gain of the room temperature amplifier
is negligible in comparison to the cryo-amplifier and this measurements were performed in
an extremely limited time, the required parameters for calculations were not measured (for
proper example of this procedure see [99]).
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Noise ﬁgure and gain measurements performed on the ampliﬁer attached to ARES ST in measurement campaign 2016

(done at Base).

Unfortunately, after many cool-downs and physical modiﬁcations related to the RLC- detection system made at Base, this detection system requires to be repair and undergo extensive
tests before being usable again. Building a test stand using a pulse-tube cooler from Sumitomo RP-082 for cryogenic tests beneﬁting from a network analyzer at ARTEMIS has started,
and currently is work in progress.

3.6

Optical and Laser Detection System

Beside the optimization of the spectroscopy trap of ARTEMIS (as discussed in section 2.3.1),
to carry out the laser-microwave spectroscopy (section 2.1) another important requirement is
the optical-laser system. Currently a laser with a wavelength of 441 nm designed for doubleresonance spectroscopy of 40 Ar13+ is installed and ready to be used. This optical-laser system
is mostly the result of the PhD project of A. Martin at TU Darmstadt and the detailed description of it can be found in [64].
Figure 3.31 depicts the overall layout of the laser-optical system conﬁguration. The 441 nm
laser used for illuminating the ions consists of four main parts:
• Spectroscopy laser at 441 nm: A DL 100 pro by Toptica commercial external cavity
diode laser (ECDL), with a maximum output power of 16 mW. The laser is tunable
between 439.4 to 445.8 mm, which incorporates the frequency range estimation for
observing the ﬁne-structure transition of Ar13+ .
• Master laser at 452.756 nm: A custom-made ECDL laser built and characterized at TU
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Figure 3.31:

The overview of optical and laser detection system at ARTEMIS setup for 40 Ar13+ . A 441 nm laser beam is shone on
the stored particles via an optical path consisting of the optical fiber and image guide. The emitted light is collected through a custom-made
light collimator and transmitted to a CPM or camera through the image guide.

Darmstadt. The stabilization scheme is built upon the master laser which is frequencystabilized to a tellurium spectroscopy cell and has a long-term stability (over several
days) [100, 101].
• Transfer cavity: The resonator is installed with the purpose of frequency stabilization
of the spectroscopy laser to the master laser. Utilizing two mirrors with a geometrical
distance lgeo and a medium with refractive index n, the cavity creates equidistant resonance frequencies over the complete spectrum based on longitudinal mode N . The
resonance frequencies can be formulated as ν = (N c0 )/(2nlgeo), with c0 being the
speed of light.
• Doppler-free tellurium spectroscopy: Since optical transitions of tellurium have been
well documented in the so-called tellurium atlas[102], they can be used as absolute
frequency reference for the spectroscopy of the fine-structure transition of Ar13+ . In
addition, the frequency stabilization of the master laser can be done using these transitions. The heart of this system is a 130 Te2 -cell, which operates at 504 K in gas phase.
In principle, after heating up the

130

Te2 -cell, using a probe beam and a saturation beam, a
Doppler-free spectroscopy according to [103] is established. Afterwards based on the tellurium atlas, a frequency stabilization is performed and an absolute frequency reference is
created. Which then the master laser is locked on one of the Lamb dips to stabilize the fre-
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quency and through the locking of the length of the transfer cavity to the length corresponding to this frequency, the spectroscopy laser is locked to the master laser. The locking of
the spectroscopy laser is done on a different mode of the transfer cavity, using a double pass
acousto-optical modulator(AOM) and frequency shifting of the laser. After the laser beam is
set to the proper frequency, it is transfered to ARTEMIS with the help of a fiber. The laser
setup resides in the laser lab, which is located beneath the Hitrap platform (4.1). Using an
optical fiber feed-through on the optical and microwave feed-through flange of the six facet
extension (Section 4.2.2) the laser light is coupled into a two meter optical fiber which ends
with a section of bare fiber (protective layer removed). The bare end is fixed to a position that
the light is collimated and focused using a combination of two condenser lenses into the center of the ST. The holder of the bare fiber is custom-made from OFHC copper to the smallest
dimensions technically possible at the time, to decrease the amount of light blocked by the
holder. Therefore the efficiency of scattered fluorescence light collection could be improved
in comparison to the reported structure in [20]. The final diameter of the laser light delivered
to the ion cloud is roughly 3 mm. This laser setup is schematically demonstrated in figure
3.31 along side the optical detection system, which will be described next.
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Figure 3.32:

Photographs of the optical detection system and the laser setup for performing double resonance spectroscopy. The one
on the left shows the new optical structure inside the magnet bore optimized for higher efficiency laser transmission and fluorescence light
collection. The picture on the left shows the laser system illustrated earlier schematically.

After using the laser system to excite the trapped ions, the fluorescence response of the
ion cloud should be collected, collimated and transfered to the analyzing unit. There are two
devices at one’s disposal for the fluorescence detection: (1) MP-984 CPM from Excelitas
(2) The ImagEM X2 EM-CCD camera from Hamamatsu. The optical path to the detectors
includes a bundle of optical fiber, which are structured in a 72 × 72 square array of fibers with
an area of 16 mm2 , the so-called image guide. The first section that the light pass through
after it transmits out of the trap chamber through the ITO end-cap and the quartz window is
the collimation structure including two aspherical lenses. This structure includes an adapter
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where the image guide is mounted on it. After the light passed through the image guide, it
is out-coupled from the magnet bore through a window. Due to the fact that in the setup of
ARTEMIS there are many components that might emit ﬂuorescence light after illumination
with the laser close to the desired 441 nm light, two purifying ﬁlters have been implemented
in the light path to the detector. First a band-pass ﬁlter with a bandwidth of 10 nm at a
center wavelength of 440 nm and second a line ﬁlter with a bandwidth of 1.7 nm at a center
wavelength of 441 nm are placed in the beam path. Additionally, two extra collimation lenses
are built in to cancel out any light dispersion before detection.
In order to be able to create a delay between the laser illumination of the ion cloud and
ﬂuorescence detection by the detectors (to protect the detectors from over-exposer) an shutter
has been installed in the beam path outside of the magnet. Figure 3.32 shows the photographs
of the laser and the optical detection system.

3.7

ITO Faraday cup

In addition to the non-destructive RLC and optical-laser detection systems, the concept of
a Faraday cup has been considered, and the requirements of performing such measurement
are also implemented at ARTEMIS. A Faraday-cup measurement scheme is a destructive
detection, which is performed by guiding the charged particles to a conducting surface. The
created current is normally ampliﬁed, measured and translated into the number of particles
using an oscilloscope or current meter.
The end-cap electrode of the ST is implemented to be the Faraday conducting surface of
this detection system. The ITO window is currently the end-cap of the ST (section 2.3.1), so
the durability of it against the HCI bombardment had to be validated. Therefore, an identical
ITO window (Thorlabs) was mounted on a special electrode holder with electric connections proper for Faraday-cup measurements and tested in a Drebit type-3 Electron Beam
Ion Source (EBIS) at Hilite [56]. The EBIS delivered an ion current with charge states up
to around 16+ and an ion current of several nA at a kinetic energy of 5 keV per charge to
the ITO window every 7.5 s. Using a Femto DHPCA-100 current ampliﬁer the ion current
across the conductive layer of the window is translated into a voltage signal and eventually
measured on an oscilloscope. Finally, for the sake of comparison the same measurement was
performed on a commercial metallic Faraday cup.
The time-resolved results of this measurements is depicted in ﬁgure 3.33. As it is apparent
despite the diﬀerent amplitude of the signal of the ITO window and the commercial Faraday
cup, which can be explained due to diﬀerent overall resistances of the measurement arrangement, the overall temporal structure is identical. Hence concluding the functionality of the
ITO windows as a Faraday cup. Furthermore this experiment was continued with the de-
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scribed harsh condition on the ITO-coated window for an hour, resulting in no noticeable
effect on the signal. As a conclusion there should be no obstacles to use the ITO Faraday cup
at the cryogenic environment of ARTEMIS with HCI similarly to a metallic one.
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Figure 3.33: Signal comparison of the ITO Faraday-cup
verse the commercial one and its stability after an hour of ion impact.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

TECHNICAL REMARKS ON THE ARTEMIS
EXPERIMENT

ARTEMIS at HiTrap approaches the measurement of bound-electron g-factors in a Penning
trap based on optical spectroscopy, such that in comparison to the other g-factor measurement experiments, a good optical access for optical excitation and ﬂuorescence detection is
required (Section 2.1). Therefore, many innovative designs are required to achieve the optimizations for an optical measurement method based on the half-open trap concept. In an
attempt to facilitate the understanding of the apparatus, Figure 4.1 shows an overview chart
of ARTEMIS in its current state. As depicted in the chart, the experiment is based on eleven
main pillars. Each category of instruments and parts has many details incorporated, requiring equally detailed reports. To achieve measurement goals a well-established connection
between diﬀerent parts is essential. Based on former extensive reports [20, 21] and recent
updates, this chapter will provide some technical details. Collectively with technical sections
presented in chapters 2 and 3 it should be convenient to get familiar with ARTEMIS .
ARTEMIS, as well as its neighboring trap experiments Spectrap and Hilite, are located
at the GSI facility, Darmstadt. Hence, it serves justice to ﬁrst give an introduction of the GSI
facility (section 4.1). Section 4.2 discusses three outstanding environmental characteristics of
ARTEMIS as a modern precision Penning trap experiment. The cryo- and room temperature
ﬁlter boards are summarized in 4.3 in table formats for practical use and their recent changes
have been noted. The installation of the 65 GHz microwave system has been done in 2016,
which is reported in 4.4. Finally, the gas injection system, a strong candidate for residual gas
pressure improvements, is discussed in section 4.5.
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Figure 4.1: The technical relationship chart of ARTEMIS setup, demonstrating eleven main categories of ARTEMIS components. To
demonstrate components used commonly by two different sections, the two-color scheme has been applied. The cryogenic and the vacuum
systems have mutual influences on each other, thus they are depicted in the same color.
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GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung

Located in Darmstadt, Germany, GSI is an accelerator complex providing the possibility
of unique heavy-ion research. Figure 4.2 shows an overview of the GSI accelerator center.
Among different sections of GSI the Ion Source, Linear Accelerator (UNILAC), Heavy Ion
Synchrotron (SIS18) and Experimental Storage Ring (ESR)[4] are crucial for the measurement scheme of ARTEMIS.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the GSI infrastructure, showing the important parts of the accelerator facility for ARTEMIS. This
drawing is adapted from the PhD thesis of T. Gassner [104] by adding the location of ARTEMIS and its appearance in the yellow painted
wooden tower.
Ion Source is the first step of HCI creation at GSI. This section creates a high number of
lowly charged ions. To be able to deliver a variety of elements ranging form hydrogen (Z = 1)
up to uranium (Z = 92), seven types of sources are applied. The lowly charged ions are
transfered to UNILAC, where they are accelerated to kinetic energies of 11.4 MeV/u. At this
stage the ion beam will be further ionized by passing through a stripper-foil, yielding charge
states as high as U73+ . The peak of ionization energies, 1 GeV/u, at GSI is achieved at SIS18,
which means the ion beam can now undergo another stripper-foil, resulting in ions as highly
charged as bare uranium. The next step of the HCI journey is the ESR, capable of decelerating
and storing the ion beam extracted from the SIS18 with energies up to 560 MeV/u. Besides
the possibility of physics experiments being performed at the ESR [4], after decelerating the
ions to 4 MeV/u, an extraction for the ions to Hitrap has been implemented. The Hitrap
decelerator uses resistive and electron gas sympathetic cooling to further decrease the ion
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beam temperature[51], ideally down to 4 K. At this point the ions are transported at 5 eV/q
to the Hitrap-platform beam-line and eventually injected into the experiments located there .
To perform an in-ﬂight capture of the ions in ARTEMIS a pulse drift tube is required, which
cools down the ions to 4 eV/q (design principle and drawings found in [105]). It is worth
mentioning that the Hitrap-platform beam-line is also equipped with a commercial electron
beam ion trap (EBIT) from the company Dreebit to keep suppling HCI to the experiments
even during beam-oﬄine periods.

4.2

Prerequisite Experimental Environment

Strong magnetic ﬁeld, high vacuum and cryogenic environment are the main three criteria that
must have been considered in the design of ARTEMIS. It should be noted that the cryogenic
environment is a blessing for the vacuum system, while vacua up to about 1 × 10−16 mbar
in the trap chamber are achieved via cryo-pumping in ARTEMIS. In the following sections
these topics will be reviewed brieﬂy.

4.2.1

Magnetic Field, 7 T

As mentioned before in Section 2.2.1, an essential requirement for any
Penning trap is its magnetic ﬁeld. ARTEMIS applies a 7 T superconducting magnet (NbTi coil) in persistent-mode made by Varian, model
number 7T160. The solenoid is immersed in a 300 L liquid-helium
(LHe) reservoir, which is isolated from the room temperature environ0.1 ppm
ment by liquid nitrogen and two layers of evacuated-double-wall dewars.
1 cm
All these measures have resulted in minimizing the LHe reservoir reﬁll
interval to approximately eight to nine months.
Since the magnet has been energized in 2009 by a current of 210 A,
10 ppm
evidence has pointed to a ﬁeld reproducibility of 7.003 T. By design,
0.5 cm x 10cm
this magnet has better stability than 1 ppm/h. Furthermore, at the center of the magnetic ﬁeld in a 1 cm3 volume the ﬁeld should have a homogeneity of 0.1 ppm. In
addition, this volume is centered in a cylinder with a diameter of 0.5 cm and height of 10 cm
homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld better then 10 ppm. This precious performance is achieved by
superconducting shim coils for minimizing ﬁeld distortion and ferromagnetic material adjusting the magnetic ﬁeld as close as possible to the theoretical value. The magnet has a cylindrical vertical room temperature bore of 1730 mm length and diameter of 160 mm. There are
ﬂange connections at either end of the magnet bore, enabling it to be used as an isolation vacuum for the experiment. Figure 4.3 shows a section view of the magnet including a zoomed
3
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image of ARTEMIS insert.
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Figure 4.3:

ARTEMIS experiment section drawing optimized to demonstrate technical details regarding the superconducting magnet,
vacuum and cryogenic system applied. The experiment is inserted in the magnet bore from above and secured on flange connected to the
magnet (For a detailed description of mounting the insert please check [21]).

4.2.2

Vacuum System at ARTEMIS

Due to a desire to have long storage times for the HCI, ultra high vacuum conditions are
mandatory. Two layers of vacuum have been incorporated in the design of ARTEMIS. The
magnet bore has a vacuum of approximately 1 × 10−7 mbar, while in the trap chamber the
vacuum is estimated to be better than 1 × 10−16 mbar (section 6.5)
The vacuum of the magnet bore is achieved through sealing the bore with a rubber gaskets
and CF flanges. The flange on the bottom has a KF40 connection for the Edwards AIGX
active ion gauge, reading pressures down to 6 × 10−10 mbar. Also the gas injection system
is mounted using this flange (explained in more detail in section 4.5). On the top part, the
magnet bore is closed by a cubic vacuum chamber extension with six CF flange structures on
each facet as listed in the following:
• Magnet bore connection
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• Leybold Mag W 400 P turbo-molecular pump
• Optical and microwave feed-through
• High-voltage feed-through
• Room temperature ﬁlter board feed-through
• Sumitomo SRP-082B-F-70H pulse-tube cooler.
The Leybold Mag W 400 P turbo-molecular pump is backed with an Edwards RV12 pump,
and the exhaust is monitored by an Edwards APG active Pirani vacuum gauge. This vacuum
system is the means of reaching a primary vacuum of 1 × 10−7 mbar. The ultra high vacuum
(UHV) is obtained due to the cryo-pumping eﬀect in the semi-closed trap chamber. The
chamber is composed from the UMF and the cylindrical chamber, both from OFHC copper.
They are connected to each other using sixteen brass screws and the sealing is achieved by
an indium wire ring. The UMF is the part where all feed-throughs for the connections of the
trap are mounted.

4.2.3

Cryogenic Environment

Besides the UHV, operating a Penning trap at 4 K reduces the electronic noises and enables
the use of a superconducting detection scheme. A cooled ion cloud at 4 K possess a lower motional amplitude, resulting in a smaller deviations from their theoretical motional and optical
frequency.
The heart of the cryogenic system is the Sumitomo RP-082 4 K pulse-tube cryo-cooler.
Cold head, helium compressor and 20 m helium gas lines are the three main parts of this
system. The cold head has two cooling power stages, the ﬁrst stage of 40 W at a temperature
of 45 K and the second stage of 1 W at a temperature of 4.2 K. The ﬁrst stage is responsible
for thermally isolating the second stage and the inner parts of the experiment via an attached
thermal shield. The shield is cover with ’Coolcat 2’ superinsulation foil from RUAG, resulting in a signiﬁcant radiation thermal load reduction [74].
The 4.2 K stage is where the main inner part of the experiment is assembled on using a
705 mm-long OFHC copper rod. The pulse-tube cooler produces undesired vibration, therefore a set of 24 stranded copper wires with a total cross section of 240 mm2 ensure thermal
coupling and with vibrations isolated from the experiment.
The inner parts of ARTEMIS consist mainly of the electronics 4-leg frame and the trap chamber. The 4-leg housing is where the two ﬁlter boards (high and low voltage), the detection
system, optical connections and microwave system are located. The trap chamber hangs
downwards from the 4-leg housing and through the UMF the two Penning traps inside the
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trap chamber are cooled down to temperatures around 4 K.
Further measures are also taken to decouple the system from external heat-loads. Such as
resting the entire insert on a pedestal of four PEEK (polyether ether ketone) boards. PEEK
has low thermal conduction (0.25 mW/m). Also for the sake of alignment and stability this
pedestal structure is connected to a conical part resting on the lower magnet ﬂange (ﬁgure
4.3).

4.3

Electronics (Filter Boards)

The electronic system of ARTEMIS has two main functionalities, ampliﬁcation and ﬁltering.
These electronics can be divided into room-temperature and cryogenic categories. The cryoampliﬁers been covered in section 3.5, due to the fact that they are an inseparable part of
the detection systems. A low-noise environment is an essential part of the setup scheme,
based on two facts: The signal of the trapped ions is easily obstructed by the noise signal
and external high-frequency noise on the trap electrodes can heat up the stored ion cloud.
ARTEMIS incorporates room-temperature and cryogenic ﬁlter boards. An updated version
of the wiring diagram of ARTEMIS is presented in appendix A.

Room-temperature Filter Boards
The room-temperature ﬁlter boards have been speciﬁcally developed for ARTEMIS by Stahl
Electronics. There are four diﬀerent ﬁlter boards, which are mounted on a dedicated ﬂanges
of the cubic vacuum chamber extension. They are shielded in a cubic housing, also on its
side a mount for the UM power supply is considered. These ﬁlter boards include low-pass
ﬁltering on the DC supply lines (with cutoﬀ frequencies of about 130 to 300 Hz for diﬀerent
√
electrodes), low noise ampliﬁers (noise density approx. 1.2 nV/ Hz) and frequency downconversion on the ST/CT ARES and CRES signal.In addition, the rf lines are also ﬁltered.
Table 4.1 provides a summary of key features of them. The varactor diode heater voltage
supply line has been added to the HE1 in 2017 (The purpose of adding the varactor diode is
explained in 3.4), besides this line no other changes have been done on the room-temperature
ﬁlter boards.

Cryo-Filter-Boards
There are two cryo-ﬁlter boards, the low-voltage (LV) and the high-voltage (HV) ﬁlter boards.
These boards are mounted on the 4-leg housing close to the UMF, using a copper board
screwed to the back side of the ﬁlter boards. The LV board performs ﬁltering, damping,
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Table 4.1:

An overview of the room-temperature ﬁlter boards. Including their functions, input, output connections and their available
connectivity. This table is based on [20] and documentation of ﬁlter boards by Stahl Electronics

HE 1
Functions

Temperature sensors and heaters ﬁltering

Input
Output
Connectivity

Heaters voltage supplies, varactor diode heater voltage supply
Temperature sensors readout
25 pin male Sub-D socket.

HE 2
Functions
Input

Output
Connectivity
HE 3
Functions
Input
Output
Connectivity
HE 4
Functions
Input
Output
Connectivity

Low voltage trap ﬁltering, varactor diode board biasing, rf excitations
Low voltage trap biases, varactor diode board bias, all rf inputs except S3 supplies (TS-LC,CT-Exc. Ax., CT/ST Magn. Exc),
S5 AC/DC coupling
Faraday-cup readout signal (currently grounded)
9 pin female Sub-D socket (BS device), 6 rf SMA connectors, 4banana connectors (UM) and power connector (5 V and GND)
Filtering the cryo-ampliﬁers supply lines, ARES signals ampliﬁcation, optional signal down-conversion of one of ST/CT channels
Two down-conversion reference frequencies, ST/CT ARES multiplexer control signal, cryo-amp biases,
Down-converted ARES signal output, ST ARES line out, CT
ARES line out
15 pin female Sub-D socket (cryo-amp biases), 6 rf SMA connectors and power connector
readout ﬁltering, down-conversion and ampliﬁcation of CRES signal, cyclotron motion excitation(dipole/rotating wall)
Rotating wall (4 coaxial line in), Dipole excitation, PCI-card 5 V
control voltage, down-conversion reference frequency
CRES Signal
9 rf SMA connectors, impedance selector key and power connector

cooling of incoming lines and rf excitation coupling/decoupling into some DC bias voltage
electrode. Table 4.2 shows a summary of these excitations and their relevant electrodes.
Two important notes about the LV board are as following:
• Resistors with values of approximately 50 kΩ have been installed at the input of each
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line. Hence, one can validate proper connection of them versus the GND.
• RC high-pass ﬁlters have been implemented on the lines involving S2, S4.5 and C13,
because these electrodes are a part of the RLC-detection system (discussed in section
3.1). Also via a 2 pF capacitor a test line, TS-LC, has been coupled with all three
resonators for test and maintenance reasons.
The HV board has ﬁve channels of low-pass ﬁlters for electrodes H8, H9, H19, F1 and F2.
The original design incorporated a 30 MΩ resistor and 37 pF capacity boards. The resistors
(SLIM MOX10203 RM 10,16) have proven over time to be not suitable for the cryogenic
environment, breaking into pieces as a result of cooling cycles. Therefore, these resistors
have been replaced by two 10 MΩ resistors is series (Vishay CRHV2010AF10M0FKET),
that have been cooled down to 45 K and warmed up to 300 K more than ﬁfteen times and
withstood against damages.
Table 4.2:

The excitations coupled through the LV board to the DC biased electrode and their eﬀect on the stored ion cloud [20].

Electrode

rf Excitation

Functionality

S3

Rotating wall
Oscillating dipole ﬁeld exc.

Radial compression
Cyclotron motion excitation

S4.0 & S15.5

CT/ST Magnetron exc.

Quadrapole mixing of axial and radial
motion

S5 & S16

Dipole ﬁeld

Axial excitation at respective trap

4.4

The 65 GHz Microwave System

As already mentioned in Section 2.1, to be able to perform the Microwave-laser spectroscopy
scheme on Ar13+ two microwave bandwidths are required (νL ): 65 GHz for the two groundstate 22 P1/2 transitions and 130 GHz for the four excited-state 22 P3/2 transitions (ﬁgure 2.4).
The 65 GHz system has been designed and implemented in ARTEMIS in the year 2016, which
can irradiate microwave signals within frequency range of 64 − 66 GHz. A comprehensive
review of the system is presented in [21].
The design of the microwave system follows ﬁve main principles: suﬃcient microwave
power delivery to the ST (low loss), constructional and space limitations, low thermal conductivity, leak-tight vacuum feed-through availability, high magnetic ﬁeld compatibility. To
tackle technical challenges achieving these aims a system based on hybrid-transmission line
was developed. Figure 4.4 depicts the parts and devices used in this system, which will be
elaborated further in the following.
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The ﬁrst part of the system is the GT9000 microwave synthesizer from Gigatronics.
Based on two YIG (Yttrium Iron Grant) oscillators, it is capable of delivering microwave
signals of 2-20 GHz. The beneﬁt of a YIG oscillator is its high quality factor, resulting in a
low-phase noise. In other words, this device has high short-term frequency stability. To ensure the long-term frequency stability of the microwave signal a 10 MHz external rubidium
frequency standard (SRS FS725) is applied. The stability of the frequency and output power
is monitored by a Eip Microwave source Locking Microwave Counter (Model 578). Nevertheless, the output frequency of this device has to be matched with the desired νL . Hence,
by using an active frequency quadrupler from Cernex (CFM1616X410-01) and tuning the
output frequency of the synthesizer between 16 − 16.5 GHz, the 64 − 66 GHz is achieved. As
a safety measure the quadrupler is equipped with an isolator, which attenuates the reﬂected
waves.
The quadrupler has a power input-output ratio of one with maximum power input of 10 dBm,
limiting the 13 dBm output of the synthesizer. Considering the fact that the microwave signal
must travel through many lossy stages and lines before it is delivered to the ions at the ST,
a power ampliﬁer(SP654-15-24-W) from Spacek is add to the Microwave system. At frequency of 65 GHz a gain of 19.8 dB and a maximum output power of 23.2 dBm is reported
in test data sheet of the device. A mechanically-tuned attenuator from Mi-Wave (520E) has
been considered to make the amplitude of the microwave system tunable. This attenuator has
frequency operation range of 60 − 90 GHz and attenuation range of 0 − 25 dB.
The most prominent part of the microwave system design is the transmission line, which
is made of a combination of coaxial cables and WR-12 waveguides. Due to the dielectric
isolation of the cables, their losses is higher then waveguides. Nevertheless, availability of
commercial vacuum feed-thorough for coaxial cables and low bending radius makes there
use convincing. The following components are used in the current design of the transmission
line of ARTEMIS from the output of the attenuator to the horn antenna:
• Room temperature Waveguide-to-Coax adapter: Since the output of the Attenuator
is a waveguide connection an adapter to coaxial cable is required. This adapter converts
the TE10 mode of the microwave to TEM mode. This adapter works based on the
principle of applying the inner conductor as an antenna inside the waveguide. A loss
of 0.6 dB is reported by the manufacturer, Ducommun (PTC-12VM-01).
• Room temperature coaxial cable: A 1.85 mm V-type connector cable from Astrolab with a length of 50 mm is connecting the adapter and the feed-through. The loss
of this cable has been measured to between 0.6 − 1 dB.
• Feedthrough: A commercial vacuum feed-through with 1.85 mm connectors from
SHF-(KPC185FFHA) is screwed into a CF-ﬂange. An insertion loss of <0.7 dB and
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He leak range of 10−9 mbar · L/s is mentioned in the technical speciﬁcations.
• Cryo-Coaxial cable: This section of the transmission line has to be bent a couple of
times, in order to reach into a space of the setup which a straight waveguide can be
mounted again. A 0.5 m long low-thermal-conductivity, non-magnetic cable, with low
bending radius of 3.3 mm from KMOC (SC-119/50-SB-B) with 1.85 mm connectors
is applied. This cable has 14 dB/m loss at a frequency of 65 GHz.
• Cryo-Coax-to-Waveguide adapter: Converting a 1.85 mm coaxial cable connection
to a WR-12 waveguide connection, this adapter is built by MI-Wave and has an insertion loss of 1 dB.
• Waveguide: An E-band wave guide (60−90 GHz) from Mi-Wave made of OFHC copper without gold plating1 is chosen for the current system. This waveguide is 950 mm
long and uses UG-387/U ﬂange connection standard. It has a 3.11 − 1.74 dB/m loss
according to the speciﬁcation sheet of the manufacturer. It should be noted that the
losses of this waveguide at 4 K noticeably decrease due to increase of its conductivity.
The waveguide has 11◦ bending at the last few cm, which gives an angle to the horn
antenna connected to it with respect to the position of the ions.
• Horn Antenna: The ﬁnal part of the transmission line is a pyramidal horn antenna
from MI-Wave(261E), which is designed to deliver a high gain in the center forward
direction.
The overall loss of the transmission line based on the data sheet of the parts involved is calculated to be 13.2 dB and further measured in tabletop measurements to be 12.9 dB. Considering the material that is located between the ions and horn antenna, especially the IT-coated
window, a total power reduction of 37 dB can be estimated. As a result, the microwave system described in this section can deliver a power ranging from −61 dB to −12 dB (or 0 to 50
µW) to the ion cloud in the ST. Thus, fulﬁlling the required estimated microwave power for
the 65 GHz Zeeman transition, which is of order of 10 µW [48].

4.5

Gas Injection System

To inject argon gas into the creation trap (CT) without compromising the vacuum condition,
an injection system made of two main parts has been developed. The pressure regulation,
known as the pre-chamber and the cryo-valve. The ﬁrst generation of this system has been
1

Gold plating requires a nickel diﬀusion barrier, which is highly magnetic. But, normal coating results in
lower transmission losses.
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Figure 4.4:

An overview of the 65 GHz microwave system of ARTEMIS.

reported in detail in [20]. Currently, the pre-chamber has undergone two updates and here
the third iteration will be reported.
The required argon gas is provided from a 10 L compressed argon bottle with a 4.8 gas
purity. Using a pressure regulator, the argon pressure is regulated to around 1 bar. The prechamber reduces the pressure further to a value between 0.6 − 0.65 mbar. Figure 4.5.a shows
a schematic of the pre-chamber. The center-piece of the pre-chamber is a simple KF 16 cross
which has four parts attached to it: two Pfeiffer vacuum EVN 116 gas dosing valves, an
Edwards APG100 active pirani vacuum gauge and a KF 16 to swagelok adapter. One of
the dosing valves is connected to the argon bottle and the other one to a Edwards oil-sealed
backing pump, in a manner that they control the injected gas and vacuum flow respectively.
To obtain 0.6 − 0.65 mbar, based on the digital position indicator of the valves [106], argon
gas flow (in) of approximately 7 × 10−6 (mbar × L)/s and the rest gas removal with circa
6 (mbar × L)/s is needed. This setup only provides a dynamic pressure regulation, meaning
that argon gas is simultaneously injected and pumped out. Creating a well-defined static
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regulated gas injection solution has technical challenges due to the high magnetic field of
about (5 mT).
After the KF-swagelok-adapter two shot-off valves are installed, first a compressed air
automatized valve and then a manual one (both from swagelok). The manual valve is used
for no-gas-injection-creation-periods and maintenance. The automatized valve is capable of
opening times as low as 24 ms and is the one that is in use most of the time. The gas is passed
through a low thermal conductivity stainless steel tube to the cryo-valve, entering the magnet
bore via a O-ring sealed compression port.
The so called cryo-valve is the last connecting piece of the gas injection system to the
trap chamber. Since this connection is positioned at cryogenic temperatures and close to the
center of magnetic field, using mechanical moving parts to totally seal the trap chamber is
unfeasible. The solution was also presented based on cryo-pumping effects and high sticking
coefficients of metals at available temperature ranges of ARTEMIS, in this case below 15 K.
Applying a meander shape connection made out of OFHC copper as in figure 4.5.b would
result in a total blockage of the gas leak into the trap chamber. For driving the cryo-valve
into open status, simply heating the structure to temperatures above certain ranges (around
20 − 30 K) will be sufficient. In conclusion, to deliver gas to the trap chamber the cryo-valve
is heated up and the compressed-air-control shot-off valve allows the gas to flow through.
After the heating of the cryo-valve is turned off, the temperature declines rapidly below the
closing limits.
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Figure 4.5:
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(b)

The gas injection system at ARTEMIS (a)Schematic of the third generation of pre-chamber structure. (b) Schematic
drawing of the cryogenic valve adapted.
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The eﬀorts to improve the gas injection system have lead to an improvement of the residual
gas pressure in the trap chamber to about 3 × 10−16 mbar, which will be discussed in section
6.5. To further improve the gas injection system, it is recommended to replace all non-KF
standard parts of the pre-chamber with equivalent KF parts, resulting in lower leak rates and
better vacuum at the pre-chamber and consequently at the trap chamber.

CHAPTER

FIVE

ION COOLING AT ARTEMIS

An advantage that makes Penning traps unique for precision spectroscopy is the possibility
to cool the motion of the trapped particles. In doing so, three main advantages are achieved:
(1) longer trapping times (2) higher precision of measurements (3) cooling makes all kinds
of ion cloud manipulation easier [107]. In comparison to similar experiments done at high
energies—for example the ones performed at the experimental storage ring (ESR) at GSI [4]
(section 4.1)—by cooling the ions the Doppler broadening is reduced signiﬁcantly, hence,
increasing the precision of the spectroscopy. Also for a high-precision g-factor measurement
cooling is essential, since reduction of the velocities decreases the uncertainties arising form
relativistic mass increase and electric potential anharmonicities [107].
In the course of Penning trap application through the years, many cooling techniques have
been developed and utilized for the trapped particles. Resistive cooling [65], laser cooling
[107], buﬀer gas cooling 1 [50] and sympathetic cooling [108] are among the most important
ones. Currently, ARTEMIS at HiTrap is beneﬁting from three RLC-circuits, which can
be used to cool the axial and radial motions at the spectroscopy trap (ST) and the creation
trap (CT). Future plans for using a beryllium sympathetic-laser cooling scheme at the ST of
ARTEMIS have been considered (appendix B).
In this chapter ﬁrst an introduction about the concept of temperature for conﬁned particles
is introduced and afterwards the cooling phenomena present at ARTEMIS are discussed.
Currently, resistive cooling is the most prominent procedure for reducing the motional ion
energy at ARTEMIS more details are presented. Furthermore, the eﬀort done in the course
of this project for a more accurate interpretation and calculation of the eﬀective electrode
distance D is reported.

1

due to strong magnetron losses not a preferable method for Penning traps
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5.1

The Concept of Stored Ion(s) Temperature

The number of particles N is an important factor while discussing the concept of temperature, commonly it is required to have a large enough ensemble of particles (N → ∞) for
associating a temperature to a physical system. Nevertheless, under some circumstances a
temperature can be related to a single particle. It is required that ﬁrst the particle is in thermal
equilibrium with a suﬃciently large thermal bath at temperature T , then through a repeated
motional energy E measurement the probability of obtaining a certain value for the energy
follows an exponential exp(−E/kB T ), with kB being the Boltzmann constant [109]. In order
to apply this approach the system must fulﬁll the ergodic theorem [110], which in cases such
as ARTEMIS this theorem is fulﬁlled.
In an ideal Penning trap three independent degrees of ion motion are observable, the axial, the reduced cyclotron and the magnetron motions (section 2.2.1). For each of them the
amplitude of the particle oscillation is a direct measure of its kinetic energy and an individual temperature can be assigned to them. The typical ﬁeld imperfections in a Penning trap
usually causes an entanglement between these particle motions. Nevertheless, each of the
degrees of freedom can acquire an independent temperature dominated by their respective
equilibrium thermal bath. Also the temperature of the thermal baths is deﬁned by the temperature of the charge carriers in their conductive components and electronic circuitry [109].
Furthermore, the energy independence of these three particle motions, translates to the fact
that they can be either excited or cooled without aﬀecting the temperature of the other two
degrees of freedom. Due to the negative total energy of the magnetron motion, it should
be treated separately in comparison to the other degrees of freedom [50]. Usually, there are
several ways to measure the temperature of a single or ensemble of ions in a Penning trap ,
such as electronic noise [109], ﬂuorescence line shape [111], magnetic bottle [109] and active
motional coupling temperature measurement[43].

5.1.1

Electronic Noise Temperature Measurement

Among the mentioned temperature measurement techniques the electronic noise temperature
detection is a technique that can be easily applied at ARTEMIS. To apply such an method
it is required to ﬁrst ensure that the particles are in thermal equilibrium with the detection
circuit. Afterwards the level of the Johnson noise Un is extracted from the measured spectrum
of the resonator circuit and using the readout bandwidth set on the spectrum analyzer the
temperature evaluation follows
T =

Un2
.
4kB Bf RP

(5.1)

Noise Voltage [Arb. Units]
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Resonance spectrum of a detection system and
relevant quantities used to extract temperature by electronic noise
measurement approach. Un is the amplitude of the signal readout
and Bf is the bandwidth of used to record the spectrum.

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant and RP is the resonator resistance of the RLC-circuit.
The typical quantities used for performing such calculations are shown in ﬁgure 5.1. For a
proper calculation it is required to calibrate the attenuation and ampliﬁcation of the rf circuit
between the detection system circuit and spectrum analyzer, by accounting for the attenuation
of the circuitry in the line of measurement and the ampliﬁcation performed on the signal feed
into the spectrum analyzer.

5.1.2

Spectral Width of the Axial Frequency as a Measure of Temperature

The imperfections of the conﬁning ﬁelds in a non-ideal Penning trap lead to a frequency
distribution of the axial ion motion frequency. This energy-dependent shift comes from the
higher-order terms of the axial electrostatic potential, measured by coeﬃcients C4 and C6 as
deﬁned in section 2.2.2. Based on the discussion presented in [42, 59, 15], for an ion ensemble
close to thermal equilibrium with negligible contribution from magnetic ﬁeld imperfection,
the dependence of the thermal axial frequency width is given by
15 C4 kB T
75 C6
δωz
≈
+
ωz
4 C2 qU0
4 C22



kB T
qU0

2

.

(5.2)

At a given trapping potential U0 , for a Penning trap that the C2 , C4 and C6 coeﬃcients are
known, the temperature of the ion cloud can be estimated by measuring the center frequency
and the spectral width of the conﬁned axial ion ensemble. Considering the values of C2 =
0.56, C4 = 0.001 and C6 = 0.05 at the CT of ARTEMIS, with a trapping potential of
U0 = 55.7 V for Ar13+ , the expected relative signal width as a function of the ion ensemble
temperature is depicted in ﬁgure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2:

Expected relative signal width as
a function of temperature at the CT of ARTEMIS.
The values mentioned in the plot are related to the
result presented in section 6.7 for the diﬀerent cooling measurement.

5.2

Ion Cooling in Penning Traps

After loading or creating an ion cloud into a Penning trap the temperature can range up to a few
orders of magnitudes higher than the equilibrium temperature of the interacting thermal bath.
Hence, several techniques may be applied to decrease the temperature down to the quantum
mechanical ground state of the ion motion of trapped particles. The detailed description of
cooling techniques are available in [107, 50]. Thus only a brief review of the cooling schemes
that are relevant for ARTEMIS will be presented, with an exception of the resistive cooling
which will be explained in further detail.

5.2.1

Buffer Gas Cooling

If alongside the trapped charged particles buﬀer gas (neutral species) is present in a trap, the
collisions between them leads to an energy equilibration mechanism commonly referred to as
buﬀer gas cooling. In comparison to the other cooling techniques, buﬀer gas cooling reduces
the motional frequencies of all three degrees of freedom at the same time and it is eﬀective
on a broad range of temperatures. Nevertheless, the control over this cooling phenomenon is
limited and as a result it can cause ion loss through increasing the magnetron radius. A solution of such a problem would be to couple this cooling procedure with magnetron centering
(Section 5.2.3) [107, 112]. Buﬀer gas cooling can be modeled as a frictional force acting on
the particle motion, for example the axial energy is reduced with damping rate γb as follows
∂E
q 1 pT0
= −2γb E = −
,
∂t
m M0 p 0 T

(5.3)

here M0 is the particles’ mobility in buﬀer gas at p0 =1013 hPa and T0 =300 K [113]. A
damping of the radial motion as a consequence of the axial particle motion reduction for this
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cooling method reads as
γ± = ±2γb

ω±
,
2ω+ − ωc

(5.4)

which yet again demonstrates that the reduced cyclotron radius decreases, whereas the magnetron radius increases, resulting in undesired particle loss. Due to the low residual gas pressure estimated at ARTEMIS (section 6.5) the eﬀect of buﬀer gas cooling should be negligible,
but still present.

5.2.2

Evaporative Cooling

The evaporative cooling is a result of losing the hottest trapped particles in a suﬃciently shallow trapping potential. By allowing the ions with highest kinetic energy to leave the trap, the
rest of the conﬁned particles will equilibrate to a lower temperature. Nevertheless, as a side
eﬀect of such an approach the ﬁnal number of conﬁned particles will be reduced. An example
of evaporative cooling of HCI is reported in reference [114]. For analytical understanding a
Maxwell-Boltzmann thermal energy distribution is assigned to the ion ensemble. In this case,
the probability distribution as a function of energy E reads as
p(E)dE =

r

4E
π



1
kB T

3/2



E
exp −
kB T



dE

(5.5)

R∞
with 0 p(E)dE = 1 in this manner a fraction of particles f with kinetic energies above a
certain level E ′ is depicted as
f=

Z

∞
E′

r

4E
π



1
kB T

3/2



E
exp −
kB T



dE,

(5.6)

thus the value f indicates the fraction of trapped particles that leave the trap after lowering
the trapping potential to UE = q/E ′ . Figure 5.3 demonstrates schematically the evaporative
cooling stages. This kind of ion cooling phenomena is generally seen at the initial internal

Figure 5.3:

A cartoon demonstrating the three stages of an
evaporative cooling. The red dots represent the trapped ions with
E > E ′ and the blue one E < E ′ . The green curves are the
representation of trapping potential C2 U0 .

ion creation in Penning traps (section 6.2), where the temperature of a fraction of the created
ions is higher than the deepest trapping potential. Another example of such cooling happens
during mass spectra measurement, in cases where the temperature of particles exceed the
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trapping voltage while ramping the voltage (section 6.1). Also, a common application is
to combine evaporative cooling with radio frequency excitations for charge state selection,
known as the SWIFT (section 6.3).

5.2.3

Resistive Cooling of Ion Clouds

The resistive cooling has an important role at the current situation at ARTEMIS. Hence, a
detailed review of three main cases at ARTEMIS is studied; (1) resistive cooling of a single particle (2) ion ensemble with in-phase (3) random phase oscillations. Afterwards, the
energy transfer model that is considered for resistive cooling in case such as ARTEMIS is discussed. Finally, the study of the eﬀective trap distance D considering a trapped ion ensemble
is presented. In case of ion clouds with considerable number of particles, it is required to
recalculate D. Since, an large enough ion ensemble can no longer be treated as point-like
particle in the center of the trap and the spatial distribution of it should be considered.
5.2.3.1

Resistive Cooling of a Single Particle

Resistive cooling is based on the image current interaction (eq. 3.2) with the detection system.
The formalism for this behavior is similar for axial ωz and radial ω± motions, for convenience
the latter is discussed in detail. The RLC-circuit is kept at liquid helium temperature. Thereafter, the ion motion leads to a power dissipation P = RP IP 2 , with RP and IP being the
resonance circuit eﬀective resistance and the induced image current, respectively [52]. For
resistive cooling of a single particle, assuming a frictional loss model, in a few steps it can
be shown that the ion cooling has an exponential loss behavior, Ez = Ez (t = 0) exp(−γt).
The γ is the energy damping constant in such a system, which translates to a cooling time
constant as
τz = γ −1 =

D2 m
,
RP q 2

(5.7)

with D being the eﬀective trap size. Furthermore, this cooling model only holds true for the
cases that the γ ≪ ω. The single-ion cooling has been measured in agreement with equation
5.7 in [43].
5.2.3.2 Extension to Ion Ensembles
In general the resistive cooling of ion ensembles follows the same principles of single particle
cooling but further considerations are required. Since the number of particles is larger and
ion-ion interaction plays an important role, a more complex simulative method is necessary as
described in references [19, 115, 116]. The induced current of IN (t) for N identical particles
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with independent movement and same phase which are in resonance with the cooling RLCcircuit is
IN2 (t) = N 2 Ip (t) = N 2

m D2
Ez (t).
q 2 RP

(5.8)

which the dissipated power can be written as
PN = N RP IN2 (t) =

dN Ez
,
dt

(5.9)

where it is obvious that the energy dissipation follows an exponential decay
E(t) = E(t = 0)e−t/τ ,

(5.10)

with E(t = 0) being the initial ion ensemble energy after creation or transport to the Penning
trap and τ is the cooling time constant. Finally, the cooling time constant for N particles
oscillating axially in phase reads as [11]
τN =

1
1 m D2
= τz .
2
N RP q
N

(5.11)

The similarity between the cooling time constant of a single particle and an ion ensemble is
obvious here and the only diﬀerence is that the ion cloud cools N times faster than a single
conﬁned particle. The ﬁnal temperature of the ion is determined by the noise of the electronics
(often the Johnson noise having the main contribution), creating a root mean square (RMS)
voltage across the resistor RP of the RLC-circuit as (section 5.1.1)
UT2 = 4kB T RP ∆ω,

(5.12)

here T is the detection systems temperature and ∆ω is the width of the ion signal spectrum.
Finally, in the case that the particles are moving with arbitrary phases, the time-averaged
mean square value of the induced current due to all N particles have to be taken into account.
According to [117]
IN2 (t)

=

N
X
k=1

Ik2 (t)

+

N
X

k,l & k6=l

hIk (t)Il (t)i ,

(5.13)

only the ﬁrst term of this summation is non-zero and equal to [117]
IN2 (t) =

q 2 hN E(t)i
= N I 2 (t) .
m D2

(5.14)
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Finally, this term is translated to

hN Ei
= − hP (t)i = −N I 2 (t) R.
dt
m D2
,
τN = 2
q RP

(5.15)
(5.16)

since τN is similar to what is calculated for a single charged particle. It can be concluded that
for an ion ensemble of N particles oscillating with random phases, the cooling is equivalent to
the cooling of a particle with mass N m and charge N q. Therefore, giving rise to the idea that
cooling an ensemble of ions can be treated as cooling the center-of-charge of that cloud [117].
Due to Newton’s third law, the center-of-charge motion of an ion cloud is immune to ion-ion
interactions and therefore the cooling of ion ensemble should not vary [65]. Nevertheless, due
to high energies after creation in the CT of ARTEMIS and unresolved imperfection at this
stage of the experiment, internal coupling of diﬀerent degrees of freedom is not negligible.
The same approach is valid for the radial degrees of freedom leading to the same exponential energy decay, where for ω+ and ωz the dissipation of energy translates to reduction of the
motion amplitude, for the magnetron motion ω− the response is opposite. Hence ’magnetron
cooling’ (a term commonly used instead of magnetron centering) is achieved through coupling this degree of freedom with one of the other ion motions by radiation of a signal with
sum of the ω− and ω+ or ωz [118].
5.2.3.3

Energy Transfer Model for Resistive Cooling

This model presented in reference [108] is based on considering two assumptions: First conﬁned particles obtain considerably high kinetic energy and second the direct cooling is only
done on the axial center-of-charge motion.

Figure 5.4:

Energy transfer model for resistive cooling
through the axial motion cooling of an extremely hot thermalised
ion cloud.
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In this model and in the presence of ﬁeld imperfections, the axial energy of individual
conﬁned particles are translated into an eﬀective axial center-of-charge motion energy, where
the center-of-charge temperature in turn dissipates through the cooling circuit. Although the
radial motion is not directly cooled, the energy of this motion is transfered to the axial energy,
hence it is transfered to the thermal bath via the energy chain. Three diﬀerent time constants
are expected to be present in such a model: the center-of-charge cooling time constant τN ,
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axial motion time constant τA and the radial cooling time constant τR . Figure 5.4 shows a
diagram of this model with the relevant time constants.
The observability of this cooling procedure highly depends on the energy levels of each
motion. Considering a thermalised ensemble of ions with a considerable number of particles
N ≫ 1 the ratio each degree of freedom verses the total energy E of the system reads as
(z)

1
Ecc
=
≪1
E
3N

axial centre-of-charge motion

(5.17)

E (z)
N −1
1
=
≈
E
N
3

relative axial motions

(5.18)

2N
2
E (R)
=
=
E
3N
3

radial motions.

(5.19)

As a ﬁrst conclusion, the hierarchy of the cooling time constants can be easily observed from
these equations τN < τA < τR . Since the ﬁrst ratio is typically very small for such a system
observation of the center-of-charge energy is hardly possible and the relative time constant is
too fast to be resolved [108]. The cooling procedures and their corresponding energy ﬂows
happen simultaneously and with time constants close to each other, thus only a superposition
of all cooling procedures will be observable.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of cooling curves for two diﬀerent ion ensembles at diﬀerent trapping potential situation. The left curve
is taken from reference [108] and it represents a cooling procure of limited particle number ion cloud at near perfect trapping potential.
Whereas the one on the right is for a highly populated ion cloud measured at the CT of ARTEMIS with non-harmonized trapping potential.
Nonetheless, in general two main cooling behaviors could be expected: a fast thermalisation with exponential decay and a slow thermalisation with non-exponential cooling. Fast
exponential cooling behavior is normally observed when a considerable number of particles
are stored (more than 103 ) and ﬁeld imperfections are strong enough to lead to strong interactions between the particles diﬀerent degrees of freedom [65]. On the contrary when a
non-exponential slow cooling is observed the number of particles are limited (e.g. 30 in reference [108]) and moreover the trap’s potential is optimized to high levels of harmonicity.
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In this fashion ﬁeld-initiated cooling eﬀects are not strong enough to accelerate the cooling
procedure.
Figure 5.5 shows a side-by-side comparison of the two discussed cooling behaviors. The
cooling curve demonstrated on the left side is from [108] and demonstrate the case that a low
number of particles are conﬁned in a nearly ideal Penning trap. The second curve is obtained
from the trapped particles in the CT of ARTEMIS and will be discussed in further detail in
chapter 6.

5.2.3.4

Effective Electrode Distance Calculation for the Creation Trap

An important parameter characterizing the resistive cooling in Penning traps is the eﬀective electrode distance, which encloses the geometrical speciﬁcation of the trap electrodes
involved in the cooling procedure. In order to simplify the related calculation, the eﬀective
electrode distance D has been ﬁrst introduced in [67] and ever since it has been used in a
variety of works [21, 18] to calculate the cooling time constant τz as formulated in equations
of section 5.2.3.
Using the surface charge density Qi (r, z) induced by a charged particle q on the surface of
a Penning trap electrode and utilizing the radial r and axial z positions of the charge in the
trap, D can be calculated [19]. In order to do so Qi (r, z) is written in terms of a geometry
function Ξ(r, z) as follows
Qi (r, z) = −q · Ξ(r, z)

(5.20)

where Ξ(r, z) reads,
−1
Ξ(r, z) =
ρ0 π

Z

∞
0



I0 (xr/ρ0 )
z − zF
z − zN
sinc(x
)(z − zF ) − sinc(x
)(z − zN ) dx.
I0 (x)
πR
πR
(5.21)

Here ρ0 is the electrode’s inner radius at the CT, zN and zF are the distance of the center
of the trap to the nearest and farthest edge of the pick-up electrode, where I0 (x) is given
by a modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind; its appearance in the denominator of the
integral makes further analytic calculation challenging and to this end numerical approaches
are preferred.
Taking into account that the ions are stored at C14 ring electrode and the signal is picked
up at C13, by applying the values ρ0 = 8.704 mm, zN = 7.459 mm and zF = 21.571 mm for
the CT of ARTEMIS, the Ξ-function was calculated for a limited number of radial and axial
positions of a charged particle using Wolfram Mathematica. Figure 5.7.a shows the result
of these calculations. To extend this calculation to a more realistic situation at ARTEMIS,
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Figure 5.6:

Depiction of the geometrical parameters, of
the CT of ARTEMIS, used for calculation of the effective electrode distance D, including the induced charge qi on the pick-up
electrode.

where instead of one charged particle an ion cloud is normally confined and the ion cloud
spreads out in space to a considerable distance from the center of trap, the number of radial
and axial positions were extended to approximately 800 points each, resulting in 6 × 105
values calculated for Ξ. Figure 5.7.b demonstrates the resulting plot of these calculations.
The data points between the limits are smoothened out for presentation, since in reality they
also look like overlapping data points due to their high number.
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Figure 5.7:

The calculations of the geometrical parameter Ξ at ARTEMIS, (a) For 5 different radial and approximately 100 axial
positions. (b) Approximately 800 different radial and axial positions each, resulting in 6 × 105 numerical results for Ξ.

As the next step from comparing equations 3.2 and 5.20 it is clear that
∂z Ξ(r, z) = D−1 .

(5.22)

Therefore, applying a similar numerical calculation scheme for the values of D for the same
number of different r and z coordinates, combinations are calculated as depicted in figure
5.8; for limited numbers in sub-figure (a) and the extended version in the sub-figure (b).
Finally to calculate one D(r, z) over the total confinement volume, the RMS of all the D
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values have been calculated across axial and radial dimensions. In this fashion the effective
electrode distance for an ion cloud located at the center of the electrode C14 which is spread
out over a non-negligible distance from the center of trap is calculated. The RMS value of D
at the CT of ARTEMIS in this fashion is calculated to be equal to 43.47 mm.
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Figure 5.8:

The calculations of the effective electrode distance for the CT. (a) For limited number of radial an axial coordinates, 5
radial and approximately 100 axial positions. (b) D calculation of 800 axial and 800 radial positions resulting in 6 × 105 numerical results
for D.

5.2.3.5

Spectral Overlap between RLC-Circuit and Particle Oscillation

An important parameter in characterizing the resistive cooling of an ion is the spectral overlap
of the particle oscillation and RLC-circuit. The width of the particle motion has several origins (most importantly the field imperfections) and in the case of the RLC-circuit its finite Qvalue defines the width of it. Since the resistive cooling is effective only within the bandwidth
of the RLC-circuit, to achieve the highest efficiency of a resistive cooling process a maximum
overlap between the two frequency widths is required [15]. Figure 5.9 schematically shows
such an overlap and the involved parameters. For the axial ion motion of a particle with center
frequency of ωz , a spectral width of δ is introduced in this model. Furthermore, according to
equation 3.3, the spectral width of the resonator circuit reads as ∆ω = ωR /Q, here ωR is the
resonance frequency of the detection circuit with the impedance of R(ω = ωR ) = RP .
For a large and/or hot ion ensemble—as in the case of the ion cloud in ARTEMIS—the axial
frequency distribution of the ions is much broader than the one from the detection circuit δ 
∆ω. As a result, only the fraction of the ion cloud that is interacting with the resonance circuit
is being resistively cooled and the rest of the ion cloud is only cooled via the sympathetic
cooling process. In order for the ion ensemble to be efficiently cooled by the resistive cooling,
it is required to have fast enough thermalisation between the ions [15].
In case of ion cooling through mass spectra acquisition (chapter 6), the spectral overlap of
the ion axial oscillation and the RLC-circuit is a variable as a function of the ramp voltage.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic overlap of the spectral distribution of
the particle oscillation and the RLC-Circuit spectrum. The highest
resistive cooling takes place at ωz = ωR and δ ≈ ∆ω.
As a result, the fraction of the ion cloud being resistively cooled is evolving through the
procedure, which leads to a difference in the cooling time constant and the acquisition time
(section 6.7).
5.2.3.6

Spectral Evolution of Resistive Cooling of the Axial Motion

The spectral line shape evolution of the axial ion signal of each individual species due to
resistive cooling as a function of time, is characterized by the time derivative of three main
parameters: the energy of the ion cloud E, the center frequency ωz and the width of the ion
signal of that species spectrum δω . Figure 5.10 shows an expected spectral evolution during
an axial resistive cooling of a pure ion ensemble (left) and the parameters involved (right),
schematically.

Figure 5.10:

Schematic spectral line shape evolution of the ion ensemble signal as a result of resistive cooling and the parameters
involved. The area under curve represents the ensemble energy E, the width of the spectrum is depicted as δω and the change of the center
frequency of the spectra is shown as ∆ωz

Considering an ion ensemble at a thermal equilibrium and as long as ion loss is negligible, in energy space the area under each peak is proportional to ensemble energy and hence
to the ensemble temperature. This description is equivalently valid in the frequency space.
Considering a Boltzmann distribution (section 5.1), the peak has its expected maximum at
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position proportional to ion numbers N and (1/2)kB T . Therefore, its position in the energy
spectrum is also proportional to the temperature, whereas the width has a linear and possible
higher-order contributions of the temperature [15]. As a result, the time evolution of the peak
area and thus the temperature (with decay time constant τT ) of the ensemble under resistive
cooling demonstrates an exponential decay. The peak position should follow the same behavior, ideally with the same time constant as the decay time constant for temperature τωz = τT .
The observed decay time constant of the signal width τδω may be different from τT , if the
higher-order contributions are significant. This is expected in particular for strong trapping
field imperfections and for high ensemble temperatures. Figure 5.11 shows these changes
schematically for two temperatures of an ion ensemble T2 < T1 .
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Figure 5.11: Schematic display of Boltzmann distribution of energy (left) and Frequency shift (right) for the stored particles and their
changes as a result of the resistive cooling.
Currently, at ARTEMIS the measured quantity is a spectral power density (measured in
zero-span mode) as a function of trap voltage, a so-called mass spectrum (section 6.1). The
area under such a peak is an energy measure with an unknown scaling, hence for exact energy
evaluation it is required to transform the voltage span of a given peak into the frequency span.
According to equation 2.15, for a peak of interest, the frequency of the peak is proportional to
the square root of the measured trapping voltage C2 U0 . In this fashion, a transformation from
the frequency space to voltage space is made. Therefore, the cooling behavior as function of
time in the voltage space is proportional to the square of the time derivative of the temperature
of the ion ensemble. The spectral width time evolution in voltage space is again dependent
on the higher-order temperature contributions, thus the decay time constant of it is subject of
change according to the trapping field imperfections and the ion ensemble temperatures.

5.2.4

Sympathetic Cooling

Benefiting from the mutual Coulomb interaction of trapped particles, cooling a fraction of
the confined ions via another fraction is normally referred to as sympathetic cooling. In this
case it is required to simultaneously trap both ions species in one trap or establish a strong
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enough link between the two (or more) trapped ion species via their image current[108].
An approximation of the cooling time constant with a full spatial overlap of the particles is
depicted as
τT ≈

m1 m2
(4πε0 )2 2 2
q 1 q2

1
n2 lnΛ



kB T 1 kB T 2
m1 m2

3/2

(5.23)

,

here the qualities with index ’1’ are the ones being cooled by another procedure and the ones
with index ’2’ are cooled via sympathetic interactions. The quantity lnΛ is known as the
Coulomb logarithm and reads as [119]
"

q1 q2 [µ1 + µ2 ]
lnΛ ≈ 23 − ln 2
e (µ1 T1 + µ2 T2 )



n1 q12 n2 q22
+
e2 T1 e2 T2

1/2 #

.

(5.24)

Please keep in mind, that the n should be expressed in units of cm−3 and temperature in units
of eV. In general for several diﬀerent coolants the temperature evolves as
∂T1 X 1
=
(Ta − T1 )
(a)
∂t
τ
a

(5.25)

The sympathetic cooling has two important applications in ARTEMIS. Firstly, when a variety of charge states of HCI is created and stored in the CT, by cooling one charged state
resistively other charge states also will cool via a sympathetic interaction. The lower limit of
the sympathetic cooling time constant has been estimated to be τT ≈ 6.7 µs [120]. Secondly,
a sympathetic laser cooling scheme is to be add to the setup in future, for example using
beryllium ions, which will beneﬁt from the same principle (appendix B).
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CHAPTER

SIX

STUDIES OF ION ENSEMBLE PREPARATION AND
ION CLOUD RESISTIVE COOLING

Characterization of the ion cloud created in the creation trap (CT) and its behavior in both of
the traps of ARTEMIS at HiTrap, are evolutionary steps that should be pursued in order to
reach the milestone of ARTEMIS —double resonance spectroscopy of highly charged ions.
Ion creation parameters, ion transport from the CT to the spectroscopy trap (ST), residual
gas pressure estimation, ion ensemble temperature readout, and resistive cooling of the ion
ensemble in the CT are the aspects that have been studied in this project and the results
obtained are discussed in this chapter. These results are based on the measurement performed
in the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017 measurement campaigns. For the sense of
completion it is required to consider the results published in the two preceding reports by D.
von Lindenfels [20] and M. Wiesel [21].

6.1

Mass Spectra Read-out

An alternative interpretation of the measurement technique introduced in section 3.1 is a
charge-to-mass ramp (q/m ramp) or mass spectrum data acquisition. The underlying concept
of image charge measurement still holds in this approach. In comparison to direct frequency
space measurements, where the trapping potential is tuned to a certain value C2 U0 , considering the ﬁxed resonance frequency of the RLC detection system, by gradually sweeping the
trapping voltage, diﬀerent charge states come into resonance with the RLC detection system,
hence increasing the amplitude of the resonance spectrum acquired from the resonator. In this
fashion a mass spectrum of the ion signal versus the trap voltage is obtained. Typically, for
such readouts a zero span mode of the FFT spectrum analyzer is utilized. In such spectra, the
relation between ion frequency and trapping voltage can be obtained using ωz2 = C2 qU0 /md2
89
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(section 2.15).
Figure 6.1 shows a typical acquired spectrum in the CT of ARTEMIS, with the ARES CT
resonator with resonance frequency of 2π×737.5 kHz and a voltage sweep step corresponding
to frequency steps of 300 Hz. The Ar13+ ion species signal, considering the typical frequency
shifts in Penning traps (Section 2.4), is observable at 54.87 V.
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Typical mass spectrum acquired
with the ARES CT from the ion cloud stored at the
CT of ARTEMIS. The lower plot shows the time evolution of the trap voltage from 40 V to 100 V, which
is the typical range in which argon charge states are
observable with the resonance frequency of the current ARES CT.
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There are three main features of such an ion signal readout technique that should be emphasized: (1) these spectra can be used to make a clear distinction of diﬀerent charge-to-mass
ratios, hence making it a strong tool for determining the nature of trapped particles; (2) once
an ion species comes into resonance with the RLC-circuit it results in cooling of the ions
resistively, as a result the signal height of the two consecutive ramps will diﬀer until the ion
cloud is totally in thermal equilibrium with its respective detection system; (3) the area under the curve is a convolution of the ion number and the ion energy. Despite the ease of use
and the beneﬁts of this readout technique, the eﬀort to switch to measurements of frequency
spectra have already been started. The overlapping ion signal of each charge state in a multicharge-state ion cloud makes it challenging to use a measurement in the frequency domain,
hence also in the future the mass-spectra readout method will be still used extensively.

6.2

Highly-Charged-Ion Creation in the Creation Trap

Until ARTEMIS is connected to the Hitrap beam-line—giving it access to the HCI created at
the GSI facility or the commercial EBIT of the Hitrap beam-line—further investigation and
optimization of the creation procedure done in the CT of ARTEMIS is required. It should be
noted that after each warm-up and cool-down performed for upgrading ARTEMIS the creation parameters involved are modiﬁed, hence introducing yet another reason for recalibrating
the creation procedure at the beginning of each measurement campaign. Furthermore, some
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new ideas have been tested in order to optimize the creation in comparison to the measurement
campaigns in 2015[20] and 2016[21].
The creation procedure is reported in extensive detail in [20, 21]. The creation at the CT
is based on electron-impact ionization and can be summarized into four stages as follows:

Trapping Electrons:
The electrons are created using a ﬁeld-emission point (FEP). A negative high voltage VFEP is
applied to a needle-shaped tungsten rod, resulting in ﬁeld emission. Using the so-called accelerator electrode, which has positive potential Vacc , the electrons are extracted and directed
into the CT. There the strong magnetic ﬁeld of the trap radially conﬁnes the electrons and
using the high voltage electrodes—H8/H9 and H19 (ﬁgure 2.7)—the electrons are conﬁned
axially.
The kinetic energy of the electrons is deﬁned by the VFEP and the electron-current density is
deﬁned by the VFEP − Vacc . At ARTEMIS these high-voltages are applied by HV-FEP power
supply by Stahl-Electronics, a device capable of delivering up to ±3 kV. Furthermore,
this device is capable of manual measurement of the current ﬂowing through the FEP. Since
the tip is a collection of microscopic tip structures and subject to possible changes (through
time or temperature ﬂuctuations), the overall current of the FEP can vary strongly [20]. Thus,
it is required to recalibrate it on a regular basis. Figure 6.2 shows the calibration curves of
the FEP current for diﬀerent VFEP and Vacc in two consecutive measurement campaigns.
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Figure 6.2: A comparison between the FEP currents at the CT as a function of VFEP and Vacc in 2016 and 2017. The sharp decrease
of the current can be associated to the deformation of the FEP or the changes in the HV-ﬁlter board.

The reduced current observed in 2017, may be the result of deformation of the FEP or the
changes of the HV-ﬁlter board described in section 4.3. Further inspections, when the setup
is opened for the next upgrades, are required to clarify this decrease.
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Gas Injection:
The gas injection is done through the gas injection system described in section 4.5. As already
mentioned the pressure is set in this system to about 0.6 mbar. After the electrons have been
emitted and as they are still oscillating in the CT, the path of the gas to the CT is opened using
a pressurised-air valve and heating the cryo-valve. For optimization of the creation procedure
the pressure of this section also needs to be adjusted in every measurement campaign. It also
should be mentioned, that the gas injection is essential only for a limited number of initial
creations. Since, after a number of creations the fraction of gas which has not been ionized
normally freezes on the cryo-valve and the inner walls of the trap electrode. Thus, the later
creations can be successfully carried out without injecting new atoms into the system and
only through sputtering of the frozen atoms.

Charge Breeding and Ion formation:
Using the high voltage electrodes at the two ends of the CT the electrons are reflected backand-forth resulting in ionization of the argon atoms, this procedure is typically known as
charge-breeding capable of delivering higher charge state ions. The convolution of charge
breeding-time and the electron-current density influences the charge state of the created HCI.
By controlling the breeding-time via ARTEMIS’s control program 1 and the absolute voltage
value applied between the accelerator electrode and the FEP, the charge states created in the
CT are controlled.
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Figure 6.3:

Ion creation trap configuration for
the high voltage and trapping electrodes at the CT.
The potentials depicted in this figure are simulated
using the program SIMION and afterwards the other
involved parts are added schematically to the figure.
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Simultaneously, the electrodes of the CT trap are set to form three potential wells of creation (figure 6.3). As soon as the argon atoms and the stored electrons collide, charged argon
ions are created and trapped. For creating Ar13+ an electron beam with energy of approximately 0.7 keV is required [20], although the actual energy of the electrons emitted from the
1

A Labview-based program for controlling ARTEMIS and its laser system. Also, software integration into
the Hitrap beam-line in future will be done through this control program.
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FEP is not easily drivable from the voltages applied [121]. Anyhow, looking at typical mass
spectra of the ion clouds after creation at ARTEMIS, the energy requirement is easily fulfilled
(even higher to create Ar16+ ). The effects of different electron energies and breeding-times
in ARTEMIS have been already studied and reported [17, 21].
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Figure 6.4:
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SIMION simulation of seven different potential wells of creation used for studying
the effect of different potential wells on the yield of
the creation procedure.

Another important parameter involved in the creation of HCI yield is the depth of the three
potential wells of creation, since the alternating CT potential modifies the energy of the ions,
especially when the ion ensemble is newly created and has high temperatures and is not confined in the minima of the trapping potential. It can be shown using equation 5.6, that the ion
evaporation rate increases for shallower creation traps, leading to weaker confinement of the
newly created ions.
Hence, by setting the depth of these wells to seven different values (figure 6.4) several
combinations of five VFEP and two Vacc and a breeding time of 5 s were used to study the ion
creation. Figure 6.5 shows the total spectrum area after each creation (sub-figures (a) and (b))
and another mass spectrum obtained immediately after the first one (sub-figures (c) and (d)).
The plots on the left side are the result of the creations with Vacc = +1250 V and the plots on
the right are after creations with Vacc = +1200 V. The legends in the plots show the value of
VFEP used in the respective creation.
The general trend observed in these curves is that by increasing the depth of the creation
traps the total area under the spectrum increases, which can be associated to the fact that ions
with higher energies are also trapped and have not escaped the trap. For certain values of the
trapping potential in the second mass spectra it is clear that almost the same area under the
spectrum is achieved; for creation with Vacc = + 1250 V at 300 V and for Vacc = + 1200 V at
250 V. These values of trapping potential match the anticipated ion ensemble energies, since
the ions created with a lower Vacc are expected to have a lower energy transferred to them by
the electrons. An increase in the total area under the spectrum is observed when the creation
is carried out at a voltage of 200 V and the total voltage between the accelerator electrode and
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FEP is set as 2.7 kV 6 V 6 2.85 kV, thus indicating that these values can be considered as
an optimum creation condition for all involved parameters.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the total spectrum area for seven diﬀerent depths of creation traps shown in ﬁgure 6.4. Sub-ﬁgures
(a) and (c) are the data evaluated after the ﬁrst and second mass spectrum (respectively) acquired from the ion ensembles created with
Vacc = + 1250 V. Whereas, Sub-ﬁgures (b) and (d) are similar measurements with Vacc = + 1200 V. The legends in the plots show the
value of VFEP used in the respective creation.

Ion Concentration and Emptying the Adjacent Traps:
This is the ﬁnal stage of ion creation, which ensures that all the ions created in the CT are
concentrated and conﬁned in the central trap at C14 electrode. As reported in [21] this part
of the procedure is required to eliminate unwanted image current induced on the electrodes,
resulting in an interfering ion signal from the adjacent traps with the main ion signal from
the trapped particles in the C14 trap.

Highly Charged Ions Stored in ARTEMIS
Creating ion clouds of various charge states of argon (Ar9+ to Ar16+ ) is done routinely at
ARTEMIS, a typical mass spectrum of such an ion ensemble is shown in ﬁgure 6.1. Nevertheless, if the accelerator voltage applied is high enough to make the FEP current emitted in
orders of a few hundred nA, the FEP —which is made of tungsten—starts to disintegrate and
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delivers tungsten into the CT Trap. A FEP voltage about 0.5 kV is enough to create W21+ .

Figure 6.6:

Highly charged ions
stored in ARTEMIS, Ar and W. The
argon charge states are created and
stored as part of measurement routine at ARTEMIS. However, tungsten
charge states are a result of high Vacc
and disintegration of the FEP.

Figure 6.6 depicts a mass spectrum of the HCI stored in the CT of ARTEMIS after cooling
the ion cloud. Besides the diﬀerent charge states of argon, tungsten ions up to W26+ have
been successfully stored in the trap. From this measurement it can be concluded, that heavier
highly charged ions can be stored in ARTEMIS’s trap. However, for preserving the FEP it is
not recommended to recreate this mass spectrum.

6.3

Charge State Selection with SWIFT Technique

Generally, the ions resulting from in-trap production (or dynamic capture) include a variety
of charge states. Hence, the Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier Transform, or SWIFT, is a
technique commonly used to remove the unwanted charge states in Penning traps, thus leaving
the selected desired charge states conﬁned in the trap. To ’clean’ the trap2 , the axial motion
(in some instances radial motion) is excited using a rf signal and the trapping potential is
lowered in a manner that the excited ions leave the trap evaporatively. The SWIFT signal
transient usually consists of the frequency band of all unwanted particles. This procedure
using the available transmission lines connected to electrode C15, has been calculated and
programmed into ARTEMIS’s control system by M.Kiﬀer [120] and has been also reported
in detail in [21]. Figure 6.7 shows a SWIFT procedure typically performed in several stages
at ARTEMIS. The cycle of the SWIFT utilized at ARTEMIS is as follows:
• SWIFT signal irradiation: Since the ion cloud consists of a high number of particles
and the low voltage ﬁlter board (Section 4.3) limits the power of the SWIFT signal to
10 V peak-to-peak, it is required to divide the excitation signal into several bandwidths
each time corresponding to certain charge state(s). Therefore, the cleaning approach
used at ARTEMIS can be rather described as a combination of rf resonant ejection
and SWIFT technique. Currently, each excitation consists of 1000 bursts of the SWIFT
signal with amplitude of 8 V peak-to-peak.
2

An expression used for SWIFT in the community
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Figure 6.7:

The charge selection done at ARTEMIS using the SWIFT technique. In comparison to many other experiments that apply
SWIFT for cleaning the trap, at ARTEMIS the cleaning is done over several stages. A SWIFT excitation for specific charge is performed,
afterwards a change of the trapping potential is done and then after rethermalisation of the ion ensemble the next charge state is removed.

• Effective trapping potential modification: As stated in section 5.2.4 a thermalisation time of roughly τT = 6.7 ms is expected in case of a typical ion cloud stored in
ARTEMIS. This translates to the fact, that the lowering time of the effective trapping
potential τS should be smaller than τT , hence a fast voltage switch with τS = 600 µs is
used.
• Rethermalisation and detection of the remaining charge state: At this stage it is
required to have a clear picture of what charge states have been successfully removed.
Therefore, by acquiring a limited number (up to ten) of mass spectra the charge states
that are still confined are identified and resistively cooled. Afterwards based on these
last observed spectra, either the same charge state is excited and removed or the next
desired charge state is cleaned from the trap.

6.4. Transport to Spectroscopy Trap
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The final ion ensemble left in the trap after a typical SWIFT procedure is about 10% of
the size of the initial ion could. The three introduced stages are performed until the only
confined charge state is Ar13+ . This procedure is considered to be long, in order of a day,
hence modifications of the LV-filter boards and other electronics to be able to transmit higher
powers of rf signal may be considered in the future.

6.4

Transport to Spectroscopy Trap

The next step after cleaning the ion cloud stored in the CT to pure Ar13+ is an adiabatic
transport of the ion ensemble to the ST. The transport is realized by slow and consecutive
manipulation of the potential of the neighboring electrode to the electrode that the ions are
stored in it, starting from electrode C14 and ending at electrode S3. The transport is an essential part of the final experiment, since the double resonance laser-microwave spectroscopy
is performed at electrode S3 of the ST. Since the direction of the transport matches the axial
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motion of the ions and considering the axial oscillation frequency of the ions (in order of a
few hundred kHz), the response time of the filter boards (in order of few ms) guarantees the
slow transport of trapped particles (figure 6.8).

���

Figure 6.8: A cartoon showing the ion transport procedure from electrode C14 to the adjacent C13. The transport is preformed for
one electrode to its neighboring until the ion cloud reaches the electrode S3 for the double resonance spectroscopy.
The transport of newly created ions from the electrode C14 to the electrode S3 has been
successfully carried out in the measurement campaign of 2016. The spectrum of this transported ion cloud has been acquired using the toroidal superconducting resonator when it was
still functional (section 3.2.7), figure 6.9 shows a typical spectrum of this measurement. Nevertheless, there are two issues to be considered. First prior to the transport, cooling and rf
manipulation of the ion cloud is required, which with the transport procedure used in 2016
was not possible. Second, a back transport to the CT did not succeed, making the procedure
irreversible. Anyhow observation of this spectrum had two important technical results; first
confirmation that the toroidal superconducting detection system has worked —although for a
short period of time. Second, the successful installation of the ITO-coated window regarding
ion trapping in the ST (sections 3.7 and 2.3.1) [56].
After a close inspection of the components that are involved in the transport, it became clear
that the high-voltage switch box responsible for selecting the voltage range (High- or low-
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Figure 6.9: Spectrum of the ion ensemble measured in the ST after transport, where the transport is
done directly after creation (2016). The ITO-coated
window and the toroidal superconducting RLC detection system had been installed before acquiring
this spectrum.
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voltage) applied to H8, H9 and H19 (figure A.1) does not work according to the specification
when switched to low voltage status. If the applied voltage was above 42 V, the voltage
provided to the corresponding electrodes was below the programmed voltage. This issue was
resolved by designing a transport procedure with voltages below 42 V using the SIMION
program. An important consideration for these simulations was the smaller inner diameter
of the H8 and H9 electrodes. Since the detection system of the ST despite all the effort is
not operational (section 3.2.8), the challenge would have been to be able to transport the ion
cloud back to CT (a goal which was anyhow considered in [56]).
Figure 6.10 shows a comparison of the ion cloud before and after the transport to ST and
back to the CT. It should be considered that the ion cloud spectrum before transport has
undergone ten cooling ramps. The area under the spectrum after the transport has changed
about 70%, which from the decrease of peak widths it can be concluded that the ion cloud
has been cooled down during this transport. Additionally, an ion-loss as a result of transport
is possible, since the electrodes H8 and H9 can act as filters and remove the charged particles
with higher magnetron radius. Further studies to optimize the transport have been done after
the time scope of this project, which will be reported in future reports.

Figure 6.10:

Spectrum of the ion cloud transported to the ST and back to the CT (2017). The first
spectrum (red) is obtained from the ion ensemble in
the CT after creation and ten cooling ramps. The
second spectrum (blue) is the same ion cloud transported to the ST and back to CT.
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Residual Gas Pressure Estimation at ARTEMIS

Before studying the resistive ion cooling process (or any other cooling technique), it is essential to have better knowledge about the residual gas pressure in the trap. Since, for highly
charged ions this pressure directly translates to the lifetime of any given charge state.
In presence of ambient neutral gas, highly charged ions perform charge exchange, which
can be used to estimate the pressure inside the trap. These estimations are normally utilized,
since in typical cryogenic Penning traps direct measurement of the pressure is not feasible.
Hence, by measuring the number of ions of a speciﬁc charge state in the course of the trapping
a fair estimation of the residual gas pressure can be done. This is normally performed using
a pure ion cloud, which in this instant reads as
1
PR =
σtc

r

k B T µm
mR m
with µm =
3
mR + m

(6.1)

here σ is the cross section of electron capture from the neutral gas for the speciﬁc charge state,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the ion ensemble, mR is the mass of
the residual gas atom or molecule and m is the ion mass. In addition tc is the lifetime of the
speciﬁc charge state, which for large numbers of ions reads as
tc =

t1
,
ln nn01

(6.2)

with t1 being the time elapsed for the measurement, n0 the number of particles at t = 0 and n1
the number of particles at t1 . For cryogenic Penning trap experiments (e.g. ARTEMIS) the
main contribution to the residual gas pressure is helium and hydrogen atoms and molecules,
since the majority of other gases have already frozen out much earlier than reaching the ﬁnal
temperature of the setup.

0h
24 h
48 h

Figure 6.11:
24 hours.

The mass spectra of diﬀerent argon charge states in the CT, after ﬁve days of resistive cooling with time diﬀerence of
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The calculation of tc and consequently the P , for an ensemble with several charge states
is not as straightforward as in the case of a single-charge-state ion cloud. Since at the same
time that higher charge states ions convert to a lower charge state species, simultaneously that
lower charge state species undergoes a charge exchange and populates its lower charge state
ions. Thus, for exact calculation in such a case it is required to solve a coupled rate equation.
Nevertheless, using the equation 6.1 the lower limit of the lifetime and eventually the lower
limit of residual gas pressure can be estimated as [15]
tc ≥

t1
.
ln nn10

(6.3)

After ﬁve days of ion cooling of the trapped ion cloud in the CT, i.e. ensuring the thermalisation of the ion ensemble and the detection system to about 4 K, during three days with a
time interval of 24 hours, three mass spectra were acquired. These mass spectra have been
plotted in ﬁgure 6.11. The area under the curve of each charge state was integrated individually and plotted as a function of the elapsed time in ﬁgure 6.12. As a result of the extensive
ion cooling, the area under each peak can be considered as a good measure of the particle
number of each charge state.

Time [Hours]

Figure 6.12: The changes of the area under the spectrum of each charge state individually in 48 hours, used as a measure of the
particle number of a charge state.

If a conservative estimation is made, such that all the charge-states greater than Ar13+
have been converted to Ar13+ , using equation 6.2, the changes of Ar13+ in 48 hours leads to a
lifetime of 22 days. Thus, with the Ar13+ charge exchange cross-section from Müller-Salzborn
ﬁt [11] and temperature of 4 K, the PR can be estimated to be around 3.2 × 10−16 mbar. The
estimated values ensure, while performing cooling experiments —typically within a time span
of a day —the eﬀect of charge exchange resulting in de-ionization of the trapped particles can
be neglected.

6.6. The Nine-days Ion Storage Measurements
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The Nine-days Ion Storage Measurements

At the beginning of the 2017 measurement campaign, a measurement to observe the lifetime
and residual gas pressure of the system, after the updates done on ARTEMIS, was performed.
After ion creation at CT, the measurement system was set to acquire mass spectra with an
interval of two hours. The trap was set to 55.7 V in the times between the spectrum readout,
resulting in additional sympathetic cooling of the ion cloud through resistive cooling of Ar13+ .
Figure 6.13 shows a selected number of spectra from this ion ensemble in the course of nine
days.

Figure 6.13:

Spectra of the ion cloud measured in nine days at the CT. This measurement was done for validation of the residual gas
pressure and lifetime of charge state

After the third day of the measurement it was assumed that as a result of the changes that
have been done on the setup, the residual gas pressure has increased severely. Nevertheless,
since this measurement was done remotely during an absence from the setup (while attending
the ’quantum electrodynamics, precision physics and fundamental interactions’ conference
in Cargése, France), the measurement was not disturbed and just left running till it could be
personally attended. On the ninth day of the ion storage and upon access to the setup, a rf
excitation signal with 8 V peak-to-peak strength with 1000 bursts for 600 µs in the spectral
region expected for Ar13+ and Ar12+ was shone in the CT trap. As a result of this excitation,
a spectrum similar to a typical spectrum acquired at the first day was observed.
Excluding the first five acquired spectra, for which the ions were still too hot for an unambiguous identification in the spectra, the total area under each of the spectra was calculated
and plotted as a function of time (figure 6.14). As a result of the excitation, the ion signal has
recovered to about 72% of its first day value.
Considering the energy exchange that has happened (cooling and re-exciting), it can be con-
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Cooling
After Excitation

Figure 6.14: Nine-day measurement area under the spectra, the temperature decrease of the ion cloud to
the level of the resonator detection circuit and re-excitation of the signal to
72% of the original signal are the signiﬁcant features of this plot.

cluded that the charge exchange and ion losses during this time are not signiﬁcant. For estimation of the actual particle numbers after excitation a calibration of temperatures as a function
of the excitation signal is required. In addition,it was observed that given the suﬃcient cooling
time it is possible to cool the ions to the level of thermal noise of the RLC-detection system,
which is an important requirement for performing high precision spectroscopy. Nevertheless,
the time scale observed (9 days) is too long, indicating the fact that optimization on the axial
resonator of the creation trap is required. Finally, an unidentiﬁed peak was observed in the
mass spectra around trapping potential of 46 V (e.g. a charge state of neon, Ne8+ ), which
could have aﬀected the cooling of the ion cloud because of its diﬀerent charge-to-mass ratio
in comparison to the argon charge states.

6.7

Study of Resistive Cooling of Large Ion Ensembles

The importance and theory of ion cooling have been explained in chapter 5 and as it is stated
that, among diﬀerent cooling techniques resistive ion cooling has a signiﬁcant role in many experiments including ARTEMIS. The density of the ions involved in the measurement scheme
of ARTEMIS, approximately 105 cm−3 , motivates a detailed study of the resistive cooling
at the CT of ARTEMIS.
The RLC-circuit used for the axial motion detection and cooling is the ARES-CT, which
has a resonance frequency of about 2π × 741 kHz and quality factor of about a 1000. Its
inductance is estimated to be about 3 mH, hence according to equation 3.4 resulting in RP of
approximately 13.9 MΩ. The resistive cooling time constant for a single 40 Ar13+ ion (equation
5.7) with D ≈ 12 mm [21] is τ ≈ 0.1 s.
For typical resistive cooling at the CT of ARTEMIS an ion cloud with charge states ranging
from 8+ to 15+ is studied, with high number of particles N in a non-ideal trapping potential.
Thus, the eﬀective D ≈ 43.47 mm calculated in section 5.2.3.4 should be used to calculate
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a cooling time constant. Considering Ar13+ as the average charge state, in the spectrum of
the trap charge states of a typical stored ion ensemble in the CT, the cooling time constant is
equal to τ ≈ 2.90 s.

For this measurement of typical mass spectra as described in section 6.1 acquired (e.g. figure 6.1), after each mass spectrum has finished the trapping potential was set back to the initial
value and another mass spectrum was recorded. As a result, in each measurement presented
a sequence of mass spectra were acquired. As discussed earlier in section 6.5 the charge exchange effects for short time scales can be neglected, thus the area under each individual peak
in the spectrum can be considered as an energy measure of that species.
The comparison of the estimated sympathetic thermalisation time constant of (τT = 6.7 ms)

and the values expected for resistive cooling time constants (in orders of seconds), reveals the
fact that the thermalisation between different ions species in the ensemble is much faster than
the active resistive ion cooling of a specific species. Therefore, cooling one charge state is
effectively cooling the entire ion cloud in the spectrum. Furthermore, a usual spectrum acquisition takes around 550 s, such that even an individual step of the voltage ramp in this manner
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is much longer than the thermalisation time of the ion cloud.
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Figure 6.15: A mass spectrum readout with
the involved parameters for time corrections used in
evaluation of resistive cooling behavior of the ion ensemble. The ηv only shows the fraction of the ion
signal width of Ar11+ , each charge state contributes
to the total value of ηv individually.

To be able to compare the measurements with the cooling models presented in section 5.2.3,
the time of the cooling cycle should be converted to an equivalent effective time t, accounting
for the actual total time that all ions would have been in resonance with the RLC-circuit. Each
cooling cycle consists of one spectrum which is acquired in a acquisition time tA , to calculate
the equivalent time t, two effects—by accounting for correction factors—must be taken into
account. The first correction factor accounts for the fraction of the total mass spectrum’s width
δω interacting with the resonator’s width ∆ω, which reads as ∆ω/δω . Second, considering
the shape of mass spectra, there are regions that appear to have no ion signal (between two
adjacent ion peaks). Thus, no cooling is taking place in these parts of the spectra. As depicted
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in ﬁgure 6.15 this correction factor can be calculated as the ratio of the summation over the
ions signal peak widths of all charge states ηv to the total spectral width δv . Practically, the
ﬁrst correction factor is calculated in frequency domain and the second one in the voltage
domain.
Finally, by applying the two correction factors on the measurement time the equivalent
correct time reads as
t = tA

∆ω ηv
.
δω δv

(6.4)

Since further cooling of the spectrum makes the peaks narrower, this time changes from cycle
to cycle.

6.7.1

Demonstration of Temperature Equilibrium

In theory, when suﬃcient time is given to the ion ensemble to interact with the RLC detection
system, the temperature of the trapped ions should reach an equilibrium with the thermal
bath that they are interacting with (section 5.2.3). Regardless of the initial temperature the
ﬁnal temperature of the ion cloud should be in the same range, in this case about 4 K. In
order to study this concept, ﬁve ion creation processes with diﬀerent parameters (caption of
ﬁgure 6.16) were performed and hundred consecutive mass spectra were acquired for each
ion ensemble (5 × 100 mass spectra). As already discussed the area under the spectrum
can be used as a measure of the ions’ temperature. Thus, for each spectrum the area under
the spectrum was integrated and plotted as a function of their cycle number (ﬁgure 6.16).
Besides the ion cloud created with a gas injection (creation 3), the temperature of the other
clouds —with roughly the same number of trapped ions —reaches approximately the same
value. In the case of the creation 3, due to higher number of argon atoms injected into the
system during creation and higher electron energy, a larger total area under the curves can be
expected.

6.7.2

Electronic Noise Temperature Estimation at ARTEMIS

As explained in section 5.1.1 by measuring the amplitude of the resonance spectrum of the
RLC detection system, which is in thermal equilibrium with the ions, the temperature of an
ion ensemble can be calculated. First the Keysight N9000B CXA spectrum analyzer readout was centered at about 741 kHz (the detection circuit’s resonance frequency at the time)
with a span of 3 kHz. Then the trapping potential was set to a harmonic trap conﬁguration
of 55.7 V, which is the expected trap voltage for bring Ar13+ into resonance with the RLCcircuit. Afterwards, the thermal spectrum of the ARES-CT was measured while there were
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Figure 6.16:

A comparison of the cooling procedure of ﬁve ion clouds with diﬀerent initial areas under the curve. The lower plot
shows a zoomed picture of the ﬁnal ion signal. The parameters related to each curve are as follows;
Creation1: Heating OFF, Breeding 5 s, NO Gas pulse, VFEP = -1500 V ,Vacc = 1200 V, VT RAP =200 V.
Creation2: Heating OFF, Breeding 5 s, NO Gas pulse, VFEP = -1750 V ,Vacc = 1250 V, VT RAP =200 V.
Creation3: Heating ON, Breeding 5 s, Gas Pulse ON, VFEP = -1750 V ,Vacc = 1250 V, VT RAP =500 V.
Creation4: Heating OFF, Breeding 5 s, NO Gas Pulse, VFEP = -1750 V ,Vacc = 1250 V, VT RAP =350 V.
Creation5: Heating OFF, Breeding 5 s, NO Gas Pulse, VFEP = -1500 V ,Vacc = 1200 V, VT RAP =350 V.

no ions in the CT. In the next step, a typical ion creation was performed and in ﬁve steps the
trapping potential was lowered to 55.7 V from 250 V, as a result bringing the Ar13+ charge
states into resonance with the RLC detection system, hence cooling the ion cloud. Considering the τT = 6.7 ms sympathetic cooling time constant between the ions in the ensemble, with
good estimation the temperature of the entire conﬁned ions should be equal to the temperature
of the Ar13+ fraction of it. While keeping the ions in resonance with the detection system,
twenty-three spectra of the ARES-CT were recorded in 197 min, with the same spectrum analyser settings as set initially. Figure 6.17 shows six selected spectra of these measurements
alongside the resonance spectrum of the resonator with an empty trap.

Figure 6.17:

The spectra of ARES-CT
circuit recorded for the empty trap and six selected spectral responses after trapping an ion
ensemble with presumably diﬀerent temperatures as a result of resistive ion cooling.
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In order to extract the peak power of the spectrum, a Lorentzian ﬁt was performed on
each spectrum, then the power peak was converted to its equivalent voltage, considering the
impedance of the detection system. Finally, using the equation 5.1 temperature of the ions was
estimated. To perform a calibrated measurement of the temperature in this fashion, the loss
and ampliﬁcation of the rf readout line and the resonance circuit eﬀective resistance RP must
be measured exactly, here a typical value for RP ≈ (14 MΩ) was estimated and the loss and
ampliﬁcations of the rf signal was neglected. Nevertheless, assuming there is no additional
noise source, the temperature estimated for the spectrum acquired for an empty trap can be
used as the 4 K line. Hence, the ratio of 4 K and the estimated temperature for an empty trap
can be used to scale the other obtained temperatures when the ion cloud is present.

Figure 6.18: Electronic noise temperature estimation at ARTEMIS. The temperature of the unloaded ARES-CT circuit is plotted as
green line (4 K). The inset on the left side is for the ﬁrst seven estimated temperatures, which can be ﬁtted with a fast exponential decay
function. The inset on the right side shows the data point of the next sixteen estimated temperatures and the more moderate exponential
function ﬁtted to them.
Figure 6.18 shows a plot of the temperatures of the ion ensemble as a function of time.
The temperature of the resonator detection system —without the trapped ions—is roughly
three orders of magnitude lower than the temperature estimated after loading the trap with
ions (2600 K), which after 197 min of resistive cooling decreases to about 115 K.
The cooling behavior of the ion ensemble can be described with two exponential decay
functions ﬁtted to the data, an initial fast temperature decrease followed by a slower one.
Considering the fraction of the resonator width ∆ω = 1.57 kHz at the time of this measurement and frequency width of the expected spectrum for a typical ion ensemble and based on
the discussion in section 5.2.3.5, a correction factor of 1/472 was applied to the acquisition
times. Then the decay times τN of the two cooling curves observed in this measurement were
calculated to be 0.14 s and 2.86 s for the fast and slower curve, respectively (inset of ﬁgure
6.18).
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Resistive Cooling of Ion Cloud after Creation

Directly after an ion creation in the CT (section 6.2), with VFEP = −1.6 kV, Vacc = 0.95 kV

and breeding time of 1 s, a hundred axial mass spectra were recorded; the evolution of the ion
cloud as a result of the axial resistive cooling is depicted in figure 6.19. The first spectrum
acquired shows that the ion ensemble has an extremely high temperature, in a manner that
all the individual charge states peaks are blurred. After a number of spectra, four to eight,
the peak of each individual charge state starts to appear. Furthermore, after extensive cooling
of the ion cloud (around fiftieth spectra) the anharmonicities caused by C4 coefficient of the
electric potential in the CT (section 2.2.2) start to affect the shape of the peaks observed in
the spectrum [66].

Figure 6.19: Ion ensemble evolution as a result of 100 resistive cooling ramps directly after creation. The first ion cloud spectrum
(depicted on the top left plot in red) appears as a blurred hot spectrum with no clear signs of the charge states. After eight mass spectra the
individual charges appear.
As the first step of evaluation, the integral of the total area under each spectra was calculated
and plotted as a function of the corrected time (figure 6.20). Each spectrum readout has a time
interval of 550 s. Considering the spectral width of the ion cloud δf ≈ 330 kHz and the ARES
CT span ∆ω = 860 Hz , the first time correction factor reads as ∆ω ≈ 1/385. The value of
the second time correction factor was individually calculated for each spectrum as the ratio of
the total peak widths to the width of spectrum in the voltage domain, ηv /δv . As also depicted
in figure 6.20 the ion energy is given in arbitrary units, since the actual amplification factors
at 4 K of the detection system need to be measured 3 . It is clear that this cooling curve can
be fitted with two exponential decay functions; an initial fast decay with τE1 = 0.67 s and a
more moderate cooling behavior with τE2 = 6.17 s.
3

planned for near future.
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Figure 6.20:

The energy evolution of an ion
cloud directly after creation as a result of resistive
cooling. Only the very ﬁrst spectrum after creation
with extreme temperature is not considered. Two exponential decay curves have been ﬁtted to the data.

The ﬁrst fast decay is due to the convolution of extremely high initial energy and energy
transfers from the other degrees of freedom to the axial energy. The second decay is the part
of the cooling curve, where the axial cooling of the ion could gets dominant and becomes
eﬀective. Therefore, at the moment the ﬁrst decay will be neglected. Nevertheless, in reality
these two cooling curves do not have clear boundaries. As depicted in Figure 6.21 one can
consider the axial cooling becoming more prominent after four or after eight cycles of cooling.
In doing so, two cooling time constants in the same order of magnitude as the theoretical
estimated value are yielded after ﬁtting the data with an exponential decay function. This
ion cooling behavior to good extent matches the ion cooling of the center-of-charge model
presented in section 5.2.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.21:

A comparison between cooling curves of the ion cloud, when the ﬁrst four spectra are removed (left) and eight spectra
are removed (right).

Another eﬀect observed while cooling the ions is shifts of the ions’ oscillation frequency to
their expected axial motion frequencies. Using Ar11+ as a probe, which is the average charge
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state of the present ion species in this cloud, the general frequency shift of the ion cloud was
studied. The trapping voltages corresponding to this charge state’s peak were converted to
the equivalent peak frequencies using equation 2.15 and plotted as a function of the corrected
time (Figure 6.22). In the ﬁrst 5 s of cooling, a strong decrease in the center frequency of the
ion peak is observed. Thereafter, the decrease becomes moderate and around 15 s of cooling
the frequency starts to increase towards its actual theoretical value. Generally, an increase
towards the theoretical axial frequency should be observed, as will be demonstrated for the
other two cases presented (sections 6.7.4 and 6.7.5). However, in this case the frequency shift
is not showing the pattern that is expected. The overall appearance of the spectra is conserved
during the cooling process, indicating that no considerable change happens in the combination
of the conﬁned species. Thus, a reason beyond the process of resistive ion cooling can be
responsible for such a behavior.
One possible explanation would be that the ion cloud is not located at the center of the
trap. The initial decrease can be due to the ion ensemble shifting to the center of the trap
and the remaining shift being a result of the energy change in the system due to cooling.
The initial decentralization of the ion cloud can be associated to charge-up of the electrodes
and possible frozen particles on the surface of the electrodes, which can lead to unexpected
anharmonicities in the electric potential, thus a strong shift irrespective of the ion energy. The
expected shift then will be dominated by the time constant of de-charging the electrodes and
may be in order of magnitude of several minutes or hours.
As mentioned in section 5.1.2, the spectral width of ion peak signal can be used as a measure of the ensemble’s temperature. Figure 6.23 shows the evolution of the spectral width
of this ion species as a function of the corrected time. As in the case of ion energy study of
this ensemble, the four (or eight) initial spectra are not in the same energy scale as the other
spectra, thus for further evaluation they have been removed. The observed relative signal

Figure 6.22: Frequency of the ion cloud as a
function of corrected time for an ion cloud directly
after creation. The Ar11+ peak has been chosen as
a probe to study the signal shift.
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Figure 6.23:

Spectral width evolution of the
ion ensemble directly after creation. The inset depicts the same curve excluding the ﬁrst four spectra,
ﬁtted with an exponential decay function.

width of 1.4 × 10−2 for the last spectrum of the cooling process (considering its corresponding peak frequency of 724.5 kHz) translates according to the calculation done in section 5.1.2
to a temperature of 7.96 K for the ion ensemble.
Due to the extreme temperatures of the ion ensemble at the beginning of this measurement,
despite the fact that the cooling time constants are in the same range, diﬀerent time evolution
of the spectral features of the cooling do not show the relation that is expected from them as
discussed in section 5.2.3.6.

6.7.4

Single Species Ensemble —Ar13+ —Resistive Cooling

For this measurement after a creation with typical parameters, using a SWIFT procedure
(section 6.3) the ion cloud was reduced to only contain Ar13+ charge state. The last excitation of the ions in the SWIFT procedure was performed with 8 V peak-to-peak power, which
afterwards left an excited conﬁned ion ensemble in the trap. A hundred mass spectra were
acquired, ﬁgure 6.24 shows the changes in the mass spectra of the ion cloud. In this measurement, around the thirty-ﬁfth spectrum, the ion thermalises with the RLC-circuit and loses its
observability (it should be excited using a rf signal to be measurable again).
The readout time of each mass spectrum acquisition in this measurement is around 285 s,
in the same fashion as before the acquisition time was converted to the corrected time. Afterwards, similar to section 6.7.3 the ion energy evolution of the ion ensemble was plotted as a
function of corrected time (Figure 6.25).
As one expects, the resistive cooling of the ion energy curve shows a perfect exponential
decay behavior, since the initial energy and particle number of the Ar13+ ion ensemble is
relatively lower (as a result of SWIFT procedure) than the ion cloud studied in section 6.7.3.
Nevertheless, the decay time constant is a factor of about 2 smaller than the theoretical value.
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Figure 6.24: Spectrum evolution of Ar13+ as a result of resistive cooling. The thirty-fifth spectrum is were the ion peak is last
observable. After this spectrum in order to again observe the spectrum rf excitation is required.
As a possible explanation, the spatial distribution of the ion cloud along the trap center can
be responsible for this modification, thus the need to estimate a new effective D with new
parameters for a more accurate value.
As the next step, the frequency shift of the ensemble was studied as a function of the
corrected time (figure 6.26.a). The final frequency, before the ion cloud totally thermalises,
is about 730.809 kHz. This value is about 6.4 kHz smaller than the estimated theoretical
values presented in table 2.2. In addition to the thermalisation of the ions with the RLC
circuit, extrapolating the cooling curve with the obtained growth rate indicates that the shift
of the ion cloud can no longer be associated with the temperature of the ensemble. This
discrepancy can be due to the anharmonicity of the electric potential at the CT [20] and/or
the space charge frequency shift presented in section 2.4. Since these shifts are in the same
order of magnitude for Ar13+ , disentangling them requires further information (particularly
the number of particles). In an ambiguous estimation —in case the shift was only caused by

Figure 6.25: Ion energy evolution as a result of resistive
cooling of Ar13+ ensemble. The data is fitted with an exponential decay function.
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the space charge eﬀect—a number density of 3.17 × 103 cm−3 can be extracted from ﬁgure
2.11.b for the current ion cloud.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.26:

(a) Frequency shift of the Ar13+ ensemble as a result of resistive cooling. (b) Spectral width evolution of the Ar13+
cloud as a result of resistive cooling.

Figure 6.26.b shows the spectral width changes of Ar13+ versus the corrected time of the
cooling cycle. According to the discussion in section 5.1.2 for the ﬁrst mass spectrum a temperature of about 13 K can be estimated for the ion ensemble. As a result of resistive cooling
the last observable spectrum has spectral width of 4 × 10−3 at peak frequency of 730.8 kHz,
which translates to an estimated temperature of about 4.24 K. Since the ion ensemble is afterwards no longer observable, this estimation might be not far from the actual temperature of the
RLC-circuit. An exponential decay function can be ﬁtted to this curve as well, which is two
times faster than the ion energy decay τE in ﬁgure 6.25. Although in this case, the ion cloud
has a much lower initial temperature than the ion ensemble presented in section 6.7.3, still
the relation between diﬀerent cooling time constants does not match the model presented in
section 5.2.3.6. This discrepancy indicates that a more advanced theoretical study is required
to understand the resistive cooling time evolution.

6.7.5

Consecutive Resistive Ion Cooling of an Ensemble

For this measurement the created ion cloud in the CT has been modiﬁed using the SWIFT
technique to contain mostly Ar13+ , without removing the other charge states totally. As a
result of the SWIFT technique with 1000 burst excitation signals with 8 V peak-to-peak power,
the ion ensemble had a high energy. First, one hundred and ﬁfty mass spectra was acquired.
Afterwards using an rf signal the energy of the ion ensemble was excited two times to a
value close to the initial energy and then resistively cooled each time. Finally, after the fourth
excitation of the ion cloud again one hundred and ﬁfty spectra were obtained. In this fashion,
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any kind of possible residual effect by previous cooling cycles can be explored (if present).
Figure 6.27 shows the integrated area under the curve of the acquired spectra as a function of
the readout cycle number, again as a measure of ion energy.

Figure 6.27:

The energy scale
evolution of consecutive resistive ion
cooling of the same ensemble in four
cycles.

Using a selected number of spectra the spectrum evolution happening in the first and last
cooling decays is shown in figures 6.28 and 6.29, respectively. As shown in these spectra
Ar13+ charge state is the majority of the ions in the ensemble.
As in the two previous examples, for each of the decay curves the ion energy, frequency
shift of the Ar13+ and the spectral width of the Ar13+ peak were calculated for all 150 spectra
and plotted as a function of the corrected time —time correction procedure used is the same
as the previous two cases. Figure 6.30 shows the plots of these evaluations performed on the
ion cloud.

Figure 6.28:
The spectral evolution
observed in the first
decay as a result of the
resistive cooling of the
confined particles. Presented for comparison
with figure 6.29

The ion energy decay curves were fitted by an exponential decay function, resulting in
similar decay time constants of about τE = 4.7 s. These values are in fair agreement with
the theoretical calculation and second decay observed in the data presented in section 6.7.3.
The center frequency shift of the ion cloud seems to behave as expected, unlike the ion cloud
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Figure 6.29:
The spectral evolution
observed in the second
decay as a result of the
resistive cooling of the
confined particles. Presented for comparison
with figure 6.28

which has been studied in section 6.7.3, which gives more evidence supporting the idea that
for an ion cloud studied after creation a shift due to reasons such as electrode charge-up can be
expected. Finally, from the measured relative frequency width of the ion cloud at the end of
the first cooling cycle of 7.3 × 10−3 (at a peak frequency of 730.8 kHz) and at the end of the
fourth cooling cycle of 9.8 × 10−3 (at a peak frequency of 730.5 kHz), temperatures of 6.64 K
and 5.72 K can be estimated by use of the approach described in section 5.1.2, respectively.
The similar behavior observed in these consecutive cooling processes leads to the conclusion that the resistive ion cooling is independent of the excitation and cooling cycles. The
parameters defining the cooling time constant, as expected, are the geometry of the trap, the
magnetic and electric potential, the specification of the RLC detection system and the specification of the ion ensemble itself.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6.30: The ion energy, frequency shift of the Ar13+ and the spectral width of the Ar13+ peak as a function of the corrected
time for the same ion cloud in two of the consecutive cooling procedures. The left column of plots belong to the ﬁst cooling curve and the
one on the right belong to the fourth cooling process.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Primarily, this thesis widens the knowledge about the non-destructive detection and resistive
cooling of highly charged ion ensembles for atomic spectroscopy in the ARTEMIS Penning
trap at HiTrap. Among the diﬀerent cooling procedures possible, resistive cooling of the
ion ensemble stored at ARTEMIS has an important role, due to ease-of-use and eﬃciency.
However, since ARTEMIS’s double resonance spectroscopy scheme involves 105 particles,
the common knowledge available for the detection systems and their application as resistive
cooling circuits was not totally compliant to the case of ARTEMIS. To this end, two main
categories of studies have been conducted in this project. Firstly, a study of diﬀerent components of the detection system was performed and secondly, experiments on the resistive
cooling behavior of ion ensembles were conducted.
As presented in chapter 3, a comprehensive study on diﬀerent components of the cooling
circuit were performed, to optimize the detection system according to the needs of ARTEMIS.
Diﬀerent combinations of two geometries (helical and toroidal) with two wire materials (normal -conducting copper and superconducting niobium-titanium) were studied for development of the inductor coils of the RLC-circuit. A superconducting toroidal resonator can deliver a signiﬁcantly higher quality factor in comparison to the other tested inductor coils, but
as it turned out that developing and maintaining such a coil is more challenging. A normalconducting helical resonator is easy to make and can be used as a tool for checking all the
connections and parts involved in the detection system at room temperature.
The behavior of a NbTi superconducting toroidal resonator, with initial quality factor about
21000 and an unloaded resonance frequency of 2π × 1 MHz, in a variable magnetic ﬁeld up
to 6 T was studied, indicating a strong decrease in the Q-values (down to roughly 7000 at
6 T) and a shift in the resonance frequency of the spectrum (about 20 kHz) as a function of
the applied magnetic ﬁeld. Hysteresis eﬀects were observed in this system, but not on a level
that can aﬀect the performance of the detection system. The results of this study are also
117
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presented in [76].
The cyclotron resonator detection system requires a range of frequency adjustability in
order to be put in use, therefore a varactor diode board has been realized and installed. Utilizing the varactor diode board, the resonance frequency of the cyclotron detection system at
ARTEMIS was set to 35 MHz with an adjustment span of 3.5 MHz around this frequency.
An important milestone is the measurement of the cyclotron frequency of the the stored ions,
which with the current developments can be achieved in the near future.
The second important series of measurements presented in this thesis (Section 6.7) are
regarding the study of resistive cooling of the ion ensemble. Firstly, a theoretical treatment of
the eﬀective electrode distance D for a large spatial distribution of ions in the creation trap of
ARTEMIS has been performed, leading to a value of D ≈ 43.47 mm. Using the calculated
value of D, the cooling-time constant of the ion ensemble τ ≈ 3s was calculated and put to
test against diﬀerent types of ion cloud specimens: (1) an extremely hot and dense ion cloud
(2) a cooler less populated ion cloud (3) a cold ion cloud with low number of Ar13+ ions. The
measured time constants are in the same order of magnitude, but a discrepancy between these
values is observed. Furthermore, by study of the consecutive cooling behavior of an ion cloud
it became clear that the cooling response of the ion cloud does not possess a memory. In the
course of these studies a ﬁrst measurement of ﬁnal ion temperature and thermal evolution of
the ion cloud using the electronic noise of the RLC-circuit and the spectral width of a speciﬁc
ion species peak was estimated, which indicated an eﬃcient cooling in the creation trap using
the RLC-circuit down to 4 K in the case of a single species ion cloud.
During the course of this study, a lifetime of twenty-two days for a speciﬁc ion species was
estimated, which translates to a residual gas pressure of 3.2 × 10−16 mbar (section 6.5). In
an attempt to validate this estimation, a typical ion cloud was created and stored for over nine
days, during which the ion ensemble thermalised with the RLC-detection system and was
re-excited afterwards.
Finally, successful transport of the ion cloud to the spectroscopy trap (and back to the
creation trap) is reported (6.4). Despite all the eﬀorts at this point, the RLC detection system
of the spectroscopy trap is not working. Therefore, an optical observation of the ion cloud in
the ST using electron excitation of the ensemble is planned. Furthermore, a new upgrade and
development phase for the experiment, as result of newly obtained knowledge, is foreseen in
near future.
At this point, it is not far from reality to claim the ﬁrst proof of concept measurement for
microwave-laser double resonance spectroscopy is closer than ever. Moreover, the plans for
connecting ARTEMIS to the HiTrap beamline have proceeded in a promising fashion.

APPENDIX

A

ARTEMIS WIRING DIAGRAMS

The changes and upgrades done in the wiring of ARTEMIS in comparison to [21] are as
follows:
• Adding the varactor diode board, which requires two additional lines for the heater and
one for biasing.
• Installing a new ampliﬁer board and removing to extra connection line .
• Changing the resistors used in the HV-ﬁlter board.
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Figure A.1:

The 2017 updated version wiring diagram of ARTEMIS.
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APPENDIX

B

LASER DOPPLER COOLING

This cooling technique has proven to be one of the most eﬀective ones and it is the common
approach to reduce the axial energy of the ion from several thousand kelvin to approximately
few mK in a Penning trap. Thus many theoretical and experimental eﬀorts have been dedicated to it [122, and references therein]. The basic concept applied in such cooling is momentum exchange between the laser beam and the ions. As depicted in ﬁgure B.1, a laser
beam parallel to the trap axis is irradiated and the particles absorb photons from the laser
beam. Each absorbed photon transfers momentum to the particles and in doing so excites the
ions into an excited atomic energy level. As a result, a spontaneous decay happens with the
photons emitted evenly throughout the space. If the cooling-laser is slightly red-detuned from
the frequency of transition in use, the particle slows down as a result of the light scattering
force.
Less than a hand full of ions have the proper atomic energy level structure for laser-cooling
procedure, such as beryllium, magnesium and calcium ions [18], only ions that exhibit a
strong optical transition from ground state to the excited state with consecutive decay of the
ion back to the ground state are suitable for laser-cooling of the ions. Furthermore, ions
with many possible states to decay after the excitation make the laser-cooling complicated.
Because to bring back an ion into the cooling cycle from one of undesired states requires an
additional laser setup [50].
For Doppler laser cooling the so-called Doppler limit is the lowest achievable temperature
TD = ~γ/kB , with γ expressing the decay rate of the excited state to its ground state. For
the named ions typically used for laser cooling this limit is approximately 1 mK. Although
radial laser cooling is also possible by shining a perpendicular laser beam to the axis of the
trap, due to the complications caused by the magnetron motion it is not as straight forward
as in the case of the axial motion (in analogy to section 5.2.3). Reaching lower temperatures
than the TD , down to the motional ground state, is also possible by applying schemes of laser
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cooling with resolved sidebands [123]. Initial study to implement this cooling technique in
future at ARTEMIS have recently started.

��

��
Figure B.1: Schematic overview of a laser cooling with cooling transition of ω0 . For successful cooling a red-detuned laser
with frequency ω is applied to the ion ensemble parallel to the axial motion of the trapped particles.
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